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Introduction

This game is intended as a simple game involving
toy soldiers of the classic style. It isn’t intended to
be ‘realistic’ in any sense. Rather, it’s the friendly
collaboration of two wargamers of mature years, with
getting on for a century of playing with small but lethal
figurines between them. It is a relaxed and relaxing
game, where enough depends on the turn of a card and
the roll of a handful of dice to say that our disasters are
pure chance, but enough cunning decision-making to
claim our victories as acts of brilliant generalship.

It takes place in the era of William Britain and H. G.
Wells; so, essentially, the decades prior to the Great
War. It does not involve shooting at the figures with
spring-loaded model cannon, largely because toy
soldiers no longer cost a halfpenny, nor are they
finished with toxic lead paints. So, the rules owe more
to wargames of the 1950s and ‘60s―Featherstone,
Grant, Bath and Scruby―than to the pioneer
wargamers of 1913. That said, there are no Average
Dice1; nor do we roll, deduct one for cover, and halve
the total (rounded up) because it’s a long range shot.
Some ‘Old School’ game mechanisms have been
abandoned for very good reason. The card sequence,
although mine, pays tribute to my friend Larry Brom
and his The Sword and the Flame rules. I’ve also
been influenced by the work of Neil Thomas and―
especially―Ross MacFarlane, who shares our taste
for rolling dice for random movement; there’s at least
one place I have lifted a rule directly from Ross, and I
happily acknowledge it!

There are lots of six-sided dice, saving rolls, distances
in inches, and a general sense that there ought to be
salmon-and-cucumber sandwiches and tea (or beer;
Dan’s family owns a beer store, and I salute him for it).
You are allowed―nay, encouraged―to alter rules as
appropriate if playing in other time periods. Indeed,
there are many areas where the players are expected
to work ut a polite and civilized solution to a question.
We’re not barbarians.
1 Average dice were (and I suppose, still are) six siders marked 2,3,3,4,4,5;
designed to make a game duller.

Our models are very brave, obedient, and generally
do what we want them to. They fall over when ‘killed’.
Players are expected to behave in a friendly manner,
and conduct themselves as gentlemen (or ladies, as
appropriate).
There are no rules for ground or time scales. We’re
past that.

Note that Wells spoke of his game appealing to ‘the
more intelligent sort of girls’. A century has gone by,
and there are many women active in the wargaming
hobby. I have used the term ‘he’ at times where I
really mean ‘he or she’, and I trust this will cause no
offence, as none is intended. The great humorist P.G.
Wodehouse titled a book Aunts Aren’t Gentlemen,
but our female players are certainly ladies, in my
experience.
“It is for you, dear reader, now to get a
floor, a friend, some soldiers and some guns,
and show by a groveling devotion your
appreciation of this noble and beautiful gift
of a limitless game that I have given you. “
H.G. Wells

Introduction
Equipment Required
You’ll need the following:

• Two model armies of―ideally―six to twelve units
per player.
• A dozen or so dice per player. Proper six-sided
dice, of course.
• Tape measures or rulers.

• Counters for each side, to show which units have
activated. Red and blue are traditional.
• Some way to show when a unit is disordered.
Counters in a different color work well.

• A pack of ordinary playing cards, including both
Jokers.

• A playing surface at least three feet square is a
minimum, and probably something the size of a
table at, say, Boodles or the Cavalry Club would
be better (you might get away with a 4x8 sheet of
plywood). Those of you young enough to play on
the floor (without needing help to get up again)
may do so. Scenery should be appropriate to
the ethos of the game, and may involve wooden
blocks or twigs stolen from the garden if you so
choose.

Example: My own armies consist of
gallant British forces defending Dear Old England
against a dastardly French/Russian/Moroccan invasion
late in Victoria’s reign. Dan’s collection is a novel blend
of units from countries he’s visited, including Argentine
military cadets, Greek Evzones, Canadian Mounties,
and the Hawaiian Royal Guard.
Each army, in basic form, has 3-6 units of infantry, a
unit of light infantry (Rifles or Chasseurs à pied), 3
cavalry squadrons and 2-3 pieces of artillery. I have a
box of dice, a pack of cards, a bag of wooden counters,
and some annoyingly defective tape measures. Our
model houses are deliberately brighter and more toylike than our usual game buildings. Likewise, we have
a board that is far greener than is realistic.
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“In two or three moves the guns are flickering
into action, a cavalry melee may be in
progress, the plans of the attack are more or
less apparent, here are men pouring out from
the shelter of a wood to secure some point of
vantage, and here are troops massing among
farm buildings for a vigorous attack. The
combat grows hot round some vital point.
Move follows move in swift succession. One
realizes with a sickening sense of error that
one is outnumbered and hard pressed here
and uselessly cut off there, that one’s guns
are ill-placed, that one’s wings are spread
too widely, and that help can come only over
some deadly zone of fire.”
H.G. Wells

Introducing the Colonel
Throughout these rules we
will feature the comments
of Colonel ‘Binky’ Bagshot
(ret’d) of the 10th Royal
Hussars. A veteran of almost
every British campaign – and
some foreign, too – from the
Mutiny to the Great War,
the colonel is known for his
colorful tales and large collection of model soldiers. He
will provide his professional expertise at points (selected
by himself), and take us through a game played against his
young friend George (who also cleans his boots.)
We are lucky to have his valuable contribution, as he has
told us many times.

Building your army

Chapter 1
Building Your Army
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“We have played excellent games on an
eighteen-foot battlefield with over two
hundred men and six guns a side. A player
may, of course, rearrange his forces to suit
his own convenience; brigade all or most of
his cavalry into a powerful striking force, or
what not.“
H.G. Wells
Obviously, we are using toy soldiers; usually in 42mm
or 54mm size2. This means units of a dozen figures or
less are representing
much larger actual units
of several hundred
men. We will ignore
historical nomenclature
completely, and refer
to them as ‘battalions’,
‘regiments’, ‘squadrons’
or ‘batteries’ as we wish.
Likewise, our troops
will take up toy soldier
formations, and change
formation according to
that logic, rather than
actual drill instructions.

While we would applaud anyone who provides fullyequipped artillery batteries with limbers, caissons and
lots of horses, we don’t expect it. An artillery model
with just crew members is perfectly acceptable, facing
backwards when limbered, forward when ready to fire.
2 You are free, of course, to use model soldiers of any size you like, and ‘old
school’ figures (anything from the 15mm strip Minifigs I bought in 1974,
through older 20 and 25mm figures to the sublime 30mms of Suren and
Stadden) work perfectly well. My own American War of Independence
armies are 1950s era 30mm ‘flats’, once sold to American youth through
advertising on the backs of comic books, sold to me for a pittance. Thanks,
Bob!

such a unit. The Minutemen of the American War of
Independence could be classed as Sharpshooters,
as could woodsmen from Imagi-nations. Note that
Sharpshooters are not necessarily good shots―the
rifle-armed Zulus were notoriously bad shots!

Cavalry

Organization
All figures in a unit are treated as basic fighting
soldiers, whether they are depicted as officers,
drummers, standard bearers or the regimental mascot.
We aren’t really concerned whether a unit represents a
company or battalion, troop or squadron, single gun or
battery, because we treat twelve individual figures as,
well, twelve individual figures acting together.

Infantry

Standard ‘line’ infantry units normally consist
of 12 -15 figures. You can certainly field smaller
detachments (say, 6-8) or reinforced units (1620), although small units are fragile and large ones
potentially cumbersome. You may combine two or
more smaller units into one full-sized unit at the
start of the game, and they will remain combined
throughout the action.

Select units of the musket era, and all infantry after
1860 (or thereabouts), can break up into skirmishers
and supports. Up to half the unit may advance ahead of
the main body, acting on the same card as long as they
remain within 6”. They may reunite on a single card.
If they separate beyond that distance, they count as a
two distinct units. Deployed skirmishers may rejoin
the unit as part of the unit’s action on any card.
Example: The 2nd Battalion East Wessex Regiment
stands 12 strong: one shiny officer with a sword, and
eleven Other Ranks marching identically, as God and
William Britain demanded. It has the very British
Distinction of ‘Stalwart’, meaning that it is cool in
defense. We’ll get to Distinctions shortly.

“Damn good chaps. I hid inside their square at El
Teb, or was it Tofrek? Anyway, the East Wessex
stopped me being skewered by fuzzy-wuzzies. Stalwart
indeed.”
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Light Infantry
A light infantry unit may act in all ways like a regular
Infantry unit or deploy their entire unit as two units
of skirmishers. In the latter case, they act on two
different cards, no matter how close they may be to
each other. Light infantry can be fielded as units of 12
figures or detachments of 6 figures; in the latter case
they don’t have a support if they deploy as skirmishers.
Light infantry are often among the better units in an
army, as members must show individual initiative and
discretion.

Sharpshooters

Sharpshooters are small units of skirmishers with no
“parent unit”. European armies seldom use such units;
the French have the Francs-Tireurs, and if England
is invaded gamekeepers and poachers might form

Cavalry units normally consist of 6 figures. Cavalry
are divided into ‘heavy’ and ‘light’ types. Lancers
are included with the light cavalry, with no special
rules for them. We’ll talk about mounted infantry and
dragoons later on.

Artillery

Artillery units consist of a model gun and 3-6 gunners.
In general, horse and mountain artillery pieces should
have fewer gunners than the standard ‘field’ artillery.
Heavy guns should have bigger crews.
Early wheeled machine guns have a crew of 3-4, later
tripod models 2-3.

The first casualty on a gun crew never causes a morale
check. They are very brave lads.

Generals

Generals are mounted individually, although a
commander-in-chief might be shown with aides de
camp, bodyguards, mistresses in military attire, and a
wine waiter.
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Notes
I doubt that anyone will shout if you change these
numbers. Dan’s and my ‘1900’ armies are arranged
this way, but he has some larger units. My own 30mm
‘flats’ collection for the American Revolution features
16-24 man infantry battalions and 12 man cavalry
squadrons. The one thing to remember is that you
need more gunners (or more artillery pieces) in
proportion to the increased size of infantry and cavalry
units.

Building Your Army
“The soldiers used should be all of one size.
The best British makers have standardized
sizes, and sell infantry and cavalry in exactly
proportioned dimensions; the infantry being
nearly two inches tall. There is a lighter,
cheaper make of perhaps an inch and a half
high that is also available. Foreign-made
soldiers are of variable sizes.”
H.G. Wells
This is not the sort of game where the author
positively demands that players follow rigid lists to
compose their own collections of miniature fighting
men. However, I’d suggest that the composition of a
typical European army might look something like the
Army Composition Table on the next page, depending
on its size.

Like most wargamers of many years standing, we
dislike games that expect us to rebase figures we
already own. Therefore we don’t have any demands
as to how you base your own figures, and assume that
you can remove or otherwise keep track of casualties.
In general, most units might be 6” to 8” wide when
deployed in line, about half that for artillery. But go
with what works best for you.
Most European units are Regulars: professional
troops trained in the tactics of the era, well drilled,
and adequately led―at least at the unit level; General
Staff are another matter! To begin with we’ll start by
treating all units of a given type as equal: as regular,
professional troops. Once you’ve got to grips with
those, pick from a selection of attributes to make
a unit anything from a nervous-yet-sharpshootin’
militia outfit to a courageous grenadier battalion that
prefers the bayonet to musketry.
Rules for irregulars, rapscallions, unruly mobs, wild
savages and assorted foreign rabble are addressed
under Colonial Matters. But first things first.

Building your army

What’s this, you say? Points? But we don’t like points!
And you don’t have to. What we’re trying to do is have
a reasonable idea about what things are worth relative
to another. It’s not about having exactly equal sides
on a flat table, as you’ll see from the scenarios, where
quite often the balance is 3-2 or 2-1. We offer this, and
a more random system a page or so along. It’s all about
not bringing your entire Prussian Guard to the table
and wondering why your opponent says it’s not fair.
Note that the listing for a sort of generic pre-1914
European army isn’t intended to suggest that they
were all the same. A Russian army would be expected
to have Cossacks and dragoons, and masses upon
masses of infantry itching to use their bayonets. A
French army would have fine cavalry and artillery; the
Germans superb organization and excellent drill; and
the Austro Hungarians superb pastries and internal
divisions. We’ll discuss those when we get to
the different armies, and how to invent your
own Imagi-Nation armies. I’m talking to you,
Bosrovia!
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Army Composition Table
Troop type

Figures

Small Army
(6-9 units)

Medium Army
(10-13 units)

Large Army
(14-18 units)

Basic points
per Unit

Generals

1 + Staff

Commander
+ 1 subordinate

Commander
+ 2 subordinates

Commander
+ 3 subordinates

Free!

Infantry

Light Infantry

Sharpshooters*

Heavy Cavalry

Light Cavalry

Field Artillery

Lt/ Mtn Artillery

Horse Artillery

Siege Artillery

Machine gun

Total points
allowed

12

12

6

6

6

3-4

2-3

3-4

4-6

Early: 3-4
Late: 2-3

2-4

4-6

0-1

1-2

0-1

0-3

0-1

0-3

2-3

0-2

3-4

1-4

0-2

2-6

0-4

0-2

0-6

0-3

0-1

0-4

0-2

0-2

0-3

2-4

50

1-2

0-4

0-2

1-2

6-8

3-6

75

100

6

6

3

5

4

4

3

5

5

3

* Sharpshooters are not often used in European armies (the Francs-Tireurs are an obvious exception), though
Imagi-Nations might have a unit or two to represent musket- or rifle-armed woodsmen.

Special Unit Table

Special Unit
Infantry or Light Infantry Detachment
Mounted Infantry

Dragoons
Cyclists

Engineers

Figures

Point Cost

6

3

6

4

6
6

6

4

4 for light dragoons, 5 for heavies.

4

Example: A typical small European army might consist of four Infantry units (24 points), one unit of Light Infantry
(6 points), one light cavalry unit (4 points), one heavy cavalry unit (5 points), one field artillery battery(4 points) and
one unit of horse artillery (5 points), for a total of 48 points. Since it is allowed 50 points, this only allows 2 points
for Distinctions. Dropping, say, one infantry unit would provide another six points to use for Distinctions to make the
remaining units better.

“Always get the best, whether it’s sausages from the butcher or cigars from Cairo.”

A Gentleman's War
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Attributes
Rather than have a simple division into elite, regular
and raw (or militia, or ‘green’) troops, A Gentleman’s
War offers a selection of specific attributes
that the
player can allot as he wishes, in a free-form
fashion. These are listed as ‘Distinctions’
(good things like being even braver than
the others, or shooting very well) or as
‘Deficiencies’, which are the opposite. We
mention them now, but you may wish to set
them aside until you’ve played the game once or
twice treating every unit as equally competent.

others; there’s no point in having cavalry that are
good holding a position, or ‘gallant’ artillery.

Distinctions And Deficiencies

A unit may have one or more ‘Distinctions’ or
‘Deficiencies’, given by the player any way he
likes, although some make more sense than

Some distinctions and deficiencies are
polar opposites; don’t assign both to a
unit! For example, a unit couldn’t be
both Marksmen and Bad shots.

Unit Cost Modifiers

Distinctions add one point each to the unit.

Deficiencies reduce the cost by one point
(to a minimum of half the cost of the basic unit).

A half-sized infantry unit (detachment,
Engineers, Sharpshooters, etc.) halve the cost of
attributes, rounding up.

Distinctions Table

Distinction

Effects

Unit

Brave

Unit may reroll an unsatisfactory morale test―but must accept the
second result.

Any

Crack Gunners
Gallant

Marksmen
Stalwart
Swift

Well-drilled

Add an extra die per three dice rolled for shooting.

Unit counts +1 in close combat when attacking or countercharging.
Add an extra die per three dice rolled for shooting.

Unit counts +1 in close combat when defending while stationary.
Roll an extra Movement Die, and discard the lowest rolled.
Formation changes cost 1 MD, not 2.

Artillery only

Cavalry and Highlanders
usually, possibly other Infantry,
but never Artillery!
Infantry

Infantry, possibly Artillery
Any
Any

Deficiency

Effects

Unit

Bad Aim

The artillery piece shoots one die less than normal

Artillery

Bad Shots
Brittle

Nervous

Poor Drill
Slow

Timid

The unit rolls one die per three shooters.
Any but artillery
(Note that dismounted cavalry other than dragoons are assumed to
shoot as Bad Shots, but don’t get credit for the Deficiency.)

Opponent may demand that any morale test be re-rolled—but
must accept the second result.

Any

Roll an extra Movement Die, and discard the highest rolled.

Any

Must roll Morale to make or receive a charge.

Formation changes cost three Movement Dice, not two.
-1 in Close Combat

Any
Any
Any

Building your army
Example: A 6-figure Gurkha detachment might be
Brave, Gallant, Stalwart and Swift (being Gurkhas).
That’s 4, plus the basic 6 for a light infantry unit;
halved to 5 for a detachment.

“Johnny Gurkha is as fine a fighting man as ever was.
I had an orderly from a Gurkha regiment once, when
we were besieged by the Zakka Khel Afridis…”
What we are doing is finding a way to set up our
armies so that the Queen’s Royal Imperial Life Guards
of Foot (don’t bother to look ‘em up) can be Brave, Well
drilled, Gallant and Stalwart (an elite unit!), while the
7th Grimshire Volunteers (The Shoemakers) are, rather
worryingly, Brittle with Poor Drill.
For the Queen’s Royal etc. etc. take the 6 points for
being an infantry unit and add 1 for every Distinction,
so the total is 10 points. That’s probably about the top
of the pile. The Loamshires, also an infantry unit, start
at 6 points, but lose one for each Deficiency, bringing
them down to 4 points. That means the Queen’s
Royals are about 250% more valuable and (hopefully)
effective than the Grimshires, which is entirely
subjective.

As a general rule, we’d expect that elite units might
have three or four Distinctions, veteran or crack line
units two or three, more ‘average-but-experienced’
units one or two, and trained but inexperienced units
have none. Likewise, raw, just-recruited or obviously
second-line units might have only Deficiencies. Some
units might have a combination of both; some Russian
infantry might be Brave, Gallant and Stalwart, but also
Bad Shots, while Revolutionary War American riflemen
might be Marksmen and Brittle.
A force made up of one or two high quality regular
units supported by second line troops (militia,
reservists, volunteers etc.) might have lots of
Distinctions loaded onto the elite elements, and
Deficiencies placed on the most inexperienced types.
An army in which every unit has Distinctions will be
much smaller than the typical armies listed, because
each unit will cost so much more. Likewise, an army
with lots of Deficiencies will have more units. A classic
fight between David and Goliath!
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If you aren’t building to point values, you could assume
every unit you have, and every deficiency you take,
allows one Distinction; distribute to your own taste.
Feel free to play around with the Attributes as much as
you like, use the points system or not, and do precisely
what you choose!

Random Armies

One way to build an army is to base it on a few chosen
units, with the rest selected by die rolls.

First of all, decide what kind of army it is. Most will be
Main Bodies: balanced forces typical of period field
armies. Some may be mobile, cavalry-heavy forces sent
on raids or in advance of the main body. Occasionally
the force may be built on the garrison of a fortress or
similar, with lots of artillery but little cavalry.
For a small army, select two core units, for a medium
army select three, and four for a large army. After
you have selected your core units, roll a D6 for each
additional unit. Alternatively, you can roll the random
units first, then pick the remaining units to balance the
force. It’s your army.
“Playing at and with soldiers appeals
strongly to our boys, and they will cheerfully
save their pennies to purchase another
infantry or another cavalry regiment, and
thus making their army more complete.”
From Wargames for Boy Scouts, c. 1910

A Gentleman's War
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Building your army
Attack Column

Random Army Table
Troop Type

Infantry

Light Infantry

Light cavalry or Dragoons

Heavy cavalry or Mounted infantry

Artillery or Machine guns*

Roll 1D6:
Main Body

Vanguard/Flying
column

Garrison Force

1-2

1

1-3

3

4

5

6

2

3-4

5

6

4

5

-

Infantry can also form in an attack column, which must
be at least as wide as it is deep. This moves quicker, but
has fewer men able to shoot. However, it can count up
to four ranks deep in Close Combat. This is very much
a continental formation, and shouldn’t be employed
by the forces of the British Empire or Americans. To
consider it in 1900-ish terms, it’s a firing line with
column support.

6

“Players shall make every effort to keep
the men of each regiment together, so that
their forces have some semblance of military
precision.
Captain B.H. Liddell-Hart, 1935
Now we’ve got our fine armies of tiny ferocious men,
how do they line up for battle?

Line

Regular infantry in close order usually forms up
shoulder-to-shoulder (or close enough) in a line two
figures deep. We understand that late Nineteenth
century line formations were looser and deeper than
the Napoleonic version, with support and reserve
companies behind a firing line, but we’re not going to
worry about that!

March Column

Infantry may form in march column, two figures wide.
It never worries about wheeling, each figure just
follows the one in front. However, the march column
is a hopeless liability in actual fighting; remember
this! It also counts as a Dense Target when shot at, and
if attacked in Close Combat and unable to deploy, a
March Column counts as Disordered.

By making a left or right face, a march column becomes
a line (although the command figures may need to
move smartly to be in the correct place).

“It’s important to deploy your toy soldiers in parade
ground style. Infantry ought to be in line or square – vital
if they are to survive a proper charge of cavalry. March
columns are fine for getting into place, but I have no time
for those big masses of chaps with bayonets – far too
continental for my taste. Those skirmishing types, lurking
behind hedges and all that - - - well, it seem like cheating
to me.”
Skirmishers
Skirmishers operate in a loose order, essentially twice
the frontage of close order infantry. This can be shown
as an open line, one or two ranks deep.

* Artillery varies in type, but let’s assume that the first gun rolled up is a field gun for a main body, a horse
artillery piece for a flying column, and a siege gun for a garrison. After that, it’s your choice.

Formations
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Square
Infantry can form a square to fend off cavalry from
all four directions. This was an archaic formation
by Wells’ era, but was often used in colonial wars
to defend against cunning and fast-moving native
warriors, who unsportingly try to get behind their
European-trained foes. It is very slow.

Cavalry
Cavalry can maneuver in march column or line, which
is the fighting formation. Cavalry lines can be deployed
in either one or two ranks deep.

“Cavalry are the Queen of Battle. Everyone else is there to
make up the numbers.”
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Artillery
Artillery are either deployed to fire, with the men
grouped around the gun facing in the direction of
fire, or limbered to move. If you don’t have limber
models, place the crew members in single file ahead of
the backward-facing gun to indicate that it’s a dense
formation (and a wonderful target!)

“Dull fellows, gunners, generally, but damn useful in
pounding the enemy before we smash them with a cavalry
charge.”

Generals
“Each side will be under the supreme
command of a General, who will be
represented by a cavalry soldier. The player
who is General must stand at or behind his
representative image and within six feet
of it. His signaling will be supposed to be
perfect, and he will communicate with his
subordinates by shout, whisper, or note, as he
thinks fit.”
H.G. Wells
A small army of six to nine units will have a single
army commander with, perhaps, a subordinate to lead
the cavalry. Larger armies may have a general and a
couple brigadiers to parade grandly around the battle
field; an army or fifteen or eighteen units might have a
general and three subordinates.

Brigades
Brigades are groups of two to four units―whether all
the same type or mixed―that must remain within 3” of
one other unit in that group. A brigade may move and
fight on any court card or, as we will see, on any card if
under the direct command of a General.

Building your army
First of all, let’s assume that the army commander
will have some sort of headquarters unit settled in a
selected building or properly-grandiose tentage. The
army commander can move around the battlefield
with a small group of mounted officers, but the
settled HQ, with its maps and staff-officers and valets
and mistresses and wine waiters, stays in one place.
We’ll assume that subordinate generals are also
accompanied by a small number of mounted aides, but
lack the valets and 1854 Cote du Rhone.
If the headquarters is overrun, the commander will
be so anxious for the Cote du Rhone (or Mimi, Fifi and
Margot), that he will be unable to keep or use Hold
Cards.
“I was now embarked on a military career.
This orientation was entirely due to my
collection of soldiers. I had ultimately nearly
fifteen hundred. They were all of one size, all
British, and organized as an infantry division
with a cavalry brigade - - - The day came
when my father himself paid a formal visit
of inspection. All the troops were arranged
in the correct formation of attack. He spent
twenty minutes studying the scene which
was really impressive with a keen eye and
captivating smile.”
Winston Churchill, ‘My Early Life’

Special Unit Rules

While actual armies had higher level formations, such
as divisions and corps, in A Gentleman’s War those
terms are merely decorative.

Detachments

Since this is a very simple game, we won’t worry about
messengers, written orders, or command radiuses (or
radii, for those generals who went to the better type
of school). Instead, we’ll assume that the presence of
a general means his troops do more-or-less what he
wants. Generals in A Gentleman’s War serve to show
off spiffy uniforms and lead troops into battle in a bold
(and possibly irresponsible) manner.
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A detachment is half a regular infantry or light infantry
unit, or a specialized unit such as engineers, cyclists or
naval landing parties. Only these types of units may
be fielded as a detachment; cavalry and sharpshooters
may not form as detachments, nor may natives (and
half an artillery piece is simply silly).
A detachment of light infantry may deploy as
skirmishers or re-form in close order as a formation
change. Regular infantry detachments may not deploy
skirmishers; they may only use one of the close-order
formations.

A detachment costs half the total cost after distinctions
and deficiencies are accounted for.

Skirmishers

Skirmishers are generally units of 6 men (or half the
number of figures a regular infantry unit, if you use
different unit sizes), deployed in open order.

As noted in the entries for Infantry and Light
infantry, a unit may be allowed to deploy skirmishers.
Skirmishers essentially have no formation, but move
freely within the bounds of their dice rolls.
Deploying or recovering skirmishers is a formation
change and takes 2 MD.

Regular infantry and light infantry deploying half
their number as skirmishers remain in place while
the skirmishers move out to their 6” distance. When
recovering their skirmishers, the supports stay in
place while the skirmishers fall back on them.

Light infantry deploying two units of skirmishers may
move each unit 1 MD separately. When recovering into
close order, the two units must be within 6” of each
other, and one moves to the other, ending with a closeorder formation.
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A skirmish unit forming close order by itself simply
shuffles back into line, with 1 MD left with which to
move or fire.
Sharpshooters are permanently in skirmish order,
having no “parent unit”.

Dismounted Cavalry

From the American Civil War onwards, cavalry
were expected to fight on foot as often as mounted.
Many cavalry didn’t like this, and did so unwillingly.
Dismounted troops fight in open order, counting as
skirmishers.

All cavalry, whether heavy or light, count as Bad Shots
while shooting on foot. Since this doesn’t happen often,
it doesn’t count as a Deficiency.

Mounting and Dismounting
Mounting or dismounting horses, bicycles, wagons,
etc. takes 1 MD.

Horse Holders

Cavalry, Dragoons and Mounted Infantry require
one figure per six-figure unit to remain with the
horses when dismounted, to keep them from
bolting at the first explosion. You may want to put a
figure and a riderless horse close behind the firing
line, to indicate where the unit’s mounts are. Like
skirmishers, horse holders move on the parent
unit’s card as long as they stay within 6”.
Cyclists don’t need to leave anyone behind; the
bicycles are not going to panic and run away at an
inopportune time!

Dragoons

Cyclists

Almost a return to a 17th Century model, Dragoons
move and fight as cavalry, but dismount to shoot
carbines or rifles on foot.

Cyclists are skirmishers mounted on mechanical
devices. They cannot charge, or deliberately fight
mounted (they count as disordered light cavalry if they
can’t use a Response to dismount).

Depending on their history, a unit called “The suchand-such dragoons” might be really be Heavy Cavalry
with a fancy title, or Dragoons as specified above. The
Russians converted almost all their regular cavalry into
dragoons in 1882, and should best be seen as heavy
cavalry when mounted, probably without the Gallant
distinction. US Cavalry counts as light cavalry when on
horseback. Most nations considered their dragoons as
a less-elite kind of heavy cavalry.
They fight as cavalry (usually heavy) or skirmishers,
depending on whether they are mounted or not. Unlike
regular cavalry, dragoons have no inherent penalty
when firing on foot.

Mounted Infantry

Mounted Infantry are simply skirmishers mounted
on horses for battlefield mobility; they count as
disordered light cavalry if they find themselves in
Close Combat while mounted.

They move through rough terrain at half speed, like
infantry (pushing or carrying their bikes at no other
cost).

In emergency, cyclists can lay down their bikes as an
obstacle for close combat, disordering attackers trying
to cross it.

Building your army
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Engineers
Engineer companies consist of six figures; mine have
two officers and four sappers. Their role in the game
ought not to simply be ‘more infantry, but carrying
picks and shovels’; they should have specific objectives
suited to their specialized skills, even if they can’t
carry out their task until fighting has cleared the
way. If called to fight, they count as standard infantry.
An engineer company can be broken in two for
specific ‘small tasks’, but the larger destructions and
constructions demand everyone contribute to the task.
Rules for engineering tasks can be found on page XX.

A Word on Weaponry
Since A Gentleman’s War is a toy soldier game and
not an accurate analysis of firepower over a period
of 200+ years, we made muskets really more long
ranged than they should be, and more powerful. At
the same time, actual weapons of 1900 would make
a gentlemanly, Wellsian game impossible, as every
game would resemble the first day of the Somme.

Not what we want at all. The result is nothing I’d
offer as a realistic assessment of historical firepower.
Muskets differ from Martini Henrys in that they have
a long range of 12” rather than 24”. It makes for a
good game, and that’s what we aimed for.

The core period of the game covers the decades
prior to WWI, roughly from the Franco-Prussian War
onwards. By 1870 the armies of the western world
were using breechloading rifles and rifled artillery
(some muzzle-loading, some breech-loading). The
Prussian army clung to an early model breechloading rifle, the Dreise Needle Gun, which we simply
treat as a breech-loading carbine.

Around 1890 the magazine rifle enters the picture,
and remained the infantry weapon until WWII and
beyond. Since we are keeping the game simple, we’ve
simply made this more effective at point blank and
short ranges than the breech-loading rifle – nobody
fired fifteen rounds a minute at extreme range unless
they were sitting on their own personal box of ammo.

Prior to WWI there was every likelihood that an
army’s regular troops would have new magazine
rifles while reservists, militia and the whole Indian
Army would have older BL rifles. This is a nuisance
for the orderly of mind, so we’ll just suggest that
players concern themselves with it, or not, as they
wish.

Artillery became more accurate at longer ranges,
and the rules generally permit guns to fire as far as
the opposite edge of the table, and possibly onto
the carpet beyond. Machine guns became far more
efficient with the Maxim gun (c 1890s), but, again,
we’ve tried to avoid the extreme lethality of the war
in the trenches.

However, A Gentleman’s War works perfectly well
for earlier eras; the chapter imaginatively titled
Earlier Wars covers both the musket period and the
intervening decades where muskets became rifled
and some pieces of artillery as well. Once again, we’d
caution against a too literal interpretation of weapon
strength; the point is not whether a Martini-Henry
rifle of the Zulu War was actually a fastershooting,
longer ranged weapon than a Minie rifle of the
American Civil War than we indicate yes it was) but
that the game is balanced for entertainment’s sake.

Chapter 2
The Country
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“The thick boards were piled up one upon
another to form hills; holes were bored in
them, into which twigs of various shrubs
were stuck to represent trees; houses and
sheds (solid and compact piles of from three
to six or seven inches high, and broad in
proportion) and walls were made with the
bricks; ponds and swamps and rivers, with
fords and so forth indicated, were chalked
out on the floor, garden stones were brought
in to represent great rocks, and the “Country”
at least of our perfected war game was in
existence.”
H.G. Wells

Wells referred to the model scenery over which his
little men fought as ‘the country’. Toy soldier scenery
should be simple and brightly colored, with few
demands for realism.

• Slight Hills cause no delays in movement, but
affect shooting due to line-of-sight issues and an
advantage for the ‘uphill’ party in Close Combat.

• Steep hills, count as rough terrain, impassible to
cavalry and artillery and disordering close order
infantry.
• Cliffs are impassible to all troops; except, maybe,
for a 1-figure wide goat path that only the native
guides know about.
• Roads are assumed to be neatly engineered and
helpful, adding a bonus to movement to units in
march column. Farm tracks, winding lanes and

sheep paths offer no such bonus.

• Woods are rough terrain and cause disorder
and a movement penalty to close order infantry,
a greater impediment to cavalry, and are
impassible to artillery. Troops are assumed to
man the edges of the woods to shoot, and count
as in light cover when shot at. Visibility in woods
is 6”. Thick woods are impenetrable to cavalry;
with visibility down to 3”.
• Trenches count as heavy cover for shooting, but
don’t affect Close Combat.
• Breastworks and walls count as heavy cover for
shooting, and as a defended obstacle for Close
Combat.

• Ploughed fields, rough meadows and bogs count
as rough ground. They are passable for all troops,
but may cause disorder and a movement penalty.
• Hedges count as light cover for shooting, and as a
linear obstacle for movement and Close Combat.

• Buildings count as heavy cover for shooting, and
as an obstacle for Close Combat. An infantry unit
can spread out in buildings with one figure per
inch of wall. Impassable to cavalry or artillery.
We don’t (generally) care where the model shows
windows and doors.
• Water features should be discussed in advance.
A small brook might cost the lowest die rolled
to cross, and a wider stream the higher. A river
might take a full turn to cross, or be declared
impassible except at a ford or bridge.

“Don’t use the cat as a terrain feature.
Not if you expect to deploy troops on it,
anyway.”
Howard Whitehouse

The Country
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Size Of The Battlefield

Laying Out The Country

The size of the battlefield depends, first of all, on
the size of the table available. If you are playing on
a card table, your best option is a board crowded
with scenery to restrict movement and shooting
possibilities―and very few model soldiers. On the
other hand, a massive banquet table allows you to
deploy vast armies, but most of us are not members
of the landed nobility with ancient country houses
available to us. Plus, you may not be able to reach the
middle.

Wells played on the carpeted floor of a largish room,
but many of us have neither the room nor the knees to
do this. A well-cut lawn is also recognized as an ideal
venue, but (in addition to the issue of aging joints) this
depends on appropriately dry, pleasant weather, and it
seems astonishing that inhabitants of England should
ever have thought this a good choice.

A battle between medium-sized armies needs a board
five or six feet long.

I use plywood panels, placed on top of the table, for
my own ‘country’. While most of my boards are in
naturalistic shades of desert tan, urban concrete or
muted grassland, those for A Gentleman’s War are
painted in a vivid green that makes the finest golf
course seem like a patch of dried out meadow. I have
some two dimensional wooden trees that look like
theatrical props, as seems only right.

As a general rule, and assuming that an infantry or
cavalry unit formed in line is about 6” wide, you can
play a game with a small army on each side on a table
three or four feet long; my own small dining room
table has hosted many of these actions.

A battle between large armies requires an eight-foot
table.

Since most of us are not basketball players, and few of
us are particularly limber, I’d suggest that the width of
the table be gauged by the shortest, plumpest player’s
ability to reach the middle. Five feet seems reasonable,
six feet optimistic, eight feet ludicrous. You don’t want
things to turn out badly.

Most people will play on a table top. I would suggest
that a small game can be played on a table as small as
3’ square, but as you gather more forces, something
around 6’ x 4’ would be appropriate. Those who wish
to employ giant tables are free to do so, remembering
that wargamers of mature age and girth can only reach
the middle of a wide table at considerable risk to
themselves, the models, and the table itself.

Wells suggested that one player lay out the scenery,
then the other player decide which sides of the
board he and his opponent bring in their contesting
armies. There’s a lot to be said for this. In some cases
the players will be playing an established scenario
(‘Defend the village!’, ‘Hold the ridgeline’ etc.) which
will define the battlefield, and in a campaign game the
geography of the battlefield is likely to be even more
precise.

In practical terms, just lay out a battlefield that
both sides consider fair and appropriate to the
circumstances. Your author recalls a game, many years
ago, in which his forces were
required to scale a sheer cliff
while the opponent occupied
the rim, dropping things down
on them. Don’t do this.
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Chapter 3
The Rules Of The Game

“We got two forces of toy soldiers, set out a
lumpish Encyclopedic land upon the carpet,
and began to play. We arranged to move in
alternate moves: first one moved all his force
and then the other. So we made a game - - -”
H.G. Wells

We have striven to keep these rules as simple as
possible, while ‘true’ to an ethos of brave lead men
and slightly dubious (but always patriotic!) nineteenth
century history. Painstaking analysis has no place here.
Where the rules don’t cover an issue, we implore you
to make something up in the spirit of the game to avoid
unseemly quarreling, and to roll a die each―highest
wins―if something seems intractable. You aren’t
creating a legal precedent, you are just moving the
game along.

Counters

You will need some sort of counters (pennies, coins
or miniature statues of your monarch) to show which
units have acted this cycle (a cycle is as long as it takes
for all units on one side to move; each side has their
own cycle). You need one counter per unit, ideally in
contrasting colors or styles for each side.
You may also want distinctive counters to show when
a unit is Disordered, and (possibly) when it has Run
Away (that’s a technical game turn, see below under
“Morale”).

Howard Whitehouse

The Cards

A Gentleman’s War operates by
turning a standard deck of cards,
which activate units according
to the color and value of the card
revealed. This activation can be
immediate, or delayed using Hold Cards.
We’ll discuss those later.

Decide which side will act on the Red cards, and which
on the Black.

Deploying The Armies
The deployment of forces may be laid down in a
specific scenario, with stipulated placement of troops,
such as “the Defender may place a forward line of
light troops as far as the line of the River Crumble, but
at least three units must occupy the hill behind the
railway line.” However, in a more informal game, we
should rely on the sense of fairness of our gentlemen
wargamers.
Unless specified by the scenario, there should be at
least a 24 inch buffer zone between the advance units
of the armies. On a three foot wide table, this means
that the deployment area for each army is about six
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inches from the baseline, while on a five foot wide
table, the deployment areas could be eighteen inches
deep. There should be a 6 inch-wide buffer between
the flanks of the army and the edge of the table.

One method that works well in an encounter battle is
to have each side place a unit in alternating fashion,
within their deployment area. This can be tiresome
if there are more than a handful of units per side,
so it may be better to place entire brigades or other
formation of several units acting in concert: “I’m
putting the Guards brigade in the center” rather
than, “And now I place the third battalion of Guards
alongside the two already in line.” The game may be
leisurely, but it should not be tedious.

Example: We will use the following armies in the
examples: They are smaller than usual, but that helps
for our particular purpose.
Colonel Bagshot lays out boxes of toy soldiers, and
sets up the figures as two armies. Some are not
exactly correct in terms of uniform, and the Loamshire
Volunteer might well be German infantry in 1914 dress.
“I’ll play the British, George, and you can take the
Froggies. I’ll explain the rules as we go along.”

If you aren’t enjoying yourselves, you are
doing it wrong!

Our experience suggests that a game involving two
small armies takes about two hours at a leisurely pace.
Obviously, more units means a longer game; but not
tediously so, especially if you use two or more card
decks. But we’ll get to that part.

The Rules

British

French

East Wessex Regiment (Infantry): 12 figures; Stalwart

22ème Ligne (Infantry): 12 figures; Gallant

To explain the rules better, let us go to a rare patch
of sand on the beach at Brighton, on the south coast
of England. An elderly gent in voluminous shorts is
demanding that his companion, a boy of sixteen, scoop
out a square area to serve as a battlefield:“Build up

The Loamshire Volunteers (Infantry): 12 figures; Brittle

43ème Ligne (Infantry): 12 figures; Gallant

Barsetshire Light Infantry (Light Infantry): 12 figures;
Stalwart, Well-drilled

3ème Zouaves (Infantry): 12 figures; Gallant

a bit of hill over there, George, and a ploughed field
here. Remember to include the railway line between
Lower Grumble and Womsliegh Parva. And put a river
somewhere.” He is, of course, our friend Colonel ‘Binky’

Mummerset Yeomanry (Light Cavalry): 6 figures;
Nervous

Bagshot, and he has brought box upon box of model
soldiers by Britains, Johillco, Heyde of Dresden and
Mignot of Paris to teach young George how to play.

“You’ll learn some valuable lessons today, my lad.”

‘G’ Battery, Royal Horse Artillery (Horse Artillery):4
figures; Brave, Crack Gunners
A yet-unidentified reinforcement unit, to arrive on the
second joker of the game.

4ème Chasseurs à pied (Light Infantry): 2 figures; Gallant,
Marksmen
1er Cuirassiers (Heavy Cavalry): 6 figures; Gallant, Brave
2ème Chasseurs à Cheval (Light Cavalry): 6 figures;
Gallant
Batterie d’artillerie (Artillery): 6 figures.
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Allocate Initial Hold Cards

Card Cycle

Activation

At the start of the game, each player is given a number
of cards to be used as Hold Cards (explained below).
This occurs as follows:

Whose turn it is to activate a unit is controlled by
flipping cards from the deck. The Red player activates
one or more units on red cards, his opponent on black
ones.

Number cards (sometimes known as numeral or spot
cards) allow one unit to act; Court cards (also called
face or picture cards) permit a brigade of up to four
units to act. Be sure to mark the entire brigade with an
activation counter after it acts.

Shuffle and cut the deck in the usual fashion. Draw the
top six cards from the deck and turn them over. The
Red player gets the red cards, his opponent the black.
Jokers are discarded, then shuffled back into the deck
at the end of the hold card distribution. Each player
will have somewhere between zero and six Hold Cards
to start the game. No player can keep more than three
Hold Cards at a time, except for those initial Hold
Cards.
Some scenarios allow one side a better chance to get
Hold Cards at the start of the game; for example, a
force planning an ambush might be expected to have
more than an unsuspecting column marching along
heedlessly (perhaps stealing apples and singing.)

Once the Hold Cards are allocated, shuffle any jokers
back into the deck, give the deck a good shuffle, and
place it where both players can reach it (unless one
player is to flip the cards for both players); flip over the
first card.
Example: George’s French force has seven units
and he is given the black cards. Once each unit on
the French side has had a chance to activate, their
cycle has ended and all counters removed. The British
army starts with five units and activates on red cards.
Since the cards are shuffled randomly, the draw will
be unpredictable, and one side may complete its cycle
well before its opponent does!

“Shuffle properly, George, and make sure I get a lot of
red kings and queens, eh?”

When you activate a unit, place a counter next to it to
show it has had its turn (whether it did anything or
not). Once all units on one side have had a chance to
activate, this ends their current card cycle. Remove all
activation counters and start the sequence again.
Each army has its own card cycle; it doesn’t matter
whether all units on one side have acted and it starts
over before the enemy completes its own cycle. Yes,
this usually helps smaller armies.

No unit can act a second time until all units on its
side have acted (except through the use of an ace, see
below).

A unit that is attacked in Close Combat, or makes
a compulsory move (Fall Back or Run Away) as a
consequence of a morale test, is given a counter if it
doesn’t already have one. This shows it is done for the
cycle; sorry!

Every unit requires a card played on it each cycle,
even when it is destroyed or removed from the board.
This is to prevent an army that started with, let’s
say, nine units but is now down to five, from actually
speeding up because it has a shorter cycle. Armies
don’t generally get better as they take losses! You can,
however, attend to the destroyed units last and hope a
Joker appears to help you start over.
Remember that skirmishers deployed with supports
act on the same card as their parent unit, but Light
infantry deployed as two skirmish units each require
their own card.

Generals do not require a card played on them during a
cycle, but they may use one to move if they need to.

Example: Although the French force has seven
units, George has brigaded his three line infantry units
with the artillery battery, so that they can all activated
together on a single Court card. His other units―two
cavalry and his light infantry split into two skirmish
units―are placed in such a way that they will have to
act individually. Thus, he may go through his cycle in
five cards rather than seven.

“You’re getting the idea, George. No cheating, though.”

Aces
Units may normally only move once per cycle; but
Aces allow a unit that has already been activated to act
again―player’s choice as to which unit. This is because
Mars, the God of War, is unpredictable.

Hold Cards

Hold Cards can be played to interrupt the flow of
the game. This simply involves one player saying
‘Interruption!’ either before or immediately after a
card is turned over, before any action is taken. Yes,
you may interrupt your own card so as to get another
action when it helps.

If two players call Interruption on the same card
(whether actually simultaneously or not, because
we’re not yelling like six year olds), compare their
highest Hold Card; the higher goes ahead and is played,
the lower is returned to its owner’s hand. That way a
spirit of gentlemanly conduct is maintained. Resolve
Hold Card ties with a die roll.
Each player may only use one Hold Card per card
flipped.

A Number card allows one unit to act, as long as it has
not acted yet this cycle.
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A Court card can be used to interrupt with a Brigade,
or just one unit, again, as long as they have not already
acted this cycle.

Hold Cards can be especially useful when one of your
units is about to charge, or is the target of a charge. If
you have a Hold Card you can play it to give that unit
more options, even if it has already acted this cycle. See
the section titled Prepare to Receive a Charge under
Close Combat for details.

Taking Hold Cards

If the player has less than three Hold Cards, he has a
choice of either activating a unit or adding the turned
card to his Hold Cards. If the turned card is a Court
Card, he may trade it for a Number Card from his hand,
keeping the Court card and playing the Number Card
to activate a single unit.

The Ace is an exception, in that it can only be taken
as a Hold Card if it is drawn at the initial distribution
or after the second Joker, or if it’s the first card drawn
at the start of a cycle. That’s because the ace allows a
unit to act twice in the same cycle, and allowing it to
be taken as a Hold Card at any time would encourage
ungentlemanly gamesmanship. A held ace must be
used in the cycle it is drawn for this reason, and to
prevent quarrels―or pistols at dawn.

End of a Card Cycle

Once all units on the side have had an activation
(whether they did anything with it or not), the card
cycle for that side ends, and all disorder counters are
removed. A new cycle begins for that side. It may well
be that one side completes one cycle (or even two!)
before their opponent does. That’s just the way things
are.

Jokers

Jokers throw a random time element into the game.
Sometimes it’s a welcome chance to rest and recover,
sometimes it disrupts of your most cunning plans.
Jokers allow the introduction of planned events that
you know will happen, just not when.
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First Joker

Triggered Events

The ‘What Luck, Chaps!’ Deck

When the first joker in the deck is drawn, both players’
cycles end and all Disorder markers are removed,
except for units who have run away and haven’t yet
rallied from that embarrassment. Both sides begin new
cycles.

In some scenarios, a joker may use it as a signal that,
say, Red reinforcements arrive on the board, or the
2:17 train crosses the tabletop. Such events should be
plotted out against the number of Jokers drawn.

Usage of the What Luck Chaps! deck is purely
voluntary; you may decide that their brand of whimsy
is not to your taste But if one side uses them in the
game, the other side should too―its only fair.

The first joker serves as a warning that the second
must surely follow.

Second Joker

When the second joker is drawn, not only do the card
cycles end, but all unplayed Hold Cards are discarded
and the deck reshuffled. Six cards are drawn and
divvied up as new Hold Cards.

Example: The French army is halfway through its
second cycle and has two units Disordered due to
rough terrain. The British are two cards into their third
cycle, and are concentrating fire on the Disordered
French units, hoping for a bad morale result from
casualties. The French act, then the joker is drawn. All
activation counters and Disorder markers are removed,
and both sides start their cycles from the beginning.

1st Joker: British Reinforcements arrive. (It’s a
detachment of the Buckfastshire Militia on bicycles: 6
figures, Bad shots, nervous.)

“Dammit, George, you did that on purpose. Now they
are properly formed again. And it’s your turn again.
Are you sure there aren’t three jokers in this deck?”

“Those cyclists aren’t going to hold back a French
invasion. I meant to open a box of lancers instead.
Dash it all.”

Example: The colonel has decreed that the following
events will occur:

2nd Joker: No event
Reshuffle
1st Joker: No event
2nd Joker: the 2:17 train from Lower Grumble crosses
the board. Any unit on the tracks must Fall Back off the
tracks (using a Hold Card, and immediately Disordered)
or be attacked by 12 dice worth of train. The train
keeps going after attacking the unit (nothing so minor
as a regiment can slow it down).
Reshuffle
…

We include a copy of the What Luck Chaps! deck at
the back of the PDF version of these rules; feel free
to print them out. But if you want a pre-printed deck
on heavy cardstock, they are available from wherever
you bought this book, or WarGamesVault (www.
wargamesvault.com).

Here’s how they work. Whenever a Joker is turned
over during the card cycle, the last player to act before
the Joker draws from the What Luck, Chaps! deck. He
reads it to himself (ideally not mouthing the words like
the dimmer members of the Drones Club). If it’s a ‘Play
Immediately’ card, he reads it aloud and implements
whatever it says. If the card says, ‘Hold and Play Later’,
the player may smile enigmatically and place the card
in his hand until he chooses to use it. What Luck
Chaps! cards are not counted against the three-card
maximum of regular Hold Cards.
If the card obviously does not apply (and the players
agree it doesn’t, such as a sudden torrential downpour
in the Sudan), discard it and take the next card in the
deck.
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Card Cycles in Big Games and Multiplayer Games
The use of a single deck of cards works well with one
player per side, especially if using small armies, in
which case we’d expect a game to last about two hours.
The card cycle takes longer as the number of players
and units increases and, well, we don’t want things to
bog down. So here’s what we do.
First of all, we use several decks of cards. Then we
divide the battlefield up into sections, usually ‘left and
right’, or ‘left, right and center’. Each section gets its
own deck of cards. Ideally you should pair off opposing
players, so that they can essentially play as opponents
on their own sections of the table. However, players
are perfectly free to move units from their own part of
the table into an adjoining section, or shoot at enemy
troops in another section; this doesn’t seem to cause
any issues as far as running the game, although a
sensible player will understand that dealing with the
enemy in front of you is a priority over hammering
away at distant foes on the far side of the table.

If players are using the What Luck, Chaps! cards, one
deck for the whole table should suffice. It’s perfectly
permissible to play a card anywhere on the table
rather than restrict it to the player’s own sections.
‘Weather’ cards affect the whole table, rather than have
patches of the board where it is raining and others
where it isn’t. Britain may be an exception to this, with
scattered showers.
Experienced players will find that, when playing a
larger-sized two-player game, they can have more than
one deck in play. Simply pull a ‘left’ card, then a ‘right’
card, and activate them at the same time.
“For my own part, I am prepared. I have
nearly five hundred men, more than a score
of guns, and I twirl my moustache and hurl
defiance eastward from my home in Essex
across the narrow seas. “
H.G. Wells
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Movement

Linear Obstacles

The key concept to note here is the use of Movement
Dice, shortened to ‘MD’. This simply means that you
roll a certain number of ordinary six-sided dice, and
move up to that number in inches. An infantry unit

Unfortunately, the countryside is rarely perfectly flat
and unencumbered; it is cut by walls and hedges,
creeks and rivers. These linear obstacles should be
rated according to difficulty. A narrow stream or low
wall costs the lowest die rolled; a more significant
obstacle the higher die. A river might take a full turn
to cross, or be declared impassible except at a ford or
bridge. Cavalry can jump low walls, but not high walls.
Artillery generally can only cross obstacles via gaps or
bridges.

Example: The Deuxième régiment du Chasseurs à
Cheval (2ème Chasseurs à Cheval), a light cavalry unit,
activate and advance 4 MD. The rolls of ‘1’, ‘3’, ‘5’ and
‘6’ add up to 15, so the bold Chasseurs may advance
15”.

Move ‘em up George, so I can shoot at the beggars.”
gets two Movement Dice in line formation, but three
in a column. If it runs, it gets an extra Movement Die.
Cavalry get three dice if they are heavy troopers, four
if they are light Johnnies; either type gets an extra die
for charging/galloping about. Don’t worry, we have a
handy table below to help you sort it out.

Artillery are a bit more complicated, in that gunners
insist on limbering up, moving about, unlimbering
again and shooting. This is defined in terms of a cost
in Movement Dice, so each of those actions costs a die
from your movement (which may become ‘no move at
all’). We’ll explain this more later on.

Note that sometimes the rules demand that the player
deduct a die from movement―in which case the roll is
made with fewer dice―while at other times the rule is
that the player rolls all dice allowed, but loses either
the lowest or highest die of the roll. We think you can
follow this.
Example: The 2ème Chasseurs à Cheval reach a
shallow river already determined to cost the highest
die to cross. It rolls its usual four Movement Dice (‘2’
‘4’ ‘4’ ‘6’) and loses the ‘6’ in crossing the river, moving
only 10” instead of 16”.

“Did we decide that river disorders you? No? Too
shallow? Why did I agree to that?”

Example: The Barsetshire Light Infantry, deployed
in line, advance across a ploughed field. They roll
two dice, totaling 8. This would normally allow for 8”
of movement, but the plowed field counts as rough
terrain, doubling movement costs, so they can only
move 4” and are disordered.

“Did I tell you to put a ploughed field there, George?
What? Well, that wasn’t what I meant at all.”
Units shouldn’t stop hallway across an obstacle; if the
total of the dice doesn’t get them all the way across,
they form up disordered on the far side, because we
are civilized. Since this is a Game for Gentlemen, the
authors firmly expect that players will resolve these
issues in a fair and sensible manner.

Rough Terrain

Rough terrain is the kind that makes movement
difficult for formed troops: woods, steep hills, crossing
streams or obstacles, buildings, marshes, steep narrow
gullies, fields of thistles…
Close-order infantry moving through rough terrain
count as being Disordered. Their movement costs are
doubled (that is: 1” counts as 2”; so moving across
3” of rough terrain counts as 6”). They may form up
in some rough terrain, but not others; use your best
judgment.

Skirmishers move freely through rough terrain, and
are never disordered by it (“or, perhaps, are always
disordered, harrumph.”).
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Cavalry costs are quadrupled (that is: 1” counts as
4”), they are Disordered, and cannot charge. They
cannot move at all through thick woods, marsh or
buildings. They can cross streams according to the
rules for linear obstacles. They count as disordered
if they engage in Close Combat on the same turn they
leap a hedge, fence or wall, or cross any stream more
than fetlock deep (that’s about one foot deep, for you
infantry johnnies).

Artillery can only move in the kindest, most generous
terrain, so it is hard to imagine quite when it would
count as disordered by rough terrain. However, we’ve
been surprised before.

Formation Changes

Sometimes the dastardly enemy refuses to fight us
face-on, or we have been so successful that there are
no more enemy units left in front of us. In that case,
we’ll have to change direction. This section deals with
all that sort of parade-ground drill. Don’t fuss too much
about this, though. They are just toy soldiers.

Changing Face

A simple change of facing (to
the left, right, or about face)
costs 1 MD, as it takes some
time for officers, musicians
and bearers of flags to move
to their proper places.

Changing Formation

Formation changes cost 2 MD, based on the unit’s
starting formation. That means infantry in column (3
MD) can move 1 die before or after changing into line,
but line (2 MD) to column or square takes the whole
action. Cavalry have enough movement dice in any
formation that they can change formation and still
move.
If you don’t have 2 MD (because of shooting first or
crossing an obstacle) you can’t change formation (if
you’re regular infantry with Poor Drill it takes your
entire action for the round, because otherwise you’d
never be able to change out of line…).
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Example: The Loamshires are marching in March
Column along a good road. This would normally allow
4 MD movement, but they are ordered into line, losing
two dice. These dice are not rolled, so the unit just rolls
two dice before it changes formation. It is not obliged
to move that full distance, of course.

“See, I’m moving up a bit, then changing formation. I
could do it the other way round, of course, if I wanted
to, but I don’t.”
Infantry changing from square simply take the entire
action to get into whatever formation they desire.

Mounting or Dismounting

As noted above, horse- or other mounted troops (we
only include bicyclists in the rules, but if you have
steam velocipedes or some other fantastic-science
mount, they are included) take 1 MD to mount or
dismount.

Horsemen (or riders of ostriches, Martian hexapods, or
Venusian pseudo-horses) must leave one horse-holder
per six figures. Bicycle and steam-horse riders do not.

Artillery

Artillery may combine moving, shooting, limbering
and unlimbering in the same activation as long as they
have the movement dice to do so.
Unlimbered guns can be moved forward or back by
hand (‘prolonged’) 1 MD as noted on the movement
table. An unlimbered gun may turn up to 45˚ for free.
Turning a gun more than 45˚ is treated like a prolong;
the gun may turn and fire, but not move otherwise.
However, no matter how many movement dice a unit
has, it may only fire once per cycle (barring the use of
an Ace).
Example: Major Snurfington’s ‘G’ battery of the
Royal Horse Artillery has three Movement Dice. It
moves one die (roll of ‘4’ for 4”), unlimbers, and fires.

That’s the medicine they need. Or should I have just
moved further and waited to shoot, eh?”

A Gentleman's War
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Movement Dice
Type

March
Fall Back

Charge
Run Away

Rough Terrain

Tactical Modifiers

Infantry

Line: 2
Column: 3*
Square: 2”

Line: 3
Column: 4
Square: N/A

Half distance.
Disordered.

-1 MD to shoot at start of turn.

3*

4

Quarter distance.
Disordered.
May not charge.

Heavy cavalry/
Heavy dragoons/
Mounted infantry
Light cavalry/
Light dragoons

Foot artillery/
Wheeled machine
guns
Horse artillery

3

4

4*

5

Limbered: 2*
Unlimbered: May
prolong† 1 MD and
shoot.

Not Allowed

Limbered: 3*
Unlimbered: May
prolong† 1 MD and
shoot.

No effect.

Quarter distance.
Disordered.
May not charge
Not allowed

Limbered: 4

Not allowed

Siege/heavy artillery Limbered: 1

Not allowed

Not allowed

Mountain artillery/
Tripod-mounted
machine guns

Limbered: 3
Unlimbered: May
prolong† 1 MD and
shoot.

Limbered: 4

Half distance

Bicycles

Cross-country: 3
Road: 5

Half Distance

Wagons

2

Crosscountry: 4
Road: 6

Not Allowed

Not allowed
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Skirmishers

Movement Table

Infantry in Skirmish
Formation

The Rules

-1 MD to shoot at start or end
of turn.

-1 MD to mount/dismount.
Mounted Infantry count as
Disordered Light Cavalry if in
Close Combat while mounted.
-1 MD to mount/dismount.

-1 MD to limber/unlimber.
-1 MD to turn more than 45°
while unlimbered.
-1 MD to shoot.

-1 MD to limber/unlimber.
-1 MD to turn more than 45°
while unlimbered.
-1 MD to shoot.
May move, unlimber and shoot
on one activation.
Entire activation to limber/
unlimber.

-2 MD to limber/unlimber.
-1 MD to turn more than 45°
while unlimbered.
-1 MD to shoot.
May move, unlimber and shoot
on one activation.

-1 MD to mount/dismount.
Count as Disordered Light
Cavalry if in Close Combat while
mounted.

*Add 1 MD for movement in March Column or Limbered on roads of decent quality―cow paths don’t count.
† Prolonging is moving a gun by hand, without taking the effort to limber it.

As noted in the entries for Infantry and Light infantry, a
unit may be allowed to deploy skirmishers. Deploying
or recovering skirmishers takes 2 MD as a formation
change.
Skirmishers essentially have no formation, but move
freely within the bounds of their dice rolls.

Maneuvers
Charges

A charge must be straight ahead,
although a single wheel of up to 90° at the start of the
charge is permitted. Measure the distance wheeled as
best you can, as it counts against the distance rolled.

Brigade Moves

Court Cards allow an entire Brigade to act together.
Up to four units of any type within 3” of another unit
in that group may move, charge, shoot etc. at the
same time. You may use a general to maintain the
Brigade across a larger gap. Straying outside the 3”
distance means a unit ceases to be part of the group
until it rejoins.

In practical terms, simply roll the Movement Dice for
the slowest unit and move everyone else in step with it
to maintain the correct distance.
You may choose to break up the Brigade by simply
moving one or more units away, either moving a single
unit using a Number card, or several units on a Court
card, rolling movement dice for each unit separately.

If the brigade is ordered to charge or run, they roll dice
for individual units.
A unit may join a brigade by moving within 3” of
another unit. On subsequent cycles it may move as
part of the Brigade.

Wheeling

Units in close order may wheel at normal Walk speed
during their turn at no penalty. This may be done as
wheel from one flank (like the hands of a clock), or
the unit may pivot on its center (like a propeller). The
difference in these maneuvers isn’t as important to us
so much as getting the unit to face the direction we
want it to!
Example: The East Wessex, deployed in a line, are
ordered to wheel to their left. The die roll (‘3’ and
‘5’) allows the unit to turn, the toy soldier on the left
standing still while his counterpart on the right flank
races 8”, and everyone else maintains their position
between the two.

Example: George, commanding the French, has
deployed his infantry brigade with artillery support in
attack columns, each within 3” of another of the group.
Since the artillery piece moves at 2 MD rather than the
Infantry’s 3 MD, he rolls two dice and gets a total of 8”.
The whole group moves 8”.

Alternately, the East Wessex can perform the same
action as a pivot. The officer in the center holds
position while the figures to his left wheel backwards
and their comrades to the right wheel forward so the
line is maintained.

“You should probably deploy that gun where it can
shoot. It’s just slowing you down.”

“Oh, b****r it, I’m just going to turn these chaps
around.”
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March Column
A March Column may move with no need to wheel
(they are only two figures wide, after all). Simply move
the lead figures where you want them (within your
movement allowance), and the rest follow in a long,
snake-like formation, bypassing obstacles or following
the curves of the road. A unit in March Column on a
road gets an extra 1 MD.

Interpenetration

We assume that our troops know their business, and
can generally pass through another unit without
getting entangled if they have the leisure to do so;
that’s why they drill so much. So, units 12” or more
from the nearest enemy unit can simply move through
one another with no problem―as long as they roll high
enough to make it through that unit. If not (because,
say, you rolled three ‘1’s or tried something very illadvised), both are disordered.

However, it’s a Bad Idea to try anything involving the
movement of one unit through another within 12”
of the enemy. That way lies disorder and defeat. The
following rules apply in that situation:
• Skirmishers and gunners can always pass
through a friendly unit, even when evading.

• Units in close order cannot pass through another
unit.
• Charging through a friendly unit isn’t allowed.

• Troops Falling Back or Running Away will
crash through any unit in their way within
12”, disordering them. If that unit is already
disordered, or is Brittle, it will also Fall Back (or
Run Away), which is very embarrassing.

Disorder

Disorder is simply the state of being slightly confused,
mildly bamboozled, or generally uncomfortable by not
being in proper parade ground order, as we all expect.
It imposes penalties for shooting, melee combat, and
morale.

Disordered units should be marked with a special
counter or figure to indicate it’s state.

There are four possible reasons for a unit to become
disordered:
• Moving through the kind of rough terrain that
breaks up its formation, as we saw above.
• As a result of a morale check. See the Morale
rules, page xx for this.

• After a Close Combat, unless it won easily. See the
section on Close Combat, page xx.
• Crashed into by a unit Falling Back or running
away, see above.

Reforming From Disorder
Disorder markers are removed:

• When the cycle ends for that side
• When a Joker is drawn

• At the cost of 1 MD when the player
activates the disordered unit (this is
a voluntary action; the player can
just leave the unit in disarray if he
wishes).

Assuming the reasons for disorder no longer
apply, the unit reforms without fuss or delay.

From a game-playing viewpoint, we really
don’t want half the units on the board to
be in disorder at any one time. It’s unseemly.
But we don’t want them barely concerned
when they climb a mountain, either.
Example: The Barsets are disordered. They can
reform when their cycle ends, a joker is drawn, or
if their side gets an ace to allow them a second
activation this cycle. However, since they are in the
middle of rough ground, they will be disordered again
as soon as they move. If they decide to stay where
they are they can remain in good order―it’s a field of
cabbages, not a swamp.

“Dammit, George, why did you put that field there?”
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“And sometimes for an hour or so
I watched my leaden soldiers go,
With different uniforms and drills,
Among the bed-clothes, through the hills”
Robert Louis Stevenson, ‘The Land of
Counterpane.’

Shooting
“Hopelessly damaged soldiers were melted
down in an iron spoon on the schoolroom
floor.”
Mathilde Meyer, Wells family nurse
As a general note, no unit may fire more than once per
cycle without the use of an Ace or as a reaction when
threatened with a charge.

Regular infantry can only shoot at the start of their
activation (at the cost of 1 MD) before performing
any other action, such as making a normal or charge
move, changing formation or reforming from disorder.
It cannot shoot at any other time during its activation.
Only the front two ranks may fire. An arc of 45 degrees
from either flank of the unit is permitted.
Skirmishers may shoot at the start or end of their turn,
at the cost of 1 MD. They can’t move, shoot, then move
again.

Cavalry cannot shoot at all while mounted; their job is
to add distinction to what would otherwise be a vulgar
brawl. It may, however, dismount and fire on foot (but
counts as having the Poor Shot deficiency), forming as
skirmishers.
Mounted infantry and Dragoons form as skirmishers
when dismounted, but are not inherently bad shots,
unlike the cavalry.

Artillery takes 1 MD to fire the gun, but it may only
fire once an activation, no matter how many MD it has!
It may make any combination of moving, limbering,
unlimbering and moving, in any order.

Horse artillery may make an ‘artillery charge’ or
‘fighting retreat’ using its 4 MD charge move at the cost
of counting its shooting at one range further than it
actually is.
You may not fire through another unit, even if they are
only skirmishers or a general.

Frontal Arc

A unit has an imaginary arc of 45 degrees extending
out from either flank. It may shoot, charge or countercharge an enemy unit that has at least one figure
inside that arc. We’ll assume that the whole unit can
shoot, even though men at one end may be technically
outside their own 45 angle. If the enemy unit is outside
the frontal arc, our unit can’t attack it unless it wheels
or turns to face the target.
A is the frontal arc, B is the area to either side outside
that arc, C is the rear zone. The last two are important
in Close Combat, so remember this diagram. In fact,
we’ll show it again under Close Combat.
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Saving Rolls

Shooting Table
Point Blank

Short

Long

Extreme

Dice/Figure Range

Roll

Range

Roll Range

Roll Range

Roll

Carbine/Needle Gun

1/2

6”

4-6

12”

5-6

18”

6

Out of Range

n/a

Early Machine gun

1 (Max. 4)

6”

3-6

12”

4-6

24”

5-6

Out of Range

n/a

Weapon

Magazine Rifle

1/2

Breech-loading Rifle
Late Machine gun
Light artillery
Field artillery

Heavy artillery

1/2

1 (Max. 4)

1 (Max. 4)

1 (Max. 6)

1 (Max. 8)

6”

6”

6”

6”

6”

6”

4-6

3-6

2-6

4-6

3-6

3-6

12”

5-6

12”

4-6

12”

3-6

12”

5-6

12”

4-6

12”

4-6

Saving Rolls

24”

24”

24”

24”

36”

48”

6

6

4-6

5-6

5-6

5-6

Out of Range

Out of Range

Out of Range
48”

72”

96”

Target

Open

Light cover

Heavy cover

Dense target (column, square, flanking shot, limbered
guns, units crammed together etc)

6

5-6

4-6

3-6

2-6

Close order line

Open order target, unlimbered guns

Shooting Table

Roll a number of dice based on the weapon used:
small arms fire one die per two figures; all types of
artillery fire one die per figure. If the shooting unit
has a leftover figure, round up, Officers count as being
armed with the same weapons as their unit, rather
than with a sword or pistol.

Shooting Notes

• Disordered shooters count their target as being
one range band farther away than is actually the
case. This means that small arms can’t fire at
Long Range, and artillery can’t fire at Extreme
Range. Don’t be disordered!
• Once stationary artillery scores a hit against a
unit (whether saved or not), it counts one range
band closer, since it’s found the correct range.
This is not cumulative; it applies only once per
target.

5-6
4-6

4-6

n/a

n/a

n/a
6

For our purposes, light cover includes woods, hedges,
low walls and obviously flimsy buildings.
Heavy cover includes trenches, breastworks, high
walls, and well-constructed buildings.

6

• Horse artillery firing during an ‘artillery charge’
or ‘fighting retreat’ count the range as one range
band farther away. As with Disordered artillery,
this means they can’t fire at Extreme Range.

• ‘Early’ machine guns (Gatlings, Gardners,
Mitrailleuse etc) jam if they get more 1s than rolls
of 4-6, and take a turn to clear. Later models only
jam if they get any 1s and fail to score any hits at
all.

Example: The Barsets elect to fire at the 3ème
Zouaves at a range of 11”. They are armed with rifles,
so this counts as Short Range. They are not currently
disordered (having reformed in the ploughed field), so
they hit on scores of 5-6. As a twelve figure unit, they
roll six dice, scoring three hits.
Immediately afterwards on the next card, Major
Snurfington’s battery of four gunners opens up on the
Zouaves at 20” (long range). It rolls four dice, looking
for 5-6. It scores two hits.

“We considered at various times the
possibility of introducing some complication
due to the bringing up of ammunition or
supplies generally, and we decided that it
would add little to the interest or reality
of the game. Our battles are little brisk
fights in which one may suppose that all the
ammunition and food needed are carried by
the men themselves.”
H.G. Wells

Morale

6

3-6

That’s more like it! Knocking them down like
ninepins!”

For every successful hit rolled by the shooter, the
target gets a saving roll based on formation and cover:
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Toy soldiers are very brave, and units don’t have to
check morale unless:

Siege guns treat most ordinary buildings―i.e. anything
that isn’t intended as a fortification―as light cover
rather than heavy. That’s its purpose, after all.

Fusilier Dan’s Rule

In honor of a particularly effective die roll by Dan’s
artillery battery, we declare that a roll by a single
artillery model that includes at least three ‘6’s will
bring down a building, causing twice the normal
hits, reducing the former building to uninhabitable
rubble, and causing any remaining troops to
extricate themselves from the ruins.
Example: The Zouaves took three hits from the
Barsets. It is in a column, so saves only on a roll of ‘6’.
The French player rolls for each, and gets a ‘2’, 4’ and
‘6’. One figure is saved, but two are removed. On Major
Snurfington’s shot the unit takes two more hits, and
rolls again. It fails to save either. It has lost four figures
from five hits.

“Did I not tell you that troops in column save only
half as often as those in line, George? I meant to, I
really did.”

• 1/3 of the figures have fallen down from shooting
(but the first casualty on a gun crew never causes
a morale check by himself, even if the gun only
has three crew).

• 1/2 of the figures have fallen down from shooting.
• As the consequence of a ‘What Luck, Chaps!’ card.
• ‘Nervous’ troops when charging or charged by an
enemy.
• When Rallying.

Use the “Bothered” row of the Morale Test table as
long as the unit still has more than half their original
number of figures. Use the “Disconcerted” row once
the unit has fallen to half its original number or less, or
is rallying.
Example: The 3ème Zouaves has to take a Morale
test for losing 1/3 casualties. The unit rolls a ‘5’ on the
‘Bothered’ line, and carries on as ordered.

“Dammit. Still, we outnumber the beggars now.”
If a unit passes its first two morale tests of the game
with ‘Carry On’ results, we declare them to be heroes,
and they don’t need to test again during this game. If
it is still in action but has failed one or more morale
tests, it has to take a Disconcerted test each time it
takes a casualty, because it’s clearly windy and likely to
run.
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Morale Results

Morale Test
Test

Run Away

Fall Back

Disordered

Carry on

Bothered

1

2

3

4-6

Disconcerted

1-2

3

4

5-6

Situation

Modifier

The unit is in buildings or other heavy cover.

+1

‘Brittle’ Deficiency

The opponent may force the player to re-roll the die, but must take
the second roll.

The unit is disordered.
‘Brave’ Distinction

General attached to a unit
General wounded

General mortally wounded.
General killed.

-1

The Player may re-roll the die, but must take the second roll.
May re-roll, but must take the second roll.
May not re-roll.

-1 and may not re-roll.

-2 and may not re-roll. On a ‘6’ the unit becomes ‘heroic’―no further
tests required.

Note that this Morale test procedure isn’t used after
Close Combat, as morale is factored into the results in
a different way.
To test morale, roll a die on the Morale Test table and
add or subtract all relevant modifiers.

Any unit whose test result is ‘Carry On’ or ‘Disordered’
does not take an activation counter. If it has yet to
activate this cycle, it can still do so.
Any unit whose test result is ‘Fall Back’ or ‘Run away’
counts this compulsory move as its activation for this
cycle. Give it a counter if it hasn’t acted already!

Rerolling Morale Tests

Brave units and units with an unwounded general
attached may reroll the die for any morale test. You
may make two rerolls of a Morale test if the unit is both
Brave and has a general attached.
Likewise, Brittle units may be forced to take a reroll by
their opponents.

The presence of a general with a Brittle unit removes
both potential re-rolls.

Carry On
You’re in high spirits. Do exactly what you want to do!

Disordered

The unit is disordered. It cannot initiate a charge, but
otherwise will do whatever the player wants, (but at a
disadvantage in many things.)

Fall Back

The unit is disordered and retreats one round towards
their home table edge at Walk speed. It then halts and
turns to face the nearest enemy. The disorder marker
can be removed in the usual way(s). After that, it
continues as usual, and the Colonel tells everyone it
was a “tactical withdrawal”.
If it collides with another unit within 12” in its way,
that unit becomes disordered. If that unit is Brittle or
already disordered, it will Fall Back in turn.

Run Away

The unit moves at its maximum speed (5 MD for
Light Cavalry, 4 MD for everyone else) directly away
from the closest enemy unit regardless of formation
(it’s no longer in any sort of order―it’s every man
for himself!). Gunners abandon their guns to gain
more speed! The unit does not turn to face the enemy,
instead it is intent on reaching the table edge. It is
disordered. You may wish to give it a special counter to
reflect its status.
If it collides with another unit within 12” in its way,
that unit becomes disordered. If that unit is Brittle or
already disordered, it will Run Away in turn.

Rallying

Troops who have embarrassed themselves by Running
Away may try to recover their dignity when they are
no longer being actively pursued. They may take a
Disconcerted test on their next activation:
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• A result of ‘Carry On’ allows them to halt and
reform in good order. They may then continue
normally.
• ‘Disordered ‘allows the the unit to halt, but it
remains in disorder.

• If they score ‘Fall Back’ they continue to move
away from the enemy for this action, then halt in
disorder―as long as they are still on the board.

Example: The 22ème Ligne rolls a ‘1’ on the
‘Bothered’ line. They run at maximum speed (4 MD)
directly away from the closest enemy. Since they
hadn’t already activated this cycle, the rout counts
as the unit’s action. On its next card it tests again,
this time on ‘Disconcerted’. It scores a ‘6’ and halts in
disorder to dust itself off and reform. On its subsequent
card, it can follow orders normally.

“That’s more like it. That’s a lot more like it! See
‘em run. It’s just like at Waterloo. No I wasn’t
at Waterloo! How old d’ye think I am, you young
whippersnapper?”
Let’s imagine, instead, that the 22ème Ligne failed its
test to reform, but rolled a ‘3’, slowed to a Fall Back,
and slunk off the table in sheer humiliation. On the
next reshuffle it reappears, reformed but chagrined, at
the same spot.

“I do like to see the backs of my enemies! Shame they
came back, though.”
The French 1er Cuirassiers defeat and chase the
Mummerset Yeomanry from the board; hardly
surprising since the Mummersets are local volunteer
light cavalry. On the next second joker the Cuirassiers
return, bold and shiny, where they left the table. The
Mummersets are not seen again this game, having
been dispersed (and probably lost their Standard) offboard (Shame, Questions in Parliament, Letters to the
Times).

“I told you to give me the Life Guards, George, not
Yeomanry. You can’t expect me to read the labels on the
boxes.”
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• If they get another ‘Run Away’ result they
continue to run, cannot be rallied this game, and
will flee to the table edge and vanish. In practical
terms, the only reason not to remove them
immediately is if a pursuing enemy unit would
chase them off the board and we need to know
where it left.

Rallying counts as the unit’s activation for this cycle.
Take a counter!

Leaving The Table

A unit that Falls Back off the table as the result of a
failed morale test may return, abashed but in good
order, at the same spot they left when the next second
joker causes a shuffle of the cards.
A unit that leaves the table as the embarrassing
consequence of Running Away does not return today.

A unit―probably cavalry, that’s just how they are―that
pursues a fleeing enemy off the table returns at the
place it left the board the time a second Joker causes a
reshuffle..

Close Combat
This may be the most complicated part of the game,
because it’s at the point of a bayonet that one side wins
or loses. Bear with us, we’ve made it as simple as we
can!
A unit has an imaginary arc of 45 degrees, extending
out from either flank (see he diagram below; yes it’s
the same one as we used for Shooting) It may shoot,
charge or counter-charge an enemy unit that has at
least one figure inside that arc. We’ll assume that the
whole unit can shoot, even though men at one end may
be technically outside their own 45 angle.
If the enemy unit is outside the frontal arc, our unit
can’t attack it unless it wheels or turns to face the
target. Likewise, a target of a charge may have to
change position to best deal with the attack if it comes
from outside that frontal arc. Most of this will be
obvious in practice, so don’t fuss too much about it.

The Rules
Measure the distance (including the distance traveled
in wheeling, if applicable) and roll Movement Dice to
see if you make contact. If the die roll is insufficient
to reach the enemy unit’s position the opponent may
choose whether:
• The unit returns shamefaced to its starting
position and becomes disordered, or

• The unit moves the full distance, becomes
disordered, and is subjected to whatever the
target unit has on offer as its chosen response to
the charge.

Example: Being inexperienced, and having listened
to too many of the Colonel’s tales, George decides to
launch the 2ème Chasseurs a Cheval straight at the East
Wessex. The distance is 19”, longer than the average
total of five dice; he gets a total of 17―not enough to
get into contact! The devious Colonel Bagshot gleefully
gets ready to blow them to flinders, but wait…

That’s right, George! Tally Ho and charge away! That’s
what I would have done in your place!”
Restrictions
No matter how brave our little tin soldiers are, there
are some things they just won’t do:

A is the frontal arc, B is the area to either side outside
that arc, C is the rear zone.

Charge!

The first step is to announce that a unit (or brigade)
is charging the enemy. There is no test to do this
(because everyone is very brave, except Nervous units).
Any Infantry or Cavalry unit in close order and not in
disorder can charge.
Check that the unit intending to charge has at least
part of the target within its frontal arc. If not, the unit
will have to wheel into position to charge. A single
wheel of up to 90 degrees is allowed prior to making
a charge straight ahead. The distance of this wheel is
deducted from the distance rolled.

• Infantry can’t charge cavalry unless the cavalry is
caught in rough terrain.
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• Infantry can’t counter-charge cavalry.

• Cavalry can’t charge against a target behind walls
or in rough terrain.
• Skirmishers normally can’t charge at all. They
can’t deliberately attack an enemy unit except by
closing to short range and shooting. They must
reform into close order prior to charging close
order enemies.
• ‘Gallant’ skirmishers may charge enemy
skirmishers.

• Artillery crew―however gallant―will not rush
forward with buckets and rammers.

Using the Hold Card When Charging

It’s good to have a Hold Card when the chips are down.
If you are the attacker you can use a Hold Card to:

• Ensure that the charge actually reaches the target
by using it to re-roll all the Movement Dice or
adding one movement die*.
• Use the hold card to make a wheel into the best
position (up to 180 degrees) , then charge on the
regular card.
• Allow one other unit within 3” to join you in the
charge, as if it were a Brigade move. This unit
may not have acted yet this cycle.

A Court card allows you to:

• Add two dice for movement*.

• Allow two units to join you if they are within 3”
• Allow one unit within 24” to join you, possibly
setting up an attack from front and rear!

* You may use the hold card for movement out of the
normal sequence, after you roll the dice for movement
and see that it fell short.
Example: ...the French have a Hold Card on hand!
George uses it to roll another movement die, getting a
‘3’, and allowing the charge to crash home.

You’re getting the hang of this game, George. I can’t
say I like that.”
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Receive Charge
The Target Unit:

Number of Actions Allowed

Has already acted and is in Disorder

None, Sorry

Has not already acted and is in Good Order

2

Has already acted and is in Good Order

1

Has not already acted and is in Disorder

1

Hold Card

Has a General attached

Number card: +1
Court card: +2

Responses

+1

Response

Number of Actions Used

Turn to face the charge

1

Shoot using the Long Range column.
Counter-charge!
Infantry: 1 MD
Cavalry: 2 MD

1
1

Rally from Disorder

2

Shoot at Short Range

2

Change formation (including recovering
skirmishers)
Shoot at Point Blank Range

Only gunners and skirmishers:
Evade using 2 MD
Evade using 3 MD

Prepare to Receive Charge!
The target of the charge may make one or more
responses to the attack, depending on its current
situation, such as whether it has already acted this
cycle.

If the charging unit is within the target’s frontal arc, we
assume they are freely able to adjust to face the charge.

Shooting at a Charging Unit

A defending unit that is permitted to shoot does so in
the usual way. When it says, say: “Shoot at Long Range”,
this means “Shoot as if the target was at long range,
even if it isn’t.” It probably isn’t.

2
3
1
2

If the charging unit receives casualties sufficient to
cause a Morale Test, take the test immediately and
follow the results as usual; a charging unit that gets

Example: The East Wessex has already activated
this cycle and is in Good Order, so has 1 Response. It
may shoot at Long Range or wheel to face the enemy,
but can’t counter-charge, as it is Infantry charged by
Cavalry. It doesn’t need to turn to face the charge, so
the Colonel fires at long range, rolling six dice looking
for 6s. He scores one hit, which the Chasseurs don’t
save.

“Harrumph! I’d hoped to knock over more than that! I
ought to have used my Hold Card to make it count as
short range, d’ye see, George?”
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“Disorder” has reached the target in dribs and drabs,
or on blown horses; they count as Disordered in the
ensuing melee. A unit that rolls Fall Back or Run Away
abandons the charge and retreats the appropriate
distance from their starting point.

• If the charge fails to reach the evaders, they are
safe. The chargers, however, must deal with
failing to reach their objective (see above, page
xx).

If the defending player has a Hold card available to
play, he can play it to add one action for the targeted
unit; two if it’s a Court card. This play happens after his
opponent declares the charge, out of the normal card
sequence.

• If the evading troops are overrun before they can
reach safety, the attackers fight at +2 for ‘Cavalry
versus skirmishers or artillery’.

Using the Hold Card When Receiving a
Charge

Alternatively, he may bring a supporting unit that
hasn’t acted yet into the fight to add numbers, either
by shooting or charging in to join the combat. This unit
must be already facing in the right direction (it can’t
wheel prior to acting). It moves its normal (not charge)
distance, because it takes a certain amount of time to
react. A court card allows more than one unit to join in,
according to the usual Brigade distance rules.
It can only apply to units actually being attacked, or to
actively assist those units. You can use it to countercharge, or to shoot into an attacking unit, but it doesn’t
allow a unit to march off in a different direction or
shoot at an unrelated target.
Example: the Colonel’s Hold Card allows the
Barsetshire Light Infantry (deployed in it’s cabbage
field 14” away) a shot at the Chasseurs at Long range.
They score an amazing three hits. The Chasseurs save
one figure, losing a further two.

That’s the ticket! Well done the Barsets! Don’t look at
me like that, George.”
Evasion
Only skirmishers and gunners can evade an enemy
charge, gunners abandoning their guns for the
moment. Evading troops move before the attacking
force rolls its charge distance. Evading figures may
interpenetrate close order troops behind them (they
drilled extensively for this).

• If the evaders reach safety in the form of
buildings or rough terrain that the charging
troops can’t enter, the charging player may halt
his troops at any point in the charge.

Flank Attack

If the charge comes from outside the front arc,
the target must use an action to face the attack in
response, or else it can’t shoot or counter-charge, and
counts only half the number of figures in the ensuing
melee.
Example 2: The 43ème Ligne start their turn
outside the front arc of the Loamshires. They wheel
and charge at the vulnerable Loamshire flank. The
Loamshires roll a '5', so at least two men are able
to turn and fight. We’ll call this ‘Example 2’ in the
following examples.

“That's a typical shabby French trick, George! Why
didn't you tell me you were behind my flank? Do you
expect me to notice everything at my age?”
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Rear Attack

Accidental Charge

If the charge starts with at least half the attacking
figures behind the target’s flank line, it counts as a
Rear attack.

A unit that is charged ‘accidentally’ (usually when the
attackers plough into our unlucky boys while chasing
evading skirmishers or gunners) roll a D6:

The target unit will, hopefully, have one or more
Responses to face about (and perhaps shoot) with at
least some of its figures.

However, if it has an enemy unit in front within 6”, or
is otherwise unable to turn towards the attack, it must
roll a D6:
Roll

Result

6

May turn two ranks or files of figures.

1-3
4-5

Can’t react at all.

May turn one rank or file of figures.

Roll

Result

1

Immediately routed and removed from the board.

2-3
4-6

Disordered; no responses to charge, but fights the
Close Combat as usual.
Not disordered. May make Responses as normal.

Modifier:
-1 if the charge approaches from outside the target
unit’s frontal arc – they don’t see it coming!

You Have Me at a Disadvantage, Sir!

Once the two sides are in contact, we fight! But first,
consider the combatants. Who is in the better position
to fight? Count up ‘advantages’ and ‘disadvantages’ for
each side according to the table below and determine
the difference.

Recovering Skirmishers

• The higher side rolls on the column marked ‘+1’
or ‘+2 or more’, as appropriate.

Deployed skirmishers may attempt to form up with
their parent unit (at a cost of two actions for change of
formation), but it requires a die roll:

• If it is both the lower score and in disorder it rolls
on the right hand―worst―column.

Roll

Result

1-3

The skirmishers are unable to rejoin the ranks
and pass through the unit, assembling in
disorder directly behind the supports.

4-6

The skirmishers rejoin their comrades, falling
into ranks smoothly. They may stand in the battle
line when determining the Charge results.

Modifiers:
Well-Drilled: +1
Poor Drill: -1

Skirmishers without support to fall back on may not
form close order to receive Cavalry.
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Close Combat Advantages and Disadvantages
Situation

Advantage

Formed close order infantry in good order versus cavalry attacking from the front.

+1

Uphill of the enemy; whether on the defensive or charging downhill.

+1

Troops on foot defending an obstacle. Cavalry cannot attack them at all.
Cavalry charging cavalry that is not counter-charging them.
Gallant unit on attack

Stalwart unit in defense

Formed close order infantry in good order in square versus cavalry.

Attacking from the flank or rear (including troops caught while running away)
Cavalry versus skirmishers or artillery
Disordered

Those types of troops will never try to stand
against a cavalry charge, and can be assumed to
be skittering around the table trying to get out of
the way of the big men on horses.

+1
+1
+1
+1
+2
+2
+2
-1

• Any unit caught in march column and unable to
deploy counts as Disordered.

• The lower side rolls on the ‘Tie or lower of
combatants’ column as long as its score isn’t
below zero.
Some points to note:

• Cavalry charging cavalry that is not countercharging them: This applies when the target
unit doesn’t have an action allowing it to countercharge. A cavalry unit is best on the charge!
• Formed close order infantry in Good Order
versus cavalry attacking from the front: If the
cavalry are able to lap around either flank, this
does not apply. In general, the target infantry can
avoid this by using a response to face the charge,
but not always.
• Cavalry catching evading skirmishers or artillery
counts as Cavalry versus skirmishers or artillery.

Example: The Chasseurs, charging the East Wessex
from the front, get +1 for ‘Gallant’. The East Wessex can
claim ‘Formed infantry versus cavalry from the front
(+1)’, and ‘Stalwart’ (+1), for +2. As we’ve already noted,
the Chasseurs are down to three figures, while their
opponents still have twelve.

“I’m sure I never told you cavalry should go charging
straight at infantry like that, did I? I did? I was
probably, erm, thinking of something else. The 5th
Lancers at Elandslaagte, perhaps. Now, there was a
charge! Damn Boers!”

Example 2: The 43ème Ligne have taken no casualties,
and count +2 for charging against a flank or rear, as
well as +1 for ‘Gallant’, while only two of the Loamshires
can fight.

“Dammit George, that wasn’t gentlemanly. You can see
I’m not wearing my glasses.”
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Close Combat

Close Combat Results

Unit Type

+2 or more

+1

Tie, or lower of the
combatants

Lower of the combatants
and Disordered

Infantry

3-6

4-6

5-6

6

Skirmishers

Heavy cavalry

Light cavalry

Artillery crew

Cut and Thrust

4-6

2-6

3-6

4-6

5-6

3-6

4-6

5-6

6

4-6

5-6

6

Once in combat, roll a die for each figure in the first
two ranks of a unit in line, or up to four for an infantry
unit in column of attack. If one unit is wider than it
opponent, it may include two extra files on either side,
for up to four additional files.

Roll one die per figure, looking to roll within the stated
range on the Close Combat table.
Example: We see that the East Wessex, with a
+1 advantage, need a score of 4-6 to hit, while the
Chasseurs, the lower of the combatants, score hits on
5 or 6. The East Wessex roll twelve dice and score six
hits. The Chasseurs score one.

“As I told you, that wasn’t a good idea. You won’t try
that again. Think of it as educational.”
Example 2: The 43ème Ligne with a +2 or more
advantage (+3, actually), need rolls of 3-6 to hit, the
Loamshires needs 5-6. The 43ème roll five hits; the
Loamshires, one.

I think that’s a cocked die, don’t you? No?
Harrumph!”
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6

6

6

-

Who Won? Who Lost?
The difference in the number of hits inflicted and
received between the two sides gives us the result.

• Obviously, the side that lost more figures is the
loser―it counts as Beaten.

• If it lost twice as many, and at least 1/3 of its
strength going into the Close Combat, it lost
badly; it counts as Doubled. Doubled is always
very bad.

• A unit which is Halved and Doubled―beaten by
twice their losses and falls below half of its initial
strength―is automatically destroyed.

While the results of shooting are immediately followed
by a saving roll (so that, say, skirmishers in a wood or
troops manning a trench are less likely to be casualties
than those milling about in dense columns), for Close
Combat we roll on the table below, instead. That’s
because a casualty on the winning side doesn’t get
trampled or bayoneted, as the loser of the melee so
often does. So we compare the results―who won, who
lost, who got doubled―on the following table.
The basic principle is that an draw or simple victory
disorders both parties, but doubling leaves the winner
in good shape (because it was easy!). After moving as
determined by the combat result, roll to see if ‘dead’
figures recover and rejoin the unit, or are truly dead
(or skulking to the nearest bit of cover).
In general, winners recover casualties on a roll of 4-6,
losers on a 5-6, but this varies as the results get more
extreme.

Combat Result

Loser

Recovery/
Disposition

Winner

Recovery/
Disposition

Cavalry beats
Cavalry

Fall Back

5-6
Disordered

4-6
Disordered

Cavalry doubles
Cavalry

Run Away

No recovery
Disordered

Player’s choice:
Hold position or
Advance to opponent’s last position,
or
Regroup to the rear up to 12”.

Cavalry beats
Infantry

Close order: Fall Back
Other: Run Away
Destroyed

Player’s choice:
May pursue at Walk speed or Halt.
If it makes contact in pursuit, roll a
second Close Combat.

4-6
Disordered

Cavalry doubles
Infantry

6 if pursued,
5-6 if not.
Disordered

Infantry beats
Cavalry

Fall Back

Hold position.
May shoot at retreating foe at Long
Range.

4-6
Good Order

Infantry beats
Infantry

Fall Back

Player’s choice:
Hold position or Advance to take
opponent’s last position.

4-6
Disordered

Tie

Infantry may Hold Position or Fall Back (player’s choice).
Cavalry Falls Back at least 8”, up to a full move (player’s choice).

Infantry doubles
Cavalry

Run Away

Infantry doubles
Infantry

Run Away

Halved and Doubled Destroyed

No recovery
4-6
Disordered
5-6
Disordered
5-6
Disordered
6
Disordered

n/a

We’ve used the term ‘infantry’ for all troops on foot
here, purely for the sake of brevity. Gunners and
skirmishers seldom do well in close combat!

Player’s choice:
May pursue at Walk speed or Halt in
place.If it makes contact in pursuit,
roll a second Close Combat.

4-6
Good Order

Move the remainder of charge
distance finishing off victims, then
form up.
May cause an “accidental charge”.

4-6
Good Order

Hold position.
May shoot at retreating foe at Short
Range.

3-6
Good Order

Player’s choice:
Hold position or Advance to take
opponent’s last position.

3-6
Good Order
5-6
Disordered

May act as under “Cavalry Doubles” or “Infantry
Doubles”, as the case may be.
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Example 1: The Chasseurs have actually lost twice
as many figures as they started with. So that resolves
itself, as the unit is destroyed.

“Just put them back in the box, George. Carefully,
mind.”
Example 2: Infantry have doubled infantry. The
defenders simply run, each man for himself, although
the unit has not taken 50% losses, which would destroy
it.

“Flank attacks are damnably deadly! Silly beggars
should have been looking for themselves. I can’t watch
everything!”
Example 3: The 4ème Chasseurs à pied , formed up
in on a hill, charge the Barsetshires as they emerge,
disordered, from the ploughed field. The 4ème Chasseurs
are a detachment of 6 figures versus ten Barsets.
The Chasseurs’ ‘Gallant’ is matched by the Barsets’
‘Stalwart’, so the key differences are the Chasseurs +1
for ‘Uphill advantage’ and the Barset’s -1 for Disorder.
The Chasseurs roll on the ‘+2’ column, while the
Barsets roll on the ‘Lower and Disordered’ column.
The Chasseurs win by three hits to two. That’s a case
of ‘Infantry beats infantry’. The Barsets Fall Back one
normal turn (2 MD) and are disordered―which they
already were. They recover figures on 5-6, and save
one.
The Chasseurs are disordered. They have the choice
to advance to take the Barsets’ position, or halt on
the spot. They recover on 4-6, and save two. They halt
rather than advance into the field.

“Dammit, George, you had no right to do that! How
was I to know you’d think of it?”

Close Combat Notes
Participating in Close Combat―whether or not the unit
initiated the fight―counts as an activation. If the unit
didn’t have an activation counter on it previously, it
gets one now.

Cavalry pursuit is at walk speed. Players may pursue at
Charge speed at the cost of becoming disordered.
A cavalry unit that pursues its opponent will fight a
second round of Close Combat if it reaches them. If
the enemy are Running Away, the attackers have an
advantage of +2 for attacking from the rear, and the
routing unit is at -1 for disorder.

Infantry Falling Back in close formation do not get the
advantage of being ‘Formed close order infantry in
Good Order versus cavalry’, and can’t shoot prior to
receiving the charge, but they are not attacked in the
rear, making a fighting retreat.

A cavalry unit that destroys its opponent must move
the remainder of their charge distance, to represent
chasing down and finishing off their victims. This may
result in an “Accidental Charge” (see page xx).
If an infantry close combat goes on for more than one
card (due to a Tie), the initial attacker is assumed to
be struggling to continue the assault, so distinctions
appropriate to close combat (‘Gallant’ and ‘Stalwart’)
apply the usual way.

The rules about Fall Back and Running Away have been
given under ‘Morale’, but as a reminder, a Fall Back is a
normal move at walking speed, ending facing towards
the enemy. A unit that Runs Away moves at maximum
speed (4 MD for foot troops, Heavy Cavalry or Horse
Artillery, 5 MD for Light Cavalry) directly away from
the closest enemy unit and does not turn back about to
face the foe.

Multiple Units in Close Combat

Sometimes there will be more than one unit on either
side engaged in a Close Combat. If the units line up one
on one, the attacking player has the choice of treating
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the fight as a series of unit-on-unit actions or as one
big combat. If the units don’t match up, it’s simply a big
brawl.
A big brawl is resolved by counting all the casualties
on each side and basing the result on that. It’s possible
that this may be complicated, and we ask that players
behave like gentlemen. Assume that, if the losing
side is doubled and the winners have any cavalry
among the victorious units, all those defeated will
be subject to the usual jabbing, spearing and general
destructiveness we associate with armed men on
horseback (i.e. count the result for the entire brawl as
“Cavalry doubles”).

Generals on the Battlefield!

As we mentioned earlier, A Gentleman’s War
deliberately avoids written orders, command radii,
pips and all other attempts to replicate the actual
problems of command. We feel that the card system,
sheer cussedness and pure dumb luck will prevent the
player doing what he intends, anyway! Generals, then,
are gallant chaps in flashy uniforms who ride about
leading attacks, bolstering the nervous and rallying
the dispirited and disordered with a witless cheer of:
“Buck up, lads!”
At the start of each of his side’s new card cycles, the
player may freely move any and all his generals up to
4 MD.

The General may be ‘attached’ himself to a unit, or the
player may declare that the General is unattached, not
tied to any particular unit.

Attached Generals

A general may choose to attach himself to one
particular unit by joining with a simple declaration
by the player (and being in contact with it!), and will
move along with it, even if he has already moved at the
start of the cycle.
The General may re-roll one die each time that unit
takes any test: for morale, shooting or close combat.
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If the unit is part of a Brigade, the whole Brigade can
move on any card as if it was a court card.

He may attach to a unit which has received a Disorder
result from a morale test. On a roll of 3-6 the gallant
commander frees it from disarray by his imposing
presence.

He may be killed or wounded from enemy fire or Close
Combat. We’ll cover that under The General’s Been Hit!
It he is the Army Commander, he may only use hold
cards on that particular unit.
Example: Let’s go back to the Zouaves’ attack here.
The French commander, Major-général D’Hubert,
decides to move with the infantry brigade group,
attaching himself to the 3ème Zouaves in the center of
the group, adding panache to the whole affair.

“That’s a good idea, George. Those Frenchies could use
a bit of stiffening!”

Unattached Generals
At those times when he needs to race across the field
to rally a faint-hearted unit or join a band of heroes,
the general moves as a single piece at the speed
of charging light cavalry (5 MD). Hip-hip-hooray!
Generals do not need cards played on them every
cycle; if they need to move, they simply act as a onefigure unit and move on an appropriate card.

The general may “bridge a gap” in a brigade, counting
as a unit for the purposes of Brigade distance.

The General’s Been Hit!
Taking Fire

We assume that our
generals ride around
gallantly and smile bravely in the face
of enemy fire.
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Example: D’Hubert rolls to see if he’s hit, since the
Zouaves have taken 1/3 casualties. He rolls a ‘1’, and
is hit. He rolls again, scoring a ‘2’. He is wounded,
gallantly, but continues on!

The Colonel says: “Reminds of the time I was shot in
the rear end escaping from Isandhwana, but under
completely different circumstances!”
When they are not attached to a unit, you are not
allowed to fire on them; not just because of their dash
and stiff upper lip, but because that’s the job of the
sniper (see page xx), not an entire unit. The same
goes for staff officers, dispatch riders, and Foreign
Observers.
But when a general is attached to a unit that has to
take a morale test from shooting, roll a die:
Morale Test

General hit on:

Bothered

1-2

Disconcerted

1-3

If the general is hit, roll again on the General Hit In
Fire Combat table.

Close Combat

Just as with shooting, an unattached general is
assumed to be quick enough to move out of the way of
a charge. Just move him to the side or rear, no need to
roll for an evasion!
An attached General counts as just another member
of the unit, whether it’s a squadron of heavy cavalry
or a handful of skirmishers―otherwise it requires a
separate calculation, and who wants that?

Example: D’Hubert then leads his men into melee.
He rolls again to see if he’s hit, since the Zouaves have
taken 1/2 casualties. He rolls a ‘1’, and is, indeed, hit.
He rolls again, scoring a ‘2’. He is wounded again, but
continues on! What a hero of the Republic!

“Bold fella! I like to see that sort of spirit in an
opponent. I’d prefer to have killed him, though.”

He may re-roll one die each time that unit takes any
test in Close Combat. Usually that simply means rolling
a die that ‘missed’.
When a general is attached to a unit that takes losses
in Close Combat, roll a die based on losses in the fight
compared with the number that entered the melee:
Casualty Rate

General hit on:

1/6 Casualties

1

2/3 Casualties

1-4

1/3 Casualties
1/2 Casualties

Unit destroyed

1-2
1-3

1-5. On a 6, he may take a 4 MD
move away from the scene of the
massacre.

If the general is hit, roll again on the General Hit In
Close Combat table.

Wounded Generals

A general’s wounds do not ‘accumulate’ or get worse
the more he takes; it doesn’t matter how many wounds
he has received, he won’t quit the field until he takes a
serious wound or is killed spectacularly.
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General Hit In Fire Combat
Roll

Result

1-2

A bit of blood never hurt anyone! The unit doesn’t have to take the morale check at all! Such
aplomb!

3-4
5
6

He’s been shot, but bravely stays in the field! However, he can no longer re-roll dice for any unit.
He’s seriously wounded and is carried to the rear.
The unit tests at -1 to its morale roll.

He’s killed in a spectacular fashion.
The unit tests at -2 to its morale roll. However, a roll of ‘6’ means it becomes ‘Heroic’ and never
tests morale for the rest of the game.

General Hit In Close Combat

Roll

Result

1-2

A mere flesh wound!! He continues bravely, with some damage to his uniform.
If the unit is destroyed, he’s able to ride away at 4 MD. If he’s in a building etc, he’s captured.

5

He’s seriously wounded and is carried to the rear.
If the unit is destroyed, he’s captured.

3-4
6

He’s wounded! He can no longer re-roll dice for this, or any other unit.
If the unit is destroyed, he’s captured.

He’s killed in a spectacular fashion.
This affects the overall result of the Close Combat by one grade worse: a tie becomes beaten;
beaten counts as doubled; doubled counts as destroyed (halved and doubled).
Example: The battle rages, units are destroyed or
run away, and both sides approach the 50% mark. The
French have had a general wounded, but not taken
off the table. However, the British have an enemy
cuirassier unit returning to the board behind their
position. The British general is certainly best advised to
move troops to cover the return of the French cavalry,
and may need to concede. However, he might also
take an aggressive attitude and try to smash more
French units so that the enemy reaches 50% before the
cuirassiers appear in the British rear!

“I say, George. Why don’t we call it a draw and I’ll
buy you an ice-cream from that disreputable chap by
the Palace Pier?”
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Chapter 4
Engineering

Winning And Losing
How do we decide who wins the game? In most
cases, it will be obvious that one side is beaten, but
sometimes the fighting goes on with toy soldier after
toy soldier falling gallantly, units destroyed or fled,
and a general unwillingness to concede defeat. In that
case, count the number of units each side started with
(including generals as single-figure units.) If half the
units in an army have been destroyed, run away or
otherwise taken off the table, the battle is clearly lost.
Generals may choose to cede the battle when they feel
they have no chance of success, and retire without
further loss.

Example: The battle rages, units are destroyed or
run away, and both sides approach the 50% mark. The
French have had a general wounded, but not taken
off the table. However, the British have an enemy
cuirassier unit returning to the board behind their
position. The British general is certainly best advised to
move troops to cover the return of the French cavalry,
and may need to concede. However, he might also
take an aggressive attitude and try to smash more
French units so that the enemy reaches 50% before the
cuirassiers appear in the British rear!

“I say, George. Why don’t we call it a draw and I’ll
buy you an ice-cream from that disreputable chap by
the Palace Pier?”

Wells broke battlefield engineering tasks into
‘Constructions’ and ‘Destructions’, so we’ll modify his
list into the AGW rules mechanics. To begin a task, the
unit must first move into position with any equipment
needed. We measure progress in terms of full card
cycles: if you start a task during one cycle, we count
the end of the next cycle as ‘one’. It doesn’t matter
when in the cycle the engineers activated.
The length of a cycle obviously depends on how many
units you are playing with. I work on the assumption
that it will be a medium army per player, but it’s
entirely possible you are using more or fewer. My
own feeling is that it doesn’t really matter a great deal
in this context, except―perhaps―if one side was a
vast, sluggish horde of militia and the other a small,

nimble raiding force of elite troops, and both sides
were engaged in competing engineering feats. But that
seems unlikely, and we assume you can resolve any
problems, because you are gentlemen.

Construction

The cycles given below are for Engineers; regular
infantry takes twice as long. Only Engineers may
assemble a pontoon bridge.

“Did I ever tell you about John Chard, the Rorkes’ Drift
chap? Terribly boring cove. Never made much of himself
after that. Made a decent cup of tea, though.

Construction Table

Item to Construct

Cycles

Shallow trenches (light cover)

1 (frontage of one figure)

Gun emplacement (heavy cover)

2 (per gun)

Entrenchments (heavy cover)

Gun emplacement (light cover)
Pontoon bridge

2 (frontage of one figure)
1 (per gun)

2 to begin work, 1 per 3” of bridge

Destruction Table

Item to Destroy

Cycles

Railway Bridge

2

6’’ of surfaced road

1

Railway Culvert

River Road Bridge

6’’ of railway track

Supply Depot (no matter how large)*
Enemy baggage train
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1
1
1

1 (can be done by 3 figures)
1 (can be done by 3 figures)

* On the first cycle it can be extinguished by six figures with buckets and water close to hand.
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Destruction
The first four tasks in the list below can only be
performed by engineers with appropriate tools. The
others can be attempted by non-specialists, but must
roll 4+ on a D6 to succeed. They may make as many
attempts (one per cycle) as the situation permits.

Wells adds:
“Notice should be given to the umpire at the
commencement of any work or the placing of a mine.
In the event that no umpire is available, a folded note
must be put on the mantelpiece when entrenchment is
commenced, and the opponent asked to open it when the
trench is completed or the mine exploded.”

Mine

Repairs

A contact mine can be placed on a road or in any place
by three men in three cycles; it will be exploded by the
first pieces passing over it, and will destroy everything
within six inches radius.

Repairing a destroyed bridge, railway culvert etc would
take far too long to show in a game― somewhere
between five and ten cycles. It would, however, be
possible to say that the engineers are close to finishing
their work (a cycle or two still needed) when an enemy
raiding force or demolition squad arrives to undo their
efforts.

Breaching Charge

A petard or breaching charge can be laid by three men
in one cycle. At the end of the cycle, roll a D6: on a
‘6’, the petard explodes prematurely, killing the crew
(“hoist on their own petard”). Otherwise the charge
will explode as soon as the unit has moved away. The
charge will destroy a gate, or cause a 3” wide breach in
a wall.

Chapter 5
Scenarios
These scenarios are written in a general manner,
because much will depend on the theatre of
operations; we know that a wood in Victorian England
is likely to be a neat little copse, whereas in 1770s
America it’s a forest that extends into the far reaches
of the Ohio valley. Many scenarios can be expanded
in terms of players, figures and table size; some
suggestions are made to help with this as we go
through the different scenarios.

Scenario Terms

Basic Layout: This section will give an overall
summary of the terrain to fight over.

Hold Cards: If there is a special rule for determining
initial Hold cards, this is where it will be.
Balance of Forces: This section describes the
proportion of forces that should be used by each
player.

Deployment: Standard deployment rules are those
stated on page xx. Additional rules will be stated here.
Victory Conditions: This section describes the
objectives for each player. “Standard” victory
conditions are described in Winning and Losing.

Variants: This section lists some ways in which this
scenario can be changed by the participants.
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Some Representative Scenarios
Open Battle
This is the classic ‘pitched battle’, which is probably
more common in wargaming than in actual history.
In this, both sides essentially agree to fight over
ground acceptable to both parties. One side may be in
position earlier than the other, but not to the extent of
establishing a terrain advantage.
Basic Layout: Lay out scenery to both sides’
agreement.
Hold Cards: Standard rules apply.
Balance of Forces: Even forces.

Deployment: Standard rules apply.

Victory Conditions: Follow the basic victory
conditions which state that an army is beaten once
it loses half its units. There are no time limits on this
scenario other than being called to dinner.
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Scenarios
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Army In Place

Advance Guards

Ambush

Attack On Fieldworks

The defending force has had time to choose the
battlefield and place some of its units in key positions
prior to battle.

The leading elements in each army meet while
scouting ahead of their own forces. The object is to
push aside the enemy vanguard and advance off the
table to gain intelligence and possibly attack the
opponent’s main body (which is, of course, a separate
game!)

A simple ambush, in which a small raiding force
attacks a larger enemy force moving in column
through broken country.

The defending force has selected the battlefield and
placed a field fortification on ground that it considers
good. The attackers must accept battle on the enemy’s
terms, or simply decide not to fight. This is likely to be
an affair light on mobility, heavy on bloodshed, so any
mounted troops are likely to be scouts.

Basic Layout: Lay out scenery to both sides’
agreement. The defending player should get the final
say, however, as (in theory!) he’s the general who
chose this battlefield.
Hold Cards: Standard rules apply.

Balance of Forces: The attacker may outnumber the
defender by odds of 3-2; or even 2-1 if the position is
highly defensible.

Deployment: Use the standard deployment rules, but
the defender places half his units on the board before
the attacker deploys any units.
Victory Conditions: Standard rules apply.

Variants: The defender has to protect one or more
strategic objective as part of his position―a crossroads,
a railway line or junction, a warehouse complex―
which has no defensive value. The Attacker should be
considered to win if they capture this objective.

Basic Layout: Lay out scenery to both sides’
agreement.
Hold Cards: Standard rules apply.

Balance of Forces: Even. Since the scenario is based
on the forward elements of armies meeting, the forces
should be chosen to reflect the most mobile units in
the army. A pair of small armies comprised of cavalry
and horse artillery fit the bill!
Deployment: Standard rules apply. Once both sides
have deployed, each commander may advance one
formation 12” further forward. There must be at least
12” between the forward elements of the two armies.
Victory Conditions: If either side is able to move at
least one quarter of its units off the enemy’s baseline,
it wins the scenario. If either side loses half its units,
it loses automatically. There are no time limits on this
scenario, except as per the variant shown.

Variants: Elements of the main body arrive at a set
point―say, the 4th joker. The last player to activate
before the joker places 1D6 units of his army at his
baseline. At the next joker, 1D6 units of the opposing
side arrive at their respective table edge.

Basic Layout: This is played along the length of the
table, with a winding road and plenty of scenery.
The ambushing player lays it out, the ambush victim
decides which direction he will move.

Hold Cards: When the initial distribution of Hold
Cards is done at the start of the game, the ambushed
player is limited to only one card; any others in his
color being shuffled back into the deck.

Balance of Forces: This is a ‘small force attacks larger’
scenario. The ambushing force should be one quarter
to one half the size of the ambushed column.
Deployment: The ambush victim’s units are placed on
the road about 24” along the road. This is the point at
which the column’s scouts spotted the first attacking
units, or the attackers opened fire on the column. The
column’s outriders may be placed up to 12” from the
front or rear of the column, and up to 12” on either
side of the road. The units on the road should be in
March Column formation.
The attackers must have at least one unit within 12” of
the front-most road unit (the unit that was spotted/
opened fire). Other units may be placed within 12”
of the center of the road. You may wish to use the
“Hidden Movement” rules on page xx.
Victory Conditions: The ambushing force’s objective
is to destroy as many enemy units or inflict casualties
equal to the number of the attacking force. Thus a
smaller number of ambushers aren’t required to do as
much damage as a larger force. The column’s objective
is―ideally―to destroy or drive away the
ambushers and get off the table at the
far end. The ambushers withdraw if one
quarter of their units are destroyed or
driven from the table.

Basic Layout: The defender lays out the table, with
a fortification big enough for 50% of his infantry and
artillery inside it. At least part of the fortification must
be in the exact centre of the table.
Hold Cards: Standard rules apply.

Balance of Forces: The players should agree on the
defensive qualities of the fortification. A well built
earthwork would count as Heavy Cover for shooting
and both ‘Foot Defending Obstacle’ and ‘Uphill
Advantage’ (a total of +2) in Close Combat. A wagon
laager might just count as Light Cover for shooting,
and ‘Foot Defending Obstacle’ (+1). The attackers may
outnumber the total number of the defending forces
3-1 in the first case, 2-1 in the second.
Deployment: The defender may place up to half his
force inside the fortification. The remainder of his
units are deployed according to the usual rules. The
attackers may deploy within 12” of fortification at the
center of the table,

Victory Conditions: The attackers win by destroying
or driving out all the defenders in the fortification.
Obviously, the defenders win if they don’t. The
attackers may win a marginal victory by defeating
those defending units outside the fortification
according to the usual rules for winning and losing,
but holding the fortification is the key issue (and could
lead to a ‘day after’ battle)
Variants: Replace the fortification with a
piece of defensible rough terrain, such as a
steep hill or mountain village.
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The Escort
A supply train is escorted through rough terrain by
a column of troops. Naturally, it is attacked. This is
a small scenario, best suited to “advance guard” or
“raiding force” type armies.

Basic Layout: This is played along the length of the
table, with a winding road and plenty of scenery. The
Supply Train player lays out the table, the attacker
then decides which direction the column will move.
Hold Cards: When the initial distribution of Hold
Cards is done at the start of the game, the escorting
player is limited to only two cards, any others in his
color being shuffled back into the deck.

Balance of Forces: This can be done as an ‘even
forces’ scenario, or with the attackers outnumbering
defender 3-2. There should be at least four wagons in
the supply train.
Deployment: The supply train wagons are placed on
the road about 24” along the road. This is the point

at which the column’s outriders spotted the first
attacking units, or the attackers opened fire on the
column. The column’s outriders may be placed up to
12” from the front or rear wagon, and up to 12” on
either side of the road. Other escorts may be placed on
the road within 3” of the wagons, in front, behind, or
interspersed.
The attackers must have at least one unit within 12”
of the front wagon (the unit that was spotted/opened
fire). Other units may be placed within 12” of the
center of the road. You may wish to use the “Hidden
Movement” rules on page xx.

Victory Conditions: In a 3-2 fight, the defender simply
needs to get at least half of the wagons off the far end
of the table to win. In an even match, he must get 75%
of the wagons away safely. The attacker will be driven
off if he has one quarter of his forces destroyed (it’s a
raid, not a life-or-death battle). The attacker ‘captures’
a wagon simply by coming into contact with it for a
complete activation with no enemy troops preventing
it.

Scenarios
Isolated Detachment
A small force belonging to the defender is holding
onto a position on the enemy side of the board, while
a relief column approaches to join up with them.
The attacker has orders to overcome the isolated
detachment and repel the relieving force.
Basic Layout: Play this along the length of the table.
The defender lays out the table.

Hold Cards: When the initial distribution of Hold
Cards is done at the start of the game, the isolated
player is limited to only two Hold Cards, any others in
his color being set aside instead of being shuffled back
into the deck. Once the relief column enters the table,
the set-aside Hold Cards can be used, even if they take
his hand over three cards.
Balance of Forces: This is an even fight based on
total numbers, although the isolated force is clearly
seriously outnumbered at the start. Up to one third
of the defender’s forces can be designated as the
detachment. The player may decide which units are so
chosen.

Deployment: The designated isolated force must
be placed within the attacker’s half of the table, in a
defensive posture. The rest of its comrades enter from
their baseline on the first joker. The attacker deploys
anywhere in his own half of the table, with some forces
facing the detachment (they must start at least 9”
away) but at least 50% facing the relief force.
Victory Conditions: The defender wins at least a
marginal victory if his isolated force can hold out until
a figure from the relief column is able to enter the
defensive perimeter of the besieged force. He wins
a major victory if the relief force is able to drive the
attacker from the field.
The attacker, in turn, wants to defeat both the
detachment and the relief column, which constitutes
a major victory. Defeating the relievers counts as a
minor victory for the attackers, but defeating the
isolated units at best only keeps the defender from
winning.
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Variants: The Last Stand is a version of the rearguard
action in which there is no relief column. The attackers
outnumber the defenders by 3-1 (because otherwise
it’s not much of a game). The defender wins a major
victory if he is able to hold off the attackers. Lesser
grades of success may be judged by the length of the
defense and the casualties inflicted on the attackers.

Rearguard Action

An outnumbered defender tries to hold back the tide
of an approaching enemy while (off the table) the
rest of the defender’s army tries to make an orderly
withdrawal. It’s about buying time rather than driving
back the attacker (although that’s perfectly acceptable
if you can do it!)

Basic Layout: The defender lays out the table. Since
he’s chosen the battlefield, it should be to his own
advantage, probably rough country with hills or ridges.
There might be a stream between the rearguard and
the approaching enemy, perhaps with a bridge. It
shouldn’t be so stacked in the defender’s favor that the
attacker refuses to play on it!
Hold Cards: Standard rules apply.

Balance of Forces: If the battlefield is fairly open,
a balance of 2-1 in favor of the attacker may be
appropriate. In a heavily defensible position, 3-1 might
suit the terrain.
Deployment: The defender deploys within 24” of
his baseline, with a clear zone of 6” from each side
edge of the board. There must be at least 18” between
the forward elements of the defending army and the
attacker’s deployment area.

Victory Conditions: The defender’s objectives
are: 1) hold his position for as long as possible, 2)
withdraw his forces safely, and 3) prevent enemy
forces advancing past the defender’s baseline for as
long as possible. These conditions (which can’t easily
be quantified) replace the standard win/loss rules. The
defender may fight on regardless of losses if it prevents
the enemy’s advance.
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Variants: A Fighting Retreat starts with the defender’s
force close to the attacker’s baseline―some as near as
12”―and the attacker still off the table. However, to
make up for this, the attacker may bring on up to 1/3
of his most mobile force elements in a flanking move
at the second joker, deploying them as far as halfway
along either left or right base edge (or both) to turn
the defender’s position. The attacker must declare the
presence of the flanking forces at the first joker, but
not what they are.

River Crossing

Treat this as either an ‘Open Battle’ or ‘Army in Place’,
but with a watercourse crossing the board. In the case
of the Open Battle, the river should cross the board
either diagonally or in a looping route across the
middle of the board. For ‘Army in Place’ the river is
placed directly in front of the defender’s front line.
Basic Layout: Lay out scenery to both sides’
agreement. The river may be a minor stream (2-3”
wide) that only causes the loss of the highest die
rolled, or a major obstacle to anyone crossing it with
one known ford or bridge (and the possibility of at
least one minor ford known to the locals).

Hold Cards: Standard rules apply.

Balance of Forces: This depends on the width of the
river, and the position of the defenders. Assume that a
winding stream running diagonally across the middle
of an Open Battle field doesn’t alter the odds, but a
wide river in front of a formed enemy may mean that
a 3-1 advantage in numbers is needed to make an
interesting game.
Deployment: Standard rules apply.

Victory Conditions: Follow the basic victory
conditions. If the attacker gets at half his army across
the river, he may claim a marginal victory if the battle
does not otherwise provide a clear-cut winner.

Variants: This scenario can be made more or less
difficult for the attacker. A simple stream that’s easily
crossable is not much of an obstacle. A small river is
made easier to cross if there is more than one bridge
or ford. It’s possible to lay out a broad river with no
bridge, ford, ferry or handy collection of boats, but who
would play that game?

Chapter 6
A Brief, Imprecise Guide To
Armies Of The Wellsian Era
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This is a general survey of the armies of the broad
period between the Franco-Prussian War (187071) and the opening of the Great War in 1914, in the
terms of ‘A Gentleman’s War’. Remember that you are
allowed―indeed, encouraged―to do things the way
you prefer, so treat everything as a suggestion.

We use the term ‘probable’ in regard to distinctions
and deficiencies as the most likely attributes for a
unit of that type to have; but remember that you can
include distinctions and deficiencies on the same unit;

there is nothing to say that your Elite Guards who are
Brave, Stalwart, and Marksmen aren’t led by a colonel
who is Slow and Nervous!

Note also that some ’Dragoon’ units may be chosen as
either dragoons (in the rules sense – primarily trained
in dismounted action) or as traditional heavy cavalry;
but this is not a treatise on pre-1914 tactical theory
and practice, and they are, after all, your toy soldiers,
so do what you like.

The Armies

The Armies

Britain

France

“Damn fine army. A proper army. Not enough of us, though.”

“Horrible cigarettes and not all that clean. Good soldiers, though. Generals tend to
think they are all that Bonaparte chappie”
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The British army of the Wellsian era was small and,
as it had traditionally been, built around long- service
regulars. Starting in 1871, a series of reforms made the
officer corps more professional, linked existing units
to particular counties, and regulars to local militia
and volunteer units. Most of its actual campaigning
experience was in colonial warfare, which encouraged
old fashioned dense formations―a behavior soundly
punished by the Boers in 1899-1902. Learning from
this, by 1914 British infantry musketry training had
brought the level of shooting up to a grade where
regular infantry could be rated as Marksmen.

Best troops: Highland and veteran county regiments,
artillery. Elite units (guards, rifles) well drilled but
often less experienced due to decades of home service.

Strengths: Discipline; infantry tend to be Stalwart
instead of Gallant (the reverse holds true for
Highlanders, Irish and Colonial troops). Well-mounted
cavalry. After 1902 musketry training was emphasized,
so any regular infantry could be considered as
Marksmen.
Weaknesses: Old fashioned in many ways, no proper
staff system, persistent amateurism among officers.

British Army
Unit

Type

Probable Distinctions

Probable Deficiencies

Guards

Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart, Well-drilled

Volunteers,
Territorials, etc.

Infantry or
Light Infantry

Brave or Gallant

Poorly-Drilled, Nervous, Brittle,
Bad shots

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart

Poorly-Drilled

Infantry
County Regiments
Highlanders

Naval contingent
Rifles

Royal Engineers
Cavalry

Household Cavalry
Dragoons and
Dragoon Guards
Hussars and
Lancers
Yeomanry
Artillery

Royal Artillery
Royal Horse
Artillery

Infantry or
Light Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

Light Infantry
Engineers

Heavy Cavalry
Heavy Cavalry
Light Cavalry
Light Cavalry
All gun types

Light or Field

Brave, Marksmen, Stalwart, Welldrilled
Brave, Gallant, Marksmen,
Well-drilled
Brave, Marksmen, Swift
Brave, Stalwart

Brave, Crack gunners, Stalwart

Brave, Crack gunners, Stalwart, Swift

Unit

Weaknesses: Officers tend to rashness; unwillingness
to defend. Frequent poorly-planned reforms. Shortage
of heavy artillery.

French Army

Probable Distinctions

Imperial Guard (to
1871)

Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart, Well-drilled

Naval contingent

Infantry
Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart

Probable Deficiencies

Infantry

Zouaves, Turcos,
Senegalese
Reservists

Chasseurs à pied
Francs-Tireurs
Engineers
Cavalry

Dragoons

Hussars, Chasseurs
à Cheval, Lancers
Poorly-Drilled, Brittle

Strengths: A belief in aggressive tactics, strong spirit
of élan. Excellent modern field artillery in the later
part of the period.

Type

Cuirassiers

Brave, Gallant
Gallant

Best troops: Colonial infantry, Armee d’Afrique,
Chasseur regiments, artillery.

Ligne Regts

Brave, Gallant, Well-drilled
Brave, Gallant, Swift

After the disasters of the Franco-Prussian War
of 1870-71, the French resumed their traditional
offensive tactics. France had a large ‘Metropolitan’
army, relying on reservists to make up numbers, and
very effective troops experienced in African and Asian
campaigns.
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Provisional
regiments or
Reservists
Artillery

Foot Artillery

Horse Artillery

Infantry

Infantry

Light Infantry

Sharpshooters
Engineers

Heavy Cavalry
Heavy Cavalry
or Dragoons
Light Cavalry

Heavy or Light
Cavalry
All gun types

Light or Field

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart, Well-drilled
Brave, Gallant, Stalwart
Brave, Gallant

Brave, Marksmen, Gallant, Swift
Marksmen

Brave, Stalwart

Poorly-Drilled

Poorly-Drilled, Brittle, Nervous, Bad
shots
Poorly-Drilled, Brittle, Nervous

Brave, Gallant, Well-drilled
Brave, Gallant

Brave, Gallant, Swift
Brave, Gallant

Brave, Crack gunners, Stalwart

Brave, Crack gunners, Stalwart, Swift

Poorly-Drilled, Brittle, Nervous, Bad
shots

A Gentleman's War
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Austria-Hungary

“I don’t care for their manners, but their discipline is first rate. Good artillery, fine
horses, excellent cheese rations.”

“Excellent cuisine and the entertainment after dinner is above reproach.
Excellent on a parade ground, not so much on a broken battlefield. Good
pastries and waltzes, though, and very handsome uniforms. Some surprisingly
tight trousers.”

Best troops: Guards, grenadiers

Strengths: Highly organized, excellent staffwork, good
field engineering.
Weaknesses: Few. Possible over-reliance on artillery
barrage.

Unit

Type

Probable Distinctions

Guards

Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart, Well-drilled

Naval contingent

Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart

Probable Deficiencies

Infantry
Grenadier and Line
Regiments

Reservists,
Landwehr etc.

Infantry
Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart, Well-drilled

Jaegers

Light Infantry

Brave, Marksmen, Swift

Pionieres

Engineers

Brave, Stalwart

Gebirgjaegers
(Mountain troops)
Cavalry

Guard Cavalry
Lancers, Hussars
Jager zu Pferd
Artillery
Artillery

Horse Artillery

Light Infantry

Heavy or
Light Cavalry

Heavy Cavalry
Light Cavalry

Heavy Cavalry
or Dragoons

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart, Marksmen,
Swift
Brave, Gallant, Well-drilled
Brave, Gallant

Brave, Gallant, Swift
Brave, well-drilled

Light Cavalry or Brave, well-drilled
Dragoons
All gun types

Light or Field

Brave, Crack gunners, Stalwart

Brave, Crack gunners, Stalwart, Swift

There is in the Austro-Hungarian army
a varied assemblage of different races:
the honest Austrian, the proud and fiery
Hungarian, the smart Czech, the stouthearted Tyrolean, the thin, onion-eating
Wallachian - - Fedor Von Korpen, “Armies of Europe”,
1890

German Army

Dragoons
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Germany
After victory in the Franco-Prussian War, the army
of the newly-unified German Empire was the most
powerful and most emulated in the world. It was well
equipped with Krupp artillery pieces and , after 1908,
Spandau machine guns. “Every one who has attended
the maneuvers of the German army is struck by the
absence of shouting or excitement and the few orders
that are given by the officers. Every one seems to
understand what is wanted, and a signal with the hand
or the sword sends the men forward, halts them, or
changes the direction of the advance.”

Cuirassiers

The Armies

Poorly-Drilled

Poorly-Drilled, Brittle, Bad shots

Austria-Hungary had a very old fashioned army, built
on the dual monarchies based in Vienna and Budapest.
Unlike most European armies it had no guard units,
but rather relied on long-established regiments of
the line. With units of many national groups, often

mutually antagonistic, and what seemed to often
be an institutional hostility to progress, the AustroHungarian empire was a rickety, rambling affair with
an army to match. There was little money for new
equipment or training.
Best troops: Senior infantry units and cavalry.

Strengths: Excellent heavy artillery. Well mounted
cavalry.

Weaknesses: Slow and inflexible. Many competing
national and language groups within the army.

Austro-Hungarian Army

Unit

Type

Probable Distinctions

Elite Infantry

Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart, Well-drilled

Naval contingent

Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart

Probable Deficiencies

Infantry
Hungarian Regts
German Regts

Landwehr, Honved,
Border troops
Jaegers

Engineers
Cavalry

Dragoons

Hussars, Lancers
Artillery
Artillery

Horse Artillery

Infantry

Infantry

Infantry

Brave, Gallant

Brave, Stalwart, Well-drilled

Light Infantry

Brave, Marksmen, Swift

Heavy Cavalry
or Dragoons

Brave, Well-drilled; Heavy cavalry
may be Gallant

Engineers

Light Cavalry
All gun types

Light or Field

Brave, Stalwart

Brave, Gallant, Swift

Brave, Crack gunners, Stalwart

Brave, Crack gunners, Stalwart, Swift

Poorly-Drilled

Poorly-Drilled, Brittle, Bad shots
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The Armies

Russia

Turkey

“Hairy savages, always drunk, and that’s just the general staff. They do like cold
steel though, I’ll give them that!”

“Johnny Turk is as staunch and rugged as a Tibetan yak. Thankfully his officer
class are as intelligent as that beast. The bashi bazoukhs are possibly the worst
excuses for soldiers I’ve had the misfortune to come across. I’ve met better men in a
Peruvian jail.”
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The army of the Czars was, as always, massive but
unwieldy. Reformed after the disastrous Crimean
campaign, it expanded east and southwards, gaining
experience in colonial warfare. It defeated the
Turks, with difficulty, in 1877-8, but put on a dismal
performance against Japan in 1904-5. The Russians
were firm advocates of the ‘Cult of the Bayonet’, relying
on heavy assault columns. Musketry was often poor,
due to bad ammunition or bargain-priced rifles.
Artillery had limited field training. There was an
emphasis on dismounted cavalry action―after 1882
almost all regular cavalry became dragoons―with
Cossacks acting as scouts and screening horsemen.
Best troops: Guards (all branches), grenadiers.
Unit

Strengths: Vast numbers, stubbornness.

Weaknesses: Poor shooting, sluggish maneuvering,
poor staffwork.

Probable Distinctions

Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart, Well-drilled

Weaknesses: Poor staffwork, poorly equipped and
trained local reservists, genuinely terrible irregulars.

Best troops: Guards and veteran regular infantry.
Strengths: Excellent infantry, especially on the
defensive. Good field engineering.

Russian Army

Type

The Ottoman Empire was famously called ‘The Sick
Man of Europe’ as its European possessions broke
away and it came under pressure from other powers,
primarily Russia. Its army was surprisingly resilient
under the circumstances. It had an established system
of reserves, which meant that regular units (the
Nizam) were able to maintain at a good level, but local
reserve units (the Redif) were poorly trained and
equipped.
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Turkish Army

Probable Deficiencies

Infantry
Guards/Grenadiers
Line Regiments

Siberians/
Caucasians

Naval contingent

Infantry

Infantry or
Light Infantry
Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart

Poorly-Drilled, Bad shots

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart

Poorly-Drilled

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart

Rifles

Light Infantry

Brave, Marksmen, Swift

Guard Cavalry

Heavy Cavalry

Brave, Gallant, well-drilled

Engineers
Cavalry

Dragoons
Cossacks

Artillery
Foot Artillery

Horse Artillery

Engineers
Dragoons

Brave, Stalwart

Brave, Stalwart, Marksmen

Light Cavalry or Gallant, Swift
Tribal
Horsemen*

Artillery

Horse Artillery

Unit

Brave, Crack gunners, stalwart

Brave, Crack gunners, stalwart, Swift

*Tribal Horsemen is explained on XX.

Type

Probable Distinctions

Guard Infantry

Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart, Well-drilled

Reservists

Infantry

Stalwart

Regular Infantry

Bashi Bazoukhs
Cavalry

Poorly-Drilled, Brittle

Probable Deficiencies

Infantry

Guard Cavalry

Regular Cavalry

Bashi Bazoukhs
Artillery

Foot Artillery

Horse Artillery

Infantry or
Light Infantry

Light Infantry
Light Cavalry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart, Well-drilled
Swift

Brave, Gallant, well-drilled

Light Cavalry

Brave, Gallant, Swift

Artillery

Brave, Crack gunners, stalwart

Light or Tribal
Horsemen*
Horse Artillery

Swift

Brave, Crack gunners, stalwart, Swift

*Tribal Horsemen is explained on XX.

Poorly Drilled, Brittle, Bad Shots

Poorly Drilled, Brittle, Bad Shots,
Nervous

Poorly Drilled, Brittle, Nervous
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United States of America
“Damn yankees. Their officers act like they have invented every military advance
since the first sharpened rock. And what they call whiskey is vile. Still, they do show
a certain exuberance.
After the Civil War the US army was considerably
reduced in size, with former generals becoming
colonels, and its ranks made up of men who didn’t
have the opportunities open to many Civil War
veterans.

Best troops: The best American troops were almost
certainly the Marines, who were part of the naval
establishment. Of the army, the 9th and 10th Cavalry
and the 24th and 25th Infantry, known to their Native
American enemies as the Buffalo Soldiers, were
African-American soldiers led by white officers and
probably the most professional units in the army. US
Cavalry acts as light cavalry dragoons, with revolvers
instead of swords, most likely will dismount and fight
on foot.

Strengths: Small but fairly professional army
backed up by enthusiastic volunteers. Much frontier
warfare experience. Lots of ‘Can Do’ attitude, without
European frumpishness.
Weaknesses: Same as strengths, with volunteers of
varied quality, and many reasons for ambitious men
to do something else rather than join the army. Old
fashioned artillery. Questionable logistical capacities.

American Army
Unit

Type

Probable Distinctions

Regular infantry

Light Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart, Well-drilled

Naval landing
parties

Light Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart

Probable Deficiencies

Infantry
Marines

Volunteers, Militia
etc
Detached
Sharpshooters
Engineers
Cavalry

Regular Cavalry

Light Infantry
Light Infantry

Sharpshooters
Engineers
Dragoons

Mounted Volunteers Dragoons
Artillery

Foot Artillery

Artillery

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart, Well-drilled,
Marksmen
Gallant, Marksmen

Brave, Marksmen, Swift

Poorly-Drilled

Poorly-Drilled, Brittle, Bad shots

Brave, Stalwart

Brave, Gallant, Marksmen
Swift, Marksmen

Brave, Crack gunners, Stalwart

Poorly-Drilled, Brittle

The Armies
Other Nations
Obviously, this is an incomplete list. It excludes half
the nations of Europe, the rising and effective military
power of Japan, and the multitude of Latin American
republics, often wildly unstable, but with colorful
parade uniforms. Feel free to research and write up
those armies―and share them with us!

‘Imagi-Nations’

One of the delights of the kind of whimsical, shiny toy
soldier game we’re concerned with is the fictional
nation with its own invented regiments, made-up
uniforms and legendary rivalries with other wholly
non-existent countries. The names of Ruritania and
Graustark have come down to us from literature,
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and others have followed. The essential features of
these Imagi-Nations have been a central or eastern
European setting, a tremendous amount of intrigue,
and lots of castles. Armies fit the cultural expectation,
with an emphasis on (mostly decorative) palace
guards, foppish staff officers, Germanic military types,
and loyal, if somewhat backwards and backwoodsy,
armed peasantry. One advantage for those of us
inclined to cheapness is to let model soldiers from an
actual army double as the armed might of our fictional
land; that said, there can be enormous potential
enjoyment in contemplating and painting uniforms of
our own invention.

“I’ve never served with any of these chaps, and they do
seem a bit chocolate-box soldiers. But the uniforms are
spiffy.
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Chapter 7
On Colonial Matters

A Gentleman’s War can be played most easily using
armies of similar type. That’s why the core rules are
written for Wellsian 1900-ish forces, still dressed
in blues and reds with burnished gilt and silvered
helmets, following tactics that had faded from the
actual battlefield, bit by bit, over the previous half
century. But let’s discuss colonial warfare, which was
a consistent feature of world affairs in the century
leading up to WWI.
As far as the imperial troops go, the usual rules apply.

‘Natives’ (as no doubt an Edwardian would have
thought of the indigenous opponents of empire) are a
little different. There are really two schools of native
warfare:

1) Aggressive charges by massed warriors, moving
quickly and with great enthusiasm, with the intention
of sticking sharp pointy things into their enemies.

Porters

This could be on horseback (or even camel back) but
was more commonly done on foot, by men who knew
how to run fast. The Zulus are a classic example, and
were unusually well-disciplined and tactically drilled.
Their relatively few riflemen were famously unskilled.
The Mahdi’s armies in the Sudan were ferocious in
the attack, immensely brave, but without the Zulus’
discipline.
2) Shooting from cover, often at a distance, then
withdrawing if the imperial forces got too close.
Some—like Boers and Herreros―were very good at
this. Others were very bad.

Most forces had some elements of both types: the
warriors of the North-west frontier of India were
made up of tribesmen who shot from cover in open
formations, then gathered into close groups to charge.
The British settler colonies of Canada, Australia,

Most Colonial armies used swarms of porters; especially in Africa, where the tse-tse fly killed mules and
horses. All porters can be assumed to use the same stats.
Unit

Type

Porters

Transport unit
(unarmed)

Probable Distinctions

IMPERIAL ARMIES

This was the age of Imperialism – the Scramble for
Africa, the White Man’s Burden – and the industrial
powers of Europe and North America set about carving
up those parts of the world that hadn’t already been
seized. To do this they either sent elements of their
‘home army’, or raised troops in their colonies – either
existing possessions or the newly conquered lands.
This short survey makes no claim to comprehensive

Probable Deficiencies

Poorly-Drilled, Brittle, Nervous

coverage, but offers general ideas for each gentleman
to expand on. We’ve covered British, Egyptian, French
and German forces. Since we didn’t include Italians,
Belgians, Spanish or Portuguese in the main lists,
we didn’t include them here. Sorry about that, but
otherwise we’d never get finished.
That’s our way of saying this is not the place to give
you a detailed analysis of forces engaged in the
Expedition to East Witu in eighteen-wheneveritwas.
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Britain
Britain relied partly on units sent from home, and the
standard list provides the troop types you’d need for
this. Note that heavy cavalry were never sent outside
Europe. Rather surprisingly, guards units were sent to
the Sudan, and then to South Africa. Quite often they
seem to have been surprised that you couldn’t easily
get ice or champagne.

The Dominions

Bloody colonials. Very full of themselves. Especially the Australians.”
New Zealand, South Africa and later the Rhodesias
and Kenya provided enthusiastic and physically fit
volunteers, both to defend their own possessions and
to support the mother country in time of need. Of
these, Canada had a number of regular units under
arms to defend against the always-suspect people
to the south, backed with volunteer units and the
redoubtable Royal Canadian Mounted Police. The
other dominions lacked regulars but were chock full of
volunteer units – mostly mounted – the best of them
being very good indeed.

Best troops: Regulars

Strengths: A stirring belief in the Empire and the
Motherland. Also, liquor.

Weaknesses: Often poorly disciplined and at odds
with British commanders.

Dominion Units

Unit

Type

Probable Distinctions

Regular infantry

Light Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart, Well-drilled

Sappers

Engineers

Brave, Stalwart

Probable Deficiencies

Infantry
Volunteer infantry

2nd line Militia etc
Cavalry

Royal Canadian
Mounted Police

Volunteer Cavalry
Mounted
Volunteers
Artillery

Foot Artillery

Light Infantry
Light Infantry
Light Cavalry
Dragoons
(light)
Mounted
Infantry

Mountain or
Light artillery

Gallant, Stalwart, Marksmen

Poorly-drilled

Poorly-Drilled, Brittle, Bad shots

Brave, Gallant, Well-drilled
Gallant, Swift

Stalwart, Marksmen
Stalwart

Poorly-drilled
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India

Egypt before 1882

Damn fine all round. Won’t hear a word against them. Except the native Bengalis,
of course, far too unreliable. And the Madras regiments. And the princes’ private
armies, who are just hopeless. But everyone else is excellent. Is there any chutney?”

“I met them in ‘82, you know, at Kassassin and Tel El Kebir. Bloody hopeless. And
then again with Billy Hicks the year after. Even worse.
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The Post-Mutiny Indian Army was a fine force, but
was deliberately built as a colonial army aimed at
defending the frontiers and keeping down internal
dissent rather than fighting major wars with modern
powers. It was designed to be inferior to its British
comrades, in case of another mutiny, with equipment
generally a generation behind the British Army. The
few artillery batteries were light mountain guns.

Weaknesses: The Madras army and the various
princes’ forces lacked experience and sometimes
training. Only the lightest artillery. Older weapons
than their British counterparts.

Egyptian troops had fought well in Mexico in the
1860s, and as a contingent serving with the Turks
against Russia in 1877-8. They lost a war against
Ethiopia in the seventies, and crumbled under the
British invasion of 1882. The worst Egyptian forces
were in the Sudan, a punishment posting for politically
suspect officers. Not surprisingly, the early campaigns
against the Mahdi were disastrous.
The gendarmerie were not really police, but units
raised for Hicks Pasha’s expedition against the Mahdi.
The Bashi Bazoukhs were Turkish-style bandits of
very limited value.

Best troops: Gurkhas, Punjab Frontier Force, Sikhs.
Guides cavalry and Bengal Lancers.
Strengths: Experience in colonial warfare, vast
potential manpower.

An interesting unit (although historically questionable
as its presumed existence is based on a single
illustration) was made up of heavy cavalry in
chainmail.

Indian Army
Unit

Type

Probable Distinctions

Sikhs

Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart, Well-drilled

Madras and Princes’
Regiments

Infantry

Egyptian Army before 1882
Probable Deficiencies

Infantry
Bengal or Bombay
Regiments

Sappers
Cavalry
Cavalry

Artillery
Foot Artillery

Type

Probable Distinctions

Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart, Well-drilled

Light Infantry

Swift

Light Cavalry

Gallant

Probable Deficiencies

Infantry
Infantry or
Light Infantry

Gurkhas, Guides, and Light Infantry
Frontier forces
Khyber Rifles

Unit

Light Infantry

Engineers

Light Cavalry
Mountain
Artillery

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart, Well-drilled
Brave, Gallant, Stalwart, Marksmen,
Swift
Swift

Brave, Stalwart

Brave, Gallant, Swift

Brave, Crack gunners, Stalwart

Veteran Infantry

Bad Shots, Brittle, Poorly-drilled
Brittle, Poorly-drilled

Infantry

Infantry

Gendarmerie

Infantry

Cuirassiers

Heavy Cavalry

Bashi Bazoukhs
Cavalry
Cavalry

Bashi Bazoukhs
Artillery
Foot Artillery

Stalwart

Brave, Gallant

Light Cavalry or Swift
Tribal
Horsemen*
Artillery

Brave, Stalwart

*Tribal Horsemen is explained on XX.

Poorly Drilled, Brittle, Bad Shots
Poorly Drilled, Brittle, Bad Shots
Poorly Drilled, Brittle, Bad Shots

Poorly Drilled, Brittle
Bad Aim
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Egypt after 1882

TROPICAL AFRICA

“Much improved! I liked those Sudanese troops, always happy, smiling, getting their
revenge on the Dervishes!”

“I like these chaps, lots of tall, spindly fellows. They could probably work on their
drill, though.”
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Much of Africa was regarded as unsuitable for
European troops by virtue of its climate and,
especially, interesting selection of tropical diseases.
The vast majority of troops in British service was,
therefore, either locally raised units or black units
from elsewhere known for their reliability (and
durability!) such as the long-established West India
Regiment. As in India, certain tribal groups were
regarded as inherently ‘martial’ – Sudanese and
Hausas, for instance – and were sought to strengthen
local recruits. In East Africa Sikhs were brought in,
either in units as well-disciplined regulars, or as NCOs.

Reformed under British officers, the Egyptian army
was built to reconquer the Sudan from the Mahdists.
The Egyptian soldiers were regarded as solid, reliable
troops, a little lacking in ‘dash’, while the Sudanese
infantry battalions were aggressive, if sometimes
excitable. The cavalry were essentially scouts rather
than battlefield troops. The camel corps fought
primarily on foot like dragoons.

Unit

Type

Probable Distinctions

Infantry

Stalwart

Light Cavalry

Brave, Gallant

Infantry
Egyptian Infantry

Sudanese Infantry

Infantry

Camel Corps

Dragoons

Cavalry
Cavalry

Artillery

Foot Artillery

Artillery

Brave, Gallant
Stalwart

Brave, Crack gunners, Stalwart

Officers were almost always British.

Best troops: Sikhs, best units of the Kings African
Rifles.
Strengths: Well-conditioned to the climate,
enthusiastic.

Weaknesses: Often ill-disciplined and over-reliant on
too few British officers.

African Units

Egyptian Army after 1882
Probable Deficiencies

Unit

Type

Probable Distinctions

Sikhs

Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart, Well-drilled

Second line Askaris

Any type

Gallant

Probable Deficiencies

Infantry
Trained Askaris
West India Regt
Artillery

Foot Artillery

Light Infantry

Light Infantry

Mountain
Artillery

Gallant, Stalwart

Gallant, Stalwart

Brave, Stalwart
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The French Abroad
The French Colonial Empire was not nearly as large
as the British empire, consisting of colonies and

“Decent enough troops, but far too inclined to massacre the locals. Terrible smell of
sardines, as well.”

Best troops: Despite its fame, la Legion Etrangere
Francaise (French Foreign Legion) was not
consistently the elite force its mythology would claim.
Look to the Spahis, the Chasseurs D’Afrique, and
the best units of Zouaves and Tirailleurs Algeriens
(Turcos).

Strengths: Long service regulars under strict
discipline.

Weaknesses: High desertion rates, brutal discipline,
the psychological condition known as ‘le cafard’.
Goumiers were locally raised horsemen, paid by being
allowed to keep their issue rifles and a license to loot.
They were useful as scouts rather than reliable in
battle.

Type

Probable Distinctions

French Foreign
Legion

Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart

Bat’s D’Afrique
(Joyeux)

Infantry

Gallant, Stalwart

Probable Deficiencies

Infantry

Foreign Legion Mule Mounted
company
infantry
Zouaves, Turcos
Engineers
Cavalry

Chasseurs D’Afrique
Spahis

Goumiers

Saharian camel
troops
Artillery

Foot Artillery

Infantry

Engineers

Tribal cavalry
Mounted
infantry
Artillery

The Colonial Army was under the control of the Navy,
and served in sub-saharan Africa, Madagascar and
France’s colonies in Indo-China. The Marines may be
regarded as the best troops in French service overall
– long service regulars, with excellent officers and
NCOs; units such as the Foreign Legion complained
that their best leaders were sometimes lured away to
the marines by better conditions and career prospects.
The Senegalese were enthusiastic, sometimes
undisciplined, prone to take ‘local wives’ without the
permission of those wives or their relatives; they were
used as assault troops on the Western front. Their
counterparts from Indo-China were small, reliable
men best used in skirmishing.
Best troops: Marine infantry.

Weaknesses: Poor discipline, both in the ‘native’
ranks, and sometimes among ambitious officers
without close supervision.

Brave, Stalwart

L’Armee Coloniale Units
Type

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart

Brave, Gallant, Swift
Gallant, Swift

Swift

Brave, Crack gunners, Stalwart

Type

Probable Distinctions

Marine Infantry

Light Infantry

Brave, Marksmen, Gallant, WellDrilled

Tirailleurs
Indochinois

Light Infantry

Stalwart, Marksmen

Probable Deficiencies

Infantry

Brave, Stalwart

Light Cavalry or Brave, Gallant, Swift
light dragoons
Light Cavalry

“Damn good chaps, but inclined to take slaves. I don’t approve of that.”

Strengths: Good officers and NCOs.

L’Armee D’Afrique Units

Unit

L’Armee Coloniale

protectorates in Asia, South America, the Caribbean
and, most especially, North Africa.

L’Armee D’Afrique

The Army of Africa was based in Algeria, under control
of the Colonial Ministry, with primary responsibilities
for the French colonies along the Mediterranean coast
of Africa from Tunisia to Morocco.
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Nervous, Brittle

Tirailleurs
Senegalais

Naval detachment

Engineers
Artillery

Foot Artillery

Light Infantry
Light Infantry

Engineers
Artillery

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart
Brave, Gallant, Stalwart

Brave, Stalwart

Brave, Crack gunners, Stalwart

Poorly-drilled
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The German Colonies

United States

Germany was late in the race to colonize, and picked
up a selection of as-yet unconquered areas in Africa
and Asia. Primary duty to protect these colonies fell
to the excellent marine units, backed up with naval
personnel deputed to land service.

The US army on the western frontier was fairly
unloved, undermanned and under-equipped.

The American Army in the West (1866-90)

German Colonial Troops

“Did I ever tell you about how I survived the Little Big Horn? Well, stop me if I do,
as I wasn’t there.”

“Damn good chaps. Pity they were shooting at us!”
The first military formations were slightly adhoc collections of Sudanese and local askaris, but
traditional German efficiency turned them into
steadfast and disciplined soldiers. South-West Africa’s
force was manned by white settlers with Khoikhoi –
then known as Hottentots – scouts and auxiliaries.
South East Africa was defended by companies of local
African Schutztruppen with German officers and
NCOs; their performance in WWI was exemplary. In
1914 there were companies of local white settlers
separate from the black companies, but later they
were merged. The west African colonies of Togo and
Kamerun had police rather than military functions, so
might be rated less highly.

Best troops: Marine Seebattaillon, but overall
standards were very high.

Strengths: Excellent cadre of officer and NCOs,
enthusiastic troops. The force that remained in the
field with Lettow-Vorbeck in 1918 was of the highest
quality.

Weaknesses: Colonies were far distant from Germany,
without strong local resources. This was a huge
problem when WWI broke out.

Unit

Type

Probable Distinctions

Marine
Seebattaillon

Light Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart, Well-driller

Schutztruppen

Light Infantry
Light Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart

Probable Deficiencies

Infantry

Naval landing party
Polizei

Mounted
Schutztruppen
Engineers

Early Askaris
Artillery

Foot Artillery

Light Infantry
Mounted
Infantry

Engineers

Light Infantry
Light or
Mountain

Type

Strengths: Frontier warfare experience grew after
early disasters.

Weaknesses: Slow development of effective mobile
tactics, with too long as reliance on heavy columns
with wagons and infantry escorts.

Type

Probable Distinctions

Regular infantry

Light Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart

Detached
Sharpshooters

Sharpshooters

Brave, Marksmen, Swift

Light Dragoons

Brave, Marksmen

Volunteers, Militia
etc

Regular Cavalry
Texas Rangers

Apache Scouts

Gallant, Stalwart

Brave, Crack gunners, Stalwart

Dragoons, as they were more than happy to fight on
foot (from ambush, usually).

United States Army in the West

Cavalry

Brave, Gallant, Swift

Gallant

US Cavalry acts as light cavalry dragoons, with
revolvers instead of swords, most likely will dismount
and fight on foot. Apache Scouts are also listed as Light

Engineers

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart,

Brave, Stalwart

Best troops: Of the army, the 9th and 10th Cavalry
and the 24th and 25th Infantry, known to their Native
American enemies as the Buffalo Soldiers, were
African-American soldiers led by white officers and
probably the most professional units in the army. The
Apache Scouts were superb at what they did.

Probable Deficiencies

Infantry

German Colonial Units

Poorly trained
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Crow or Arikara
Scouts
Artillery

Foot Artillery

Light Infantry
Engineers

Light Dragoons
Light Dragoons
Tribal
Horsemen*
Mountain
Artillery

Brave, Gallant, Marksmen

Poorly-Drilled, Brittle, Bad shots

Brave, Stalwart

Swift, Marksmen
Swift, Marksmen
Swift, Marksmen

Brave, Crack gunners, Stalwart

*Tribal Horsemen is explained on XX.

Poorly-Drilled, Brittle
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Rules Additions

Tribal Horsemen

Most of the rules operate as written. We’ve revised
the movement tables to reflect the rapid movement
of irregular forces. There’s a separate weapons table,
to show the mix of archaic weaponry and modern
equipment in a world where a native host might
feature matchlock muskets alongside Krupp guns.

Tribal horsemen are irregular cavalry. They should
be organized in units of nine rather than the usual
six. As they fight in loose order, they suffer -1 versus
any regular cavalry (heavy, light or dragoons) in
close combat. They may shoot at any point in their
movement, including moving up, shooting, and
retiring, hitting on 6s to a range of 12”.

Tribal Infantry

Natives on foot in close-order warbands are organized
in groups of 18. They should be placed in a loose mass.

Use a Number card to split off a single skirmish unit
at no MD cost; it’s not counted as a Formation Change,
just a band of men breaking off on their own.
Use a Court card to break a the unit into up to three
skirmish units and move each new skirmisher unit
individually. Again, there is no MD cost for this.

These may reunite, or join with other skirmishing
units to form a new warband, which can act as a single
unit on the cycle after it forms.

Movement Dice
Type

March
Fall Back

Charge
Run Away

Rough Terrain

Tactical Modifiers

Tribal Infantry

3 MD

4 MD

No effect

-1 MD to shoot at start of turn.

Camel riders

3 MD

5 MD

Half distance
Disordered

Tribal Horsemen

Ancient artillery

Huge Artillery

Artillery
The guns used by the native opponents of colonization
varied from those dating back to the time of the
pirates, to modern guns, to huge siege guns that, once
emplaced, could not move. To that end, we introduce
two new varieties of gun:
Ancient Artillery: Count as “Bad Shots” due to the
dilapidated barrels. European armies won’t normally
have these, unless the Home Guard use the old
cannons from the castle to defend their land. Treat
movement as for Field Artillery.

Huge Guns: Beloved of Eastern princes, these huge
guns can do tremendous damage, but are slow to fire.
Once placed on the field, they cannot be moved during
the battle; they may not prolong, and any change of
facing requires an entire turn to perform. May have up
to 10 crew, but it takes an entire turn to reload. Usually
drawn by elephants. A few, such as Mons Meg, can be
found in Europe.
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‘Native’ Movement

Modern artillery

A special rule for tribal infantry is to use the Cavalry
rows for them when interpreting the Combat Results
table against European or European-trained (Indian
Army, Egyptian, etc.) infantry, to indicate their speed in
both retreat and pursuit.
Tribal infantry with firearms may break up into
skirmisher units and reform easily. One Tribal Infantry
unit may split into up to three skirmish units. Each
skirmish unit is counted as independent from its
‘parent unit’, and moves on its own card.

On Colonial Matters

Porters

5 MD

6 MD

Limbered: 2*
Unlimbered: May
prolong† 1 MD and
shoot.

Half distance
Disordered

Not Allowed

Not Allowed

Limbered: 2
Unlimbered: May
prolong 1 MD and
shoot.

Not Allowed

Not Allowed

Not Allowed

Not Allowed

Not Allowed

2 MD

4 MD†

Half Distance

May shoot for 1 MD at any point in
their movement.
-1 MD to limber/unlimber.
-1 MD to turn more than 45° while
unlimbered.
-1 MD to shoot.
-1 MD to limber/unlimber.
-1 MD to turn more than 45° while
unlimbered.
-1 MD to shoot.
Always counts as “Bad Shots”
Takes one turn to reload.
Changing facing requires a whole
turn.

Will Run Away if attacked or even
threatened ith attack.

*Add 1 MD for movement in March Column or Limbered on roads of decent quality―cow paths don’t count.
† Drop burdens when they flee. It takes an entire card to pick them pack up.

‘Native’ Weapons table

Point Blank
Weapon
Musket

Rifled Musket

Jezail

Ancient Light
artillery

Ancient Field
artillery

Huge artillery

Short Range

Dice/Figure Distance Roll Distance Roll
1/2

1/2

1/2

1 (Max. 4)

1 (Max. 6)

1 (Max. 8)

3”

3”

4-6

4-6

As short range

6”

6”

6”

4-6

3-6

3-6

6”

12”

12”

12”

12”

12”

5-6

5-6

5-6

5-6

4-6

4-6

Long Ra
Distance
12”

18”

18”

24”

24”

36”

Extreme
Roll
6

6

6

6

5-6

5-6

Distance

Roll

Out of Range

Out of Range

Out of Range

Out of Range

36”

48”

6

6
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Tigermen

Hidden Movement

Chinese Tigermen served, somewhat bizarrely, as
skirmishers dedicated to breaking up cavalry charges.
They were armed with grappling hooks on a cable and
close-quarter weapons. To represent this, they stand
their ground when charged by cavalry. Prior to contact,
roll a die for each tigerman’s grappling hook. Then
close combat occurs. Tigermen fight as skirmishers, so
it’s unlikely to go their way. Oh well.

“Cunning blighters, most of ‘em. Oh, you’ll meet the
occasional enemy who wants to stand up and go toe to toe
with you, but after they meet with machine guns a time or
two, they are all prone to lurking and skulking and hiding
three thousand of their chums in a ditch where you might
fall over ‘em. Not really cricket, but there you have it.”

Tigerman Grappling Hook

Roll

Result

1-4

No effect

6

One cavalry figure is removed as a casualty

5

One horseman, who isn’t hurt, doesn’t take part
in the close combat

Camelry

Camel riders are usually small groups of scouts,
moving singly to spot enemy forces. However, Tuareg
and similar camel riders count as cavalry, form in units
of 6 or 9, and may charge with sword and spear.

Colonial wargames seldom work without some sort
of ‘hidden movement’ feature available only to the
natives, to make up, in part, for the fact that the
imperial powers “have the Maxim gun and they do
not”. Since this is a whimsical game rather than one of
gritty realism, we’ll keep this simple and a bit stylized.
The native player may keep as many units as he likes
‘off the board’, concealed in or behind terrain features.
This may involve a sketch map, but the old honor
system works well enough; the problem is more likely
to be remembering who is hidden where rather than
some sort of deviousness!

Fanatic

• They gain a +1 advantage in close combat (acting
as both Gallant and Stalwart).
• Fanatics, however, are not allowed firearms,

• Fanatics must always charge the nearest enemy
as soon as they are within range.

Unit is hidden in

Under 2”

2” to 6”

To 12”

To 24”

To 48”

Bushes, long grass scrub, etc.

Automatic

2-6

3-6

5-6

6

Concealed ravine, etc.

Automatic

Selected Native Armies
This is a brief overview of some of the better known
enemies of the European powers in the pre-1914
world. These should be regarded as general guidelines
rather than rigid lists.
For those choosing to use the points system, the basic
scores are shown on the Colonial Unit Cost table.

Colonial Unit Cost

Hidden Movement

Automatic

A hidden unit is revealed (and placed on the table)
when it fires or moves out of cover. The exception
to this if that if the unit moves through cover―say,
between patches of bush, or through a wide stretch of
tall grass―the player must roll to see if it is noticed by
the enemy, counting as if one range band closer than
he actually is.

Reinforcements are assumed to be advancing towards
the battle rather than, say, hiding behind an imaginary
wood six inches off the table edge. The player who
owns the reinforcements must specify on which
Joker they’ll be sighted by the enemy scouts: the

• Fanatics never take morale tests from shooting.

Third Joker of the game, say. On that joker, he must
announce their off-board presence, indicating where
they will appear. They appear at the table’s edge on
the next Joker. This counts as their action for the cycle,
although―if attacked―we’ll count them as not having
acted yet, because otherwise they’d just get picked on.
If the player forgets to announce the reinforcement’s
presence on the appropriate Joker, he must wait until
the next Joker (or the one after that…) before he can
announce their presence.

A unit hidden behind significant terrain―a mountain
or in a palace courtyard―can’t be spotted.

Once a unit is revealed, it cannot hide again during the
game.

A new Distinction, Fanatic counts as three Distinctions
as far as cost is concerned.

Behind rocks, small buildings, etc.

A native unit hidden in cover may be spotted by
imperial forces. The easiest way to do this is not to
have the Imperial player constantly checking random
bits of scenery, but to have the native player (or a
friendly umpire, or―if you like―the moving player)
roll a die whenever an Imperial unit makes a move,
even if there’s no chance of anything to be seen (keeps
them on their toes, see?). Roll for each piece of cover
that the enemy unit might observe ―so an Imperial
unit moving through rugged terrain might have several
rolls made on its behalf. If the cover is successfully
‘scouted’, the native player must state whether it
contains figures (and place them on the table), or is
empty (but it is up to the Imperial player to remember
that the scenery is empty!)

3-6

4-6

4-6

6

6

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Troop type

Figures per unit

Points per Unit

Tribal Infantry

18

6

Light Artillery or archaic guns

2-3

3

Sharpshooters

Tribal Horsemen

Modern field Artillery
Siege Artillery

6
9

3-4
4-6

3
4
4
5
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Kingdom of Afghanistan

Boer Free State

“We saw some Afghan regulars on that first campaign with Bobs in ‘78. All woolly
hats and indiscipline. The Highland Guards had an outfit that looked like someone
had heard kilts described, but never seen one, and then made them out of tea towels.”

“Psalm-singing murderers, won’t stand up to a proper fight with cold steel. Damn
good shots, I’ll admit. Wouldn’t want to sit down to dinner with them, though.”
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Royal Army
The Army of the Kingdom of Afghanistan featured in
the Second Afghan War (1878-81) without particular
distinction, but with some interesting uniforms,
including a unit of guardsmen dressed in (poor)
imitation of Scots Highland soldiers in British service.
We are almost certainly being generous in allowing
so many guard units, but you might think of them
as better trained regulars. An Afghan army should

really consist of a
core of regulars and
a bigger host of tribal
warriors, often of
questionable loyalty.

Afghan Royal Army

Unit

Type

Distinctions

Infantry

Gallant, Stalwart
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Let me start by saying that I’m not certain that the
kind of warfare employed by the Boers will work well
with A Gentleman’s War. It consists very largely of
shooting from cover, usually very well, then leaving
when the enemy gets close enough to charge. All Boers
are assumed to be mounted infantry, riding to battle
but fighting largely on foot. The best Boer fighters―
the commandos of the 1st Boer War, the ZARPS (State
Police) and foreign volunteers―were willing to assault
British positions, and to attack on horseback while
firing rifles.

Deficiencies

Infantry
Guard Units

Regular Infantry
Tribal warriors
Cavalry

Regular Cavalry
Tribal Cavalry
Artillery

Foot Artillery

Infantry

Gallant

Tribal Infantry
Light Cavalry

Gallant, Swift

Tribal Horsemen
(Ancient or
Modern)

Poorly Drilled

Unit
Elite Boers (ZARP,
foreign volunteers
etc.)
Riflemen

Suggested Army Composition

Artillery

Small Army

Medium Army

Large Army

Line Infantry

2-4

4-6

6-8

Tribal Infantry

Light Cavalry

Tribal Horsemen

Artillery (Ancient or Modern)

Total points allowed

1-2

2-4

1-2

1-2

1-2

50

Type

Probable Distinctions

Mounted Infantry

Brave, gallant, marksmen

Mounted Infantry

Marksmen

Probable Deficiencies

Infantry

Troop type
Guard Infantry

Boer Army

1-3

4-6

2-3

2-3

2-4
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Foot Artillery

All gun types

Brittle

Crack gunners

Suggested Army Composition

2-4

Troop type

Small Army

Medium Army

Large Army

3-4

Boers

Elite Boers

4-8

6-12

8-16

6-8

3-4

3-6

100

Artillery (all types)

Total points allowed

1-2

1-2

24

1-3

2-4

36

2-4

3-6

48
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China

Desert Tribes

“Tremendously noisy and colorful. Lots of whistles and trumpets. Fireworks as
well! Mostly not very useful in actual fighting, though. Their regulars got beat by
the Japanese in ‘94 rather badly.”

“Strange land, Morocco. Fine horses, fine riders, no idea at all how to form up and
charge. A lot of stealing one another’s livestock instead of proper warfare. Excellent
thieves, by the way.”
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The Chinese ‘army’ that fought against the combined
western forces in 1900 was more colorful than
competent. The ‘boxers’ were essentially enthusiastic
urban mobs; the paid Chinese soldiers mostly
mediocre. On the other hand, who doesn’t like the idea
of the Tigermen?

We’ll allow the possibility of ‘elite’ Boxers alongside
very mediocre versions of the same. Artillery may be
modern, but equally may be two hundred-year old
bronze muzzle-loaders.

Chinese Army

Unit

Type

Distinctions

Deficiencies

Infantry

Gallant

Bad shots, Brittle, Nervous, Poorly
drilled,

This category covers the armies of the Harkas of
Morocco, the Tuareg of the Sahara, and the Arabs of
the Arabian Peninsula. The plains tribes relied on
swarms of horsemen in loose order, milling around
and shooting muskets from horseback. The mountain
tribes, especially of the Rif, were much like Pathans in
that they preferred to skulk in cover, shooting from a
distance before closing.

Infantry
Imperial infantry
Boxers

Musketmen
Tigermen
Cavalry

Chinese Cavalry
Mongol cavalry
Artillery

Foot Artillery

Tribal Infantry
Sharpshooters

Brave, Gallant

Skirmishers

Brave, Gallant

Tribal
Horsemen

Swift

Light Cavalry

All gun types,
including Huge.

Bad shots, Brittle, Nervous, Poorly
drilled,
Bad shots, Brittle, Nervous, Poorly
drilled,

Brave, Gallant

Brittle, Nervous, Poorly Drilled

Bad Aim, Brittle, Nervous

Suggested Army Composition
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Most artillery consisted of ancient muzzle loaders,
but where modern artillery was present, it became a
tool of great power, blowing down the gates of ancient
kasbahs.
The Tuareg of the Sahara seldom used firearms at all;
the northern desert tribes rode camels, charging as
shock troops, while the southerners at the edge of the
Savannah belt were horsemen.

Desert Armies
Unit

Type

Distinctions

Deficiencies

Tribal Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Swift

Bad Shots

Infantry
Warriors

Fanatics

Skirmishers
Cavalry

Horsemen

Camel riders
Artillery

Foot Artillery

Tribal Infantry

Fanatic, Swift

Tribal
Horsemen

Brave, Gallant

Sharpshooters

Camelry

All gun types

Swift

Brave, Gallant, Swift

Bad Shots

Suggested Army Composition

Bad aim, Brittle, Nervous

Troop type

Small Army

Medium Army

Large Army

Troop type

Small Army

Medium Army

Large Army

Boxers

2-6

4-9

6-12

Warriors

2-6

4-9

6-12

Regular Infantry

Musketmen

Tigermen

Light Cavalry

Artillery (all types)

Total points allowed

0-4

1-2

0-1

1-2

1-2

24

0-6

1-3

0-2

2-3

2-4

36

0-8

2-4

0-3

3-4

3-6

48

Fanatics

Skirmishers

Tribal Horsemen

Camel riders

Artillery

Total points allowed

0-1

1-2

1-2

0-1

1-2

24

0-2

1-3

2-3

0-2

2-4

36

0-3

2-4

3-4

0-3

3-6

48
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Mahdists

Suggested Madhist Army Composition

“Did I ever tell you about the time I was on patrol outside Suakin and four
Hadendowah jumped out from behind a single euphorbia bush?” I spurred into a
gallop towards our own lines, and I swear these fellas weren’t more than three paces
behind me the whole way.”

Type

Distinctions

Hadendowah
(“Fuzzy Wuzzies”)

Tribal Infantry

Fanatic, Brave, Gallant, Swift

Skirmishers

Tribal Infantry
Sharpshooters

Swift

Jehadia (trained
riflemen)
Cavalry

Baggara cavalry
Tribal Cavalry

Camel Scouts
Artillery

Foot Artillery

Tribal Infantry

Light Cavalry
Tribal
Horsemen

Camelry

Artillery

Gallant
Swift

Large Army

4-9

6-12

Skirmishers

Artillery

Total points allowed

Deficiencies

Gallant, Swift
Swift

Medium Army

2-6

Camel scouts

Infantry

River tribes

Small Army

Tribal Infantry (Hadendowah,
Jehadia, River Tribes)

Tribal Cavalry

Mahdist Army

Unit

Troop type

Light Cavalry

The warriors of the Mahdi’s revolt in the Sudan—
known to the British as Dervishes, and to themselves
as Ansar (“Helpers” of the Mahdi)—were notable for
great bravery, speed and sudden fierce attacks by
sword- and spear-armed warriors against weak points
in the Enemy formations, a careful use of concealment
wherever possible, using vegetation, low ground or
the cover of darkness. The fiercest of the Ansar were
the “Fuzzy-Wuzzies”, a general term coined by British
soldiers for the Beja peoples of the Red Sea Coast,
particularly the fierce Hadendowah, based on their
impressive hairstyles.

Bad Shots
Poorly drilled
Bad Shots

Bad aIm, Brittle, Slow

This is a hugely generic list. To be more specific, you could have an ‘early’ list for the Mahdi’s campaigns in
Kordofan (1881-83) with lots of foot warriors, some Baggara cavalry, but almost no rifles. A Hadendowah
army for the 1884 Red Sea campaign would consist almost entirely of warriors on foot, with perhaps some
camel scouts. Artillery was provided, unwillingly and in small numbers, by captured Egyptians. Later armies
would have regular, reasonably trained black riflemen from the south of the country with captured Egyptian
Remington breech-loading rifles.
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1-2

1-2

1-2

0-1

1-2

50

1-3

2-3

2-3

0-2

2-4

75

2-4

3-4

3-4

0-3

3-6

100
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Mexico

North American Plains Tribes

“I was accidentally captured by Pancho Villa on one occasion, so I have seen what a
disgraceful shower the Mexican army was. He was a delightful fellow, nonetheless.
What do they call that drink with the worm in?”

“Wonderful riders, but very odd behavior. They do like to ride around things,
shooting. And sometimes one chap will ride forward and simply try to touch his
opponent while everyone else admires him. Awfully strange.”
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The armed forces of Mexico, in the decades
before the revolution broke out in 1910, appear
to have been dreadful. Despite some gloriously
ostentatious Prussian-influenced parade uniforms,
the army consisted of a bloated, corrupt officer
corps commanding the most unwilling of pressed
recruits, largely from the indigenous population, at
an absurdly high ratio of officers to men. Armament
was inconsistent, with some good modern rifles
and artillery, and other weapons elderly. General
Mondragon designed artillery pieces and an early
model semi-automatic rifle, although its distribution
seems unclear. There was little training, and both
marksmanship and fire-discipline were lamentable.
The generals had fought against the French in the
1860s, and were all over eighty in 1910.

The Rurales, mounted regional police best-known
for graft and for their tendency to kill people under
the pretext of “Shot while escaping”, were essentially
bandits in an attractive uniform, once called “the
world’s most picturesque policemen”

The Mexican army was intended primarily as a force
for internal repression, and didn’t fight a foreign
enemy between the death of Maximilian in 1867 and
the outbreak of revolution in ?. The campaigns of the
revolution were bloody, cruel affairs distinctly at odds
with the tone of ‘A Gentleman’s War’.
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Again, it’s likely that the wars of the American West
may not be well suited to the style of AGW. All warriors
are mounted, but can equally well fight on foot. We
should probably count all weapons as carbines,
although some might have rifles and others, bows.

Strengths: As in many armies, the artillery and
engineers appear to have been the most professional
branches of service.
Weaknesses: See above. Almost everything, really.

Mexican Army
Unit

Type

Probable Distinctions

Infantry

Gallant, Stalwart

Probable Deficiencies

Infantry
Veteran infantry
Infantry

Naval landing
parties

Reservists, Militia
etc
Engineers
Cavalry
Cavalry

Rurales

Indian Scouts
Artillery

Foot Artillery

Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Stalwart

Engineers

Brave, Stalwart

Light Cavalry

Swift

Light Cavalry

Tribal
Horsemen*

Light or Field

Gallant

Swift, Marksmen
Brave, stalwart

Plains Indian Army
Poorly-Drilled, Brittle, Bad shots
Poorly-Drilled

Poorly-Drilled, Brittle, Bad shots

Poorly-Drilled, Brittle,
Poorly-Drilled, Brittle

Bad Aim

Unit

Type

Distinctions

Deficiencies

Light Dragoons

Gallant, Swift

Brittle

Cavalry
Warriors

Elite Warriors (Dog
Soldiers etc.)

Light Dragoons

Brave, Gallant, Swift

Suggested Army Composition

Troop type

Small Army

Medium Army

Large Army

Warriors

4-8

6-12

8-16

Elite Warriors

Total points allowed

1-2

24

1-3

36

2-4

48
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Pathans

Zulus

“Cunning beggars, lurking in the rocks and sneaking around our positions and
stealing our rifles. Never let them capture our wounded, either. Savage brutes! I
always liked ‘em.”

“Don’t ask me about Zulus. I still wake up in the night thinking about the hospital
on fire, and dozens of ‘em trying to skewer me. And I was dressed in full Zulu
regalia.”
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The tribes of the mountainous zone dividing
Afghanistan from British India have always been
hostile to outsiders, and seldom friendly to one
another. From 1839 to the end of the Raj in 1947, the
frontier was seldom quiet; with raids at a minimum,
revolts and invasions when things were unusually
active.

Unlike the Zulus or Mahdists, almost all warriors of
the Northwest frontier carried firearms, so we assume
that all foot warriors can shoot. However, since they
are gathered together in close formation, we’ll count

only the first two
ranks as shooting.
We’ll count them as
being armed with
the long matchlock
musket known as
the jezail, although
by the 1890s many
of them had stolen
British rifles at their
disposal.

The Zulus were highly disciplined and regimented.
Their tactical methods were aggressive, based on a
‘bull’s head’ formation of two mobile ‘horns’ on either
side of a strong central force, with a reserve behind
that. The warriors were primarily armed with short
spears and shields, with a light assortment of other
weapons.
Married units were generally men in their thirties
and forties; unmarried units were (fairly obviously)
younger and more inclined to show off their prowess.

Pathan Army

Unit

Type

Distinctions

Tribal Infantry

Gallant, Swift

Tribal
Horsemen

Gallant
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Units often had rivals, and would compete with them
on the battlefield. Zulu marksmen were famously bad,
and the capture of British rifles seems to have been no
real advantage to them. They should be armed with
muskets unless the game is specifically set later in the
Anglo-Zulu War of 1879.

The list of Distinctions and Deficiencies is fairly short,
and it would make sense for all Zulu units to possess
most of those available to them; there’s very little point
in having Zulus who are not at least Brave or Gallant.

Deficiencies

Infantry
Warriors
Ghazis

Jezailchis
Cavalry
Cavalry

Artillery
Foot Artillery

Tribal Infantry
Sharpshooters

Ancient light or
field guns

Fanatic, Swift
Swift

Zulu Army
Bad Aim

Small Army

Medium Army

Large Army

Fanatics

0-1

0-2

0-3

Jezailchis

Light Cavalry

Artillery

Total points allowed

2-6

1-2

1-2

0-2

50

4-9

1-3

2-3

0-4

75

Type

Distinctions

Married Warriors

Tribal Infantry

Brave, Gallant, Well-drilled

Unmarried Warriors

Suggested Army Composition

Troop type
Warriors

Unit

6-12

2-4

3-4

1-6

100

Skirmishers

Tribal Infantry
Sharpshooters

Deficiencies

Brave, Gallant, Swift
Swift

Suggested Army Composition

Bad Shots

Troop type

Small Army

Medium Army

Large Army

Married Warriors

2-4

3-6

4-8

Unmarried Warriors

Skirmishers

Total points allowed

2-4

1-2

50

3-6

1-3

75

4-8

2-4

100
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Chapter 8
From Flintlocks to
Needle Guns

We tend to associate the Shiny Toy Soldier school
of wargaming with the time of Wells and William
Britain―the last decades of the nineteenth century and
the first of the twentieth—but the tin soldier tradition
goes back beyond that, and the period known as the
‘Horse and Musket Era’ is very well suited to this style
of game.
In general the AGW rules ought to work ‘as is’, with
a few exceptions. We’ll alter the shooting table,
admitting that the ranges don’t really connect with
reality (or with the much longer actual ranges of the
late Victorian weapons in the core rules). If you want
to make a link between ground scale and weapon
ranges, note that the width of an infantry battalion
in line, in close formation three ranks deep, would
be around 150―200 yards, which is equivalent to the
extreme range of a flintlock musket. Bearing that in
mind, feel free to change ranges as you see fit.

Reloading rifles costs 2 MD. This means that riflearmed skirmishers can either shoot and reload, move
and shoot, or shoot and move. We won’t permit any
nonsense of the sort that asks, “Can I do half my
reloading on this turn and finish on the next?” No.
Indeed, no.
You can shoot then charge, but you can’t reload then
charge.

These rules add a bit more record keeping, but have an
old school musket era feel.
With rare exceptions, infantry units cannot deploy as
skirmishers during this era. Of course, we know that
Napoleonic infantry had light companies trained to do
just this, but they’d be a smallish proportion of a given
unit; just count skirmishers as separate 6-man units.

Optional Reloading Rules

Later Period c. 1850―1875

The assumption in the core rules is that infantry with
breech-loading rifles lose 1 MD if they shoot at the
beginning of their move. Since muzzle-loaders take
much longer to reload, we amend it to:

Around 1850 the rifled musket firing the Minie
Ball appeared; as did the first generally issued
breech-loading rifle, the Dreyse needle gun used by
the Prussian army. In the next twenty years more
advanced versions of the breech loader came into use,
and, indeed, for a time some armies were still using
very traditional smoothbore muskets while others
were employing repeating weapons.

Reloading muskets costs 1 MD. This means that
shooting and reloading will occupy the whole action
for troops in close order line, and allow troops in
skirmish order or attack column to move 1D6”. It’s
perfectly allowable to leave muskets unloaded after
shooting―“volley and advance, boys!”―but place a
distinctive counter to show when this occurs.

From Flintlocks to Needle guns
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Shooting Table 1700 to 1850
Point Blank

Short

Long

Extreme

Shooting

Dice/
Figure

Distance Roll Distance Roll Distance Roll Distance

Roll

Musket

1/2

3”

4-6

6”

5-6

12”

6

Out of Range

n/a

Field Artillery

1 (Max. 6)

6”

3-6

12”

4-6

24”

5-6

36”

6

Rifle*

Light Artillery

Heavy Artillery

1/2

1 (Max. 4)
1 (Max. 8)

as Short Range
6”
6”

4-6
3-6

12”
12”
12”

5-6
5-6
4-6

* Rifles cost 1 MD to reload if not using the Optional Reloading Rules.

18”

24”
36”

6
6

5-6

Out of Range
Out of Range
48”

n/a
n/a
6

Shooting Table 1850 to 1875

Point Blank

Short

Long

Extreme

Shooting

Dice/
Figure

Distance Roll Distance Roll Distance Roll Distance

Roll

Rifled Musket

1/2

3”

4-6

12”

5-6

18”

6

Out of Range

n/a

Breech-loading
Carbine

1/2

6”

4-6

12”

5-6

18”

6

Out of Range

n/a

Needle gun

Breech-loading
Rifle

Light artillery
Field artillery

Heavy artillery
Early Machine
gun

1/2
1/2

1 (Max. 4)
1 (Max. 6)
1 (Max. 8)
1 (Max. 4)

6”
6”
6”
6”
6”
6”

4-6
4-6
4-6
3-6
3-6
3-6

12”
12”
12”
12”
12”
12”

5-6
5-6
5-6
4-6
4-6
4-6

18”
24”
24”
30”
36”
24”

6
6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6

Out of Range
Out of Range
36”
48”
72”

Out of Range

n/a
n/a
6
6
6

n/a

Chapter 9
Cameo Roles
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This is very much an optional chapter, adding whimsy
for its own sake. It stems largely from my own urge to
paint up slightly oddball figures of French onion sellers
and English vicars, belly dancers and enthusiastic
dogs, Holmes and Watson and Oscar Wilde.
A Cameo Role is a single figure placed on the table to
help your own side, or to sabotage the enemy’s efforts.
The figure may appear only briefly, or for most of the
game. If it is present with a unit that runs away, it is
assumed to have either been killed or―more often―
captured, or simply run away; in any case, it’s out of
the game.
Each player is permitted one Cameo Role of their own
choice. If all parties agree, a second cameo per player
may be introduced once the first has departed the
stage, on the next joker.

Boy Scout

I will do my duty to God and the King.
I will do my best to help others whatever it
may cost me.
I know the scout law and will obey it.
Baden-Powell’s Boy Scout Oath, 1908
Formed in 1906, the Boy Scouts were the backbone
of British resistance in P.G. Wodehouse’s The Swoop.
Backdate their formation if you like.
Purpose: An outdoorsy, helpful youth.

Arrival and Departure: Attaches to any unit on any
joker. Will perform one good deed, then leave to help
an old lady across the road.
Abilities: He can lead any unit at full speed through
rough terrain, because he knows the paths.

Suggested Figure: A Boy Scout or similar active,
patriotic youth.

Bruiser

Purpose: Big lug shows his muscles!

Arrival and Departure: Place with one unit at the
start of the game.

Abilities: Counts as two figures in close combat. On his
unit’s turn, the bruiser may challenge an enemy figure
to single combat if within 12”. If the opposing figure
is not also a bruiser, the bruiser gets +3 to his die roll;
high die knocks down opponent, granting +1 to the
winning unit’s morale rolls this game.
Suggested Figure: Probably a discipline problem most
of the time. Likely has a shaved head and impressive
whiskers. Always looking for a fight, even when there’s
already a fight.

Cameo Roles
Cantiniere
French army only.

Purpose: Revives the wounded with brandy
and a smile.
Arrival and Departure: Place with one
infantry unit at the start of the game.
Remove her if the unit runs away or is
destroyed.
Abilities: At every joker she may test
to revive any casualties the unit has
received. On a 5-6 they return to the
ranks, otherwise lost for good.

Suggested Figure: An NCO’s wife
in distinctive, glamorous uniform, but
still a respectable woman (and don’t
you forget it).

Dressing Station

Purpose: Forward hospital unit

Arrival and Departure: Place the dressing station
at start of game, at least 24” from enemy. Remains in
place throughout game.

Abilities: At the second joker, test all casualties taken
within 24” of the dressing station, except for those
lost while ‘destroyed’ or running away. On a 4-6 they
return to the ranks, otherwise lost for good.
Suggested Figure: Medical staff, to choice. May be
shown as a group, with grateful patients and possibly
a tent.

Foreign Observer

Purpose: An officer from a neutral country noting the
drill and training of your army.

Arrival and Departure: Place with one general or unit
at start of game. May move 24” at end of cycle.
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Abilities: Formation changes take one MD less than
usual (minimum 1). 1 extra Response if charged. Won’t
fight, except against natives (hits on a ‘6’). Isn’t killed
except by natives.
Suggested Figure: Some Johnnie in a foreign
uniform, with a notebook. We must impress him!

General’s Mistress

Purpose: Distract the enemy general.

Arrival and Departure: Place with enemy
general at the start of the game or on any
joker.

Abilities: Accompanies the general
wherever he goes. You may demand that your
enemy discard one number card each cycle as she
distracts him. However, if he is put out of action, she
takes his place.

Suggested Figure: Only foreign types resort to this
kind of behavior. Well, and the Prince of Wales too, of
course. Dress her in a version of military uniform as
you like. Or as a belly dancer.

Inconvenient Civilian
Purpose: Here to delay you.

Arrival and Departure: Appears on any joker, on a
road or in a built up area. Leaves at the next joker.

Abilities: At the beginning of every enemy cycle, the
Inconvenient Civilian can be placed in front of an
enemy unit (at least 24” from any current fighting),
preventing it from acting at all this cycle; place an
activation counter on it, and it can’t have an Ace played
on it. No, you can’t shoot them!

Suggested Figure: A priest, a drunk, an old lady, Bertie
Wooster; that sort of thing. Does not affect armies of
‘eathen savages, of course.
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Cameo Roles

Messenger

Old Duffer

Rash Officer

Sergeant Major

Purpose: Carries dispatches to spur a unit into action.

“When I was a boy we didn’t have any of this breechloading nonsense!”

Purpose: An enemy officer prone to acts of reckless
courage.

“Stand up straight, lad!”

Arrival and Departure: Place at own HQ at the
beginning of the game. The Messenger moves 7 MD at
the start of the cycle to the selected unit (if it fails to
reach the unit, it doesn’t deliver the message, and no
‘free Ace’.) Returns to HQ freely at the end of the cycle.
Abilities: Rides to a chosen unit at the start of the
cycle, delivering a ‘free Ace’ to let that unit act twice
this cycle. Unit must use this ‘free Ace’ as soon as the
first card for its side is turned, effectively activating
twice in a row.

Suggested Figure: A gallant cavalry officer, cyclist or
even motor car. Lots of panache.

Mad Scientist

Purpose: He has an Infernal Device! It’s some sort of
ray gun, with ranges as for a rifle.
Arrival and Departure: On any joker, at your own
base line; late as usual.

Abilities: Acts on his own card, 2 MD (he’s slow, and
the gadget is heavy!). He may move or shoot, not both.
Roll to shoot:
Roll

Result

1

Weapon blows up eliminating him and all within
3”.

2-3
4-5
6

Nothing happens.

Counts as a single rifle shot.

Counts as 4 hits on target unit, test for saves,
immediate morale test.

Suggested Figure: White coat, wild hair. Clearly a
lunatic. We have no idea who invited him.

Purpose: Slow, elderly officer

Arrival and Departure: Inflict on the enemy unit of
your choice at the beginning of the game.

Abilities: His unit only activates on a number card of
five or higher, or as part of a brigade.
Suggested Figure: No need to place a special figure;
he’s already in command of the unit.

Oscar Wilde

Arrival and Departure: Impose on the enemy unit of
your choice―ideally cavalry or a ‘prestige’ unit―at the
beginning of the game. May not be placed on artillery
or engineers.

Abilities: Once during the game he will charge your
forces with his unit, at a time and place of your
choosing. Must be within possible charge distance, and
not have acted yet this cycle.
Suggested Figure: No need to place a special figure;
he’s already in command of the unit.

Purpose: Taunt enemy into rash action.
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Purpose: Imposes discipline and inspires courage
when needed.

Arrival and Departure: Add to one unit at the start of
the game. Remove from board if the unit runs away or
is destroyed.
Abilities: Formation changes cost 1 MD. May reroll all
morale tests.
Suggested Figure: Sash, medals, unnaturally clean
uniform.

Sniper

Purpose: Crack rifleman designated to shoot key
enemy officers.

Arrival and Departure: Place with one unit at the
start of the game.

Arrival and Departure: Place in cover with good field
of fire at the start of the game. May move 12” at end of
cycle.

Abilities: Once per game, Wilde incites an enemy
unit to charge at the time and place of your choosing.
The unit must be within 12” of Wilde, within possible
charge distance of Wilde’s selected target, and not yet
acted this cycle.

Abilities: May shoot at enemy generals, messengers
and staff officers only. Hits on 4-6 up to 12”, 5-6 up to
36”. Roll as a hit on a general for effect.

Suggested Figure: A flamboyant writer with
poisonous wit.

Regimental Mascot
Purpose: Beloved pet, with combat skills.

Arrival and Departure: Place with one infantry unit
at the start of the game.
Abilities: Counts as an extra figure in melee. +1 to
morale rolls. Cannot be killed, ever.

Suggested Figure: Probably a dog, possibly a ram or
pig. Mostly a British thing. I use poodles for the French.

Suggested Figure: An unsporting fellow with a
‘scoped rifle.

Spy

Purpose: Steals and
destroys enemy Hold
Cards.

Arrival and Departure:
May be placed near the
enemy HQ on any joker.
Remains in play until
captured or the end of the
game.
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Abilities: At the start of each of the player’s own cycle
the spy may steal a Hold card on roll of 4-6; if that
succeeds, he may try to steal a second card on 5-6; and
if that succeeds, a third card on 6. He is captured if a ‘1’
is rolled in any attempt.

War Correspondent
“You furnish the pictures, and I’ll furnish the
war”
William Randolph Hearst

Suggested Figure: Can be disguised as almost anyone!
Sherlock Holmes could be a spy or a spy catcher,
Raffles the Amateur Cracksman or Arsene Lupin are
clearly spies. In the 1890s the French secret service
hired the cleaning lady at the German embassy in Paris
to bring them all the wadded up paper rather than
throw it away.

A Bit About Artillery

First of all, let me apologize for not using the classic
spring-loaded toy cannon of yore. I can’t afford to
repaint my figures every time they get chipped.

Rules for artillery always seem to get jammed
uncomfortably into rules sets as a sort of add-on to
infantry shooting. Let’s go over things you might need
to know about artillery in A Gentleman’s War.

Spy Hunter

Purpose: Prevents the spy from stealing Hold Cards.

There are four kinds of artillery and two types of
machine guns.

Arrival and Departure: May be placed by own your
HQ on any Joker. Remain in play until the end of the
game.

Field Artillery is the standard form―guns drawn by
horses, men marching on foot. It has two movement
dice per action, so it can do any two of the following:
move, unlimber, limber or fire. It can move twice,
but only shoot once. There’s no reason to limber or
unlimber more than once in an action, of course. Crew
of 3-5 gunners.

Abilities: If enemy spy attempts to steal a Hold Card,
the Spy hunter increases chance of capture to 1-3 on
the 1st hold card, 1-4 subsequently.
Suggested Figure: Uniformed military officer,
policeman or someone incognito. Dr. Watson?

Staff Officer

Purpose: Improves cohesion and cooperation between
units.
Arrival and Departure: Place with one general or unit
at the start of the game or on any joker. May move 24”
at end of cycle.

Purpose: Archibald Forbes of the Graphic, Frederic
Remington, or Richard Harding Davis, present to
report on this campaign for the people opening their
morning papers. Put on a good show!

Suggested Figure: Very efficient, shown either on foot
or mounted. Not necessarily a snappy dresser.

Abilities: Allows one reroll per cycle for the unit while
he’s present. Won’t fight, except against natives (hits
on a ‘6’). Isn’t killed except by natives.

Abilities: Allows a second unit within 3” of the
activated unit to act on a Number Card. Increases
Brigade size from 4 to 6.

Chapter 10
Musings

Arrival and Departure: Place with one general or unit
at the start of the game. May move 24” at end of cycle.

Suggested Figure: Reporter, artist or cameraman.

Horse artillery was intended to cooperate with cavalry
formations, and all troops are assumed to be mounted.
It has three movement dice, and can perform an
‘artillery charge’ at four MD to race into action (at
reduced firing effect) or to leave a position in a hurry.
Crew of 2-4 gunners.

Heavy (or ‘Siege’) artillery is slow and lumbering, often
drawn by oxen, but delivers a tremendous blow when
it strikes a target. It has one movement die and a crew
of 4-6 gunners. Brick and stone buildings count as light
cover rather than heavy when hit by heavy guns.
Mountain artillery consists of light guns which break
down into several mule loads. It moves at the same
speed as skirmishers (3D6”, 4D6” at a run) and can
traverse rough terrain without penalty. It takes two
movement dice to ‘unlimber’ (assemble from the mule
loads).
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Machine guns come in two varieties. The early wheeled
models (which move as field guns), usually prior to
1890, had a tendency to jam at inopportune moments,
while later models of the Maxim type can be carried
by infantry, and are more reliable. Models on tripods
move at infantry speed.

Things To Remember

Guns may only shoot once per turn, no matter what
else they do. Stationary artillery gets an advantage in
that, after the first successful ranging shots, the target
counts as one range band closer.
Gunners may choose to stand by their guns when
attacked, or run for safety leaving the pieces in
position. Horse artillery may try to limber up and
escape.

We assume that the limbers and horses are kept
behind the deployed guns, ideally in some sort of cover
and out of the enemy’s sight.
Artillery pieces count as close order targets while
limbered, but open order targets when deployed. Try
not to get shot at while limbered.

The first casualty on a gun crew never causes a morale
check. They are very brave lads.
All guns except siege guns can ‘prolong’, moving
forwards or backwards 1 MD per action by pushing
them rather than limbering up. Turning a gun more
than 45° takes 1 MD.

European artillery may have the following Distinctions:
Brave, Crack Gunners, Stalwart, and usually have no
deficiencies, being a professional corps and not full of
idiots. Native Artillery, on the other hand, may have
Bad Aim, or even be slaves!
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Some Notes About Infantry
Infantry tactics in the pre-WWI era were much more
open than the close order deployments of men,
shoulder to shoulder, that had been normal in the
musket era. An infantry unit, deployed for firepower
rather than brute force, would consist of a skirmish
line of riflemen in front, backed up by supporting
companies in closer order, and a reserve behind that.
The idea was a flexible combination where the firing
line could be reinforced, but without the rigidity of the
old two- and three-deep lines.
But we don’t really care about that. Simply show the
unit in a two-deep line. You can open up the ranks a
little if you like.

If you want to detach part of an infantry unit as
skirmishers, you may do so with up to 50% of the unit.
This must stay within 6” of the parent unit and activate
on the same card as long as they remain within 6”. If
they separate beyond 6”, they count as a distinct unit.
They may reunite on any card.

Things To Remember

Infantry can only shoot before any other action, at
a cost of 1 MD. You can shoot, then charge, as you
should! Only the first two ranks can shoot.

Infantry can generally drive off cavalry attacking from
the front fairly easily, as long as they are in good order.
If charged in the flank or rear, or if in disorder, things
will usually go badly. Often very badly.

The infantry column of attack was very much a
Napoleonic era tactic, which remained in use in
modified form as a firing line followed by close
supports in column. We’ll just show it in simple form.
The Russians (whose shooting was often terrible) were
firm advocates of ‘The Cult of the Bayonet’.

Some Thoughts About Cavalry

Cavalry in the pre-1914 was stuck between two
worlds. Experience in battle over the previous sixty
years indicated that the traditional battle tactics
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of massed charges with sword and lance usually
involved a lot of dead cavalry. However, the mobility
of horsemen allied to the use of modern firepower, on
foot, had worked well from the American Civil War
through the Boer War. Dismounting and shooting
seemed to work, hurling yourself at the enemy mostly
didn’t.
Not that cavalry officers believed any of this.

There were some exceptions. American horsemen had
always been prone to fight with firepower rather than
the arme blanche. European armies began to treat
their dragoons as mounted infantry, and the Russians
converted all their line cavalry to dragoons between
1882 and 1908. The British continued to regard
dragoons as slightly second grade heavy cavalry, but
the Boer War encouraged the development of mounted
infantry, raised from infantry regiments and mounted
on less-than-pedigree horses.

Things To Remember

Cavalry can be immensely successful in the right
circumstances, but can also be delicate and easily
destroyed. Units are small, and make excellent targets
for gunfire.
Cavalry can only operate effectively in open terrain.

We’ve made no distinction between lancers and
other cavalry. In the last decades of the 19th century it
became popular to provide at least the front ranks of
many cavalry units with lances. Aside from a notion
that it might be easier to spear fleeing infantry with a
lance, this seems to have made no difference to anyone.
Dismounted action is often the best course of action,
although many officers would strenuously deny this.

Colonel Bagshot provided several pages of scrawl on this
subject, but appeared to be in a fairly deranged frame
of mind when he wrote the piece. It ended in the word
‘Charge!’ heavily underlined. We have not included it
here.

Chapter 11
A Word on Traditional Toy
Soldiers
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A Gentleman’s War can be played with almost
any sort of model soldier, but there is at least an
expectation that toy soldiers of an older style, painted
brightly and possibly with pink cheeks, best suit the
game. We can no longer buy those hollowcast Britain’s
figures of a century ago, or their competitors like
Johillco. We can’t get Mignot or Lucotte from France,
or Heyde figures, or Heinrichsen’s flat soldiers from
Germany. Classic flats are still available, but are
no longer cheap. However, here are a number of
sources for ‘old school’ style figures. This is surely an
incomplete list.

rules, and a regular newsletter. Much of his output is
available again through Mike Taber at Historifigs:

Spencer Smith Miniatures offer figures in several
scales; both older models, and more recent sculpts in
a traditional style. Much of my own collection is made
up of 42mm figures, from the Shiny Toy Soldiers range
(mostly mid 19th century Europe) and the Little Britons
line (styled after classic 1900-ish Britain’s figures),
both sculpted by Aly Morrison.

20-30mm Wargame Figures

Multiple-Scale Manufacturers

In 30mm the company offers their own recentlymade figures, the original Spencer Smith range from
the sixties, finely made models from Edward Suren
(‘Willie’), Holger Erickson and Charles Stadden
(‘Tradition’).
They also have 20mm Jacklex colonials, a range I
bought with my pocket money decades ago.
http://www.spencersmithminiatures.co.uk/

Jack Scruby was a giant in our odd little hobby,
producing figures in scales from 9mm to 54mm,

http://historifigs.com/site/

Irregular Miniatures offer figures in many sizes, from
2mm blocks to 54mm. Their 42mm ranges include
figures from ancient times to the modern era. Included
is a sub-range called ‘Deutsche Homage’, slightly larger,
made in the distinctive style of old German models
with separate heads and weapons.
http://www.irregularminiatures.co.uk/

The sixties and seventies saw an explosion in
wargames figure companies―Hinton Hunt, Lamming,
Garrison, Greenwood and Ball and others, almost all of
them long gone now.

Miniature Figurines (AKA Minifigs) were staples of
many a wargames army from the seventies until recent
times, and their style, while not fully ‘toy soldier’
retains elements of an earlier era.
http://www.miniaturefigurines.co.uk/Home.aspx

Hinchliffe were, for many of us, the ‘other’ easily
available wargames figure company in the seventies.
Sculpted by the late Peter Gilder with a unique longlegged look, they are still available:
https://www.hindsfiguresltd.com/Hinchliffe.html
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Warrior Miniatures are another ‘old school’ company
in style and history:
http://www.warrioronline.demon.co.uk/

Eureka Miniatures make a very stylized and
charming range of ‘toy town soldiers’. They also sell
models of teddy bears in a 19th century uniform:
http://www.eurekamin.com.au/index.
php?cPath=87_126_716&sort=3a

Metal 54mm toy soldiers

These were the staples of Well’s own wargames, but
unless the collector is very wealthy, they are probably
impractical for most people.

Britain’s still make shiny toy soldiers, at a price.
https://www.wbritain.com/product-store/british-toysoldier-company/
Dorset Model Soldiers sell castings as well as painted
figures.
http://www.dorsetmodelsoldiers.com/index.php
Black Hat

https://www.blackhat.co.uk/54mm-toy-soldiers/
Imperial

https://imperialminiatures.co.uk/
Parade Ground

https://londonbridgecollectorstoys.com/paradesquare/

Irregular Miniatures, already mentioned, have
extensive lines of 54mm figures, both as castings or
painted.
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Home Casting
Those brave enough to try to cast their own figures are
directed, first, to Prince August; an Irish company
who offer, among other things, moulds to make your
own models. These range from 25mm to 54mm, with
a particularly varied line in 18th century semi-flat
40mms.
https://shop.princeaugust.ie/

Harder to find are 40mm moulds from Zinnbrigade,
who specialized in 1900 era Prussians (which I have
seen converted to British troops in helmets)

Castings have offered American Civil War and British
Victorian types in 54mm.
https://www.miniaturemolds.com/main.sc

Dutkins have a wide range of moulds, the core of
which are American Civil War.
http://www.dutkins.com/

Dunken offer multiple historical eras, including the
Seven Years War, Napoleonics, American Civil War, and
British guardsmen.
http://dunken.com/

Plastic Figures
There is considerable choice in 54mm plastics.
There are many makers of 54mm plastic figures for
the American Civil War, the Alamo and Wild West,
including recasts of the old Marx sets from the ‘60s.

Armies in Plastic have new, larger 54mm size
including various Colonials, WWI and various horse
and musket.
https://www.armiesinplastic.com/
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A Call to Arms plastic 54mm Zulu War range are
compatible in size and bulk with original Britain’s.
http://www.acalltoarms.co.uk/contents_1.shtml

http://www.helion.co.uk/browse-title-series-more/
paper-soldiers.html

http://www.expeditionaryforce.com.sg/catalogue-c-9.
html?osCsid=ogdj5i51aa9qok5r6q527lv3a6

Skull and Crown are unique and distinctive in making
laser-cut wooden figures that evoke an earlier time.

Expeditionary Force

Paper and Wooden Figures

Paper soldiers have a venerable history in the world of
toy soldiers. Peter Dennis, a superb illustrator (and
an old friend and mentor of mine) has come up with a
series of books including complete, colored armies that
simply need to be cut out and mounted prior to battle.

http://www.helion.co.uk/browse-title-series-more/
paper-soldiers/battle-in-america/books-in-series.html

http://www.skullncrown.com/store/
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Painting Shiny Toy Soldiers
Toy-style models require a deliberate approach to
painting that is different to the most current styles of
wargames figures. What we are aiming for is a bright,
glossy finish that suggests toys of an earlier time. The
Britains style, especially, is notable for pink cheeks,
dotted eyes, and simple block colors.

You can undercoat the figures in white or grey,
although those of us accustomed to priming wargames
figures in black may continue to do so, with the caveat
that it might make the colors on top darker. Andy
Partridge, designer of many of Irregular Miniatures’
42mm line, actually suggests painting enamels
over bare metal. Enamel (spirit-based) paints are
certainly in line with the classic style, although it’s
probably simpler to used modern acrylic paints prior
to a gloss varnish finish. Andy’s article is well worth
your time: http://www.irregularminiatures.co.uk/
indexes/42mmindex.htm.
The easiest and most traditional style is to paint each
part of the figure in a block color, then paint in details.
A warm ‘off-white’ looks better than a pure white―
Andy Partridge says so, and Aly Morrison agrees. Belts
can simply be painted in, as can buttons―ideally three
or four large buttons down the chest. Faces get pink
cheeks and dotted eyes, as well as facial hair as befits
the model.

My own painting is a little more complex. I paint the
body is a slightly darker shade than the overall color,
then do some basic highlighting of arms and chest in
the actual color―so, say, scarlet over a deeper red,
leaving the creases and shaded areas in the darker
tone. I also highlight the nose and brow, prior to the
pink cheeks (etc). Horses, in particular, have broad
areas that look better―to me, as least―with some
highlighting.
There’s an old school painting style I associate with
fifties and sixties models like Greenwood and Ball,
which involved fine black lining those places where
two colors come together.

Bases were traditionally painted in a slightly lurid
shade of grass green; or a light tan for figures serving
in a desert region. Since the figures’ integral bases are
smaller than is helpful when it comes to keeping the
figures from falling over, Dan and I glue each figure
on a 1” steel washer for stability; cavalry are on oval
or pill-shaped wooden bases. I choose to leave the
integral base in shiny green, the washer covered in
grass flocking. My 30mm flats collection has figures
based on rectangular masonite bases, 1/2” frontage
per figure, two or four figures across.
I use a gloss spray to protect and finish the models,
usually two coats. Beware any varnish that causes
‘yellowing’ on white paintwork; this may be a slightly
hit and miss process, but some brands mention this
on the can. You may also paint on the varnish as you
prefer.

Chapter 12
Designer’s Notes
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(And Other Mumblings)
I always like to add a bit about “Why the rules work
this way” and “Was I drunk when I typed that?”: you
know, the truly important questions.

The card system isn’t truly ‘Old School’, but feels that
way, I think. Most of the early wargames were strictly
IGO-UGO, as the current terminology has it. The card
system is unpredictable, and feels like a game rather
than a serious, ponderous exercise. Also, it’s a little tip
of the hat to the late Larry Brom, who brought card
sequencing into mainstream wargaming in the later
1970s with ‘The Sword and the Flame.’
Likewise, random movement distances by rolling dice
is more Larry than Don Featherstone. That said, Don
used dozens of different game mechanics over the
years, not staying stuck in his initial mode. Even in his
old age Don was full of new ideas, and interested in
chatting about them over a drink or two.

The shooting rules owe something to Ross
MacFarlane’s ever-evolving With McDuff to the
Frontier rules, particularly the ‘roll a die per two
rifleman, one per gunner’ proportion. I did try a
version with one die per rifleman, but everyone got
killed, and so I stole Ross’s version. I decided to deal
with two key elements, “Can I hit them from here?”
and “Did they hit me?” by a two stage process. The
firer rolls to hit, based on range. The targeted player
rolls to save, based on cover and formation. That way
both players are involved, and it isn’t simply a process
of alternating victimization. Besides, saving rolls are
very Old School.

I’ve treated artillery fire much in the same way as
infantry, although I have received suggestions that long
range fire (and howitzers and the like) ought to be
based on a system of estimating the distance, testing
for accuracy with a dice roll, and placing a template
which would cover potential casualties. While I’m
leery of demanding players produce their own
templates and other home-made equipment―“The
18 pounder uses a circle the size of a teacup, the
smaller guns that of an eggcup” ―however, I do enjoy
estimating distances, as a sub-game in itself, and
fondly recall a game where my friend Bruce Pettipas
managed to drop a mortar shell directly on his own
platoon command post.
Close Combat (my preferred term) is based on the
historically unlikely premise that large groups of men
without armor willingly crashed into one another as a
normal thing, then fenced with swords and bayonets.
Actual melee seems to have been very rare outside
of cavalry combats and fights over fixed defenses―
usually one side stopped and halted to shoot, or the
other side ran away, or there was a lot of short-range
firing and noise and confusion. But we’ll take a very
traditional approach, and assume everyone is bravely
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going at it with cold steel. It’s all very bloody. The
balance is such that cavalry doesn’t usually do well
against infantry in any sort of good order, but when
cavalry beats men on foot, it beats them very badly.
The results table, with its saving rolls, is based on the
idea that whether you survive a defeat is largely based
on whether you can run away from the people who
beat you; this means that defeated horsemen may
survive a loss to infantry, but seldom the other way
round.

The number of casualties in Close Combat is very
high―much higher than merely shooting at one
another. However, being hit isn’t the same as being
killed, especially if your side won the fight. If your
side lost, however, your chances aren’t so good. We
understand that the winners are in a position to help
their comrades up and dust themselves off, whereas
the losers may well be in a desperate retreat, their
fallen comrades abandoned as they retire. We also
know that troops on foot can’t afford to lose to cavalry,
because men on horses with swords and lances will
make short work of them as they run for safety.
That’s probably me being too much of a historian,
though, but forgive me.

I didn’t want to give too much emphasis to disorder
(you rally easily at the end of your cycle) or morale
tests, which only occur when you’ve taken the kind of
losses that actual units would have fled from. Wargame

rules that make much stronger claims to be historical
than these do usually talk about losses being partly
about morale and fatigue and such-like, but I am here
to say that in A Gentleman’s War, we assume our
brave little lead and tin men have fallen down and
won’t get up.
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Don’t take too much notice about references to men
falling over; you can remove figures when they become
casualties the way you normally do.
We have a Yahoogroup for A Gentleman’s War at
groupurlGentlemansWar@yahoogroups.com;
I post about it on the ‘A Gentleman’s War’
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/
groups/2044768592219597/

You may also be interested in the Pulp Action Library
Facebook account:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Pulp-ActionLibrary;
or you can e-mail me (Howard) at
professorbellbuckle@yahoo.com

							
		
- Howard and Dan
Type: INF: Infantry unit; LI: Light Infantry; Dr: Dragoons; SK: Skirmishers; ENG: Engineers HC: Heavy Cavalry;
LC: Light Cavalry; ART: Artillery; H ART: Horse Artillery; MG: Machine gun; TI: Tribal Infantry; TH Tribal
Horsemen; Cam: Camelry
NOTES:

